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Abstract
Beginning with the invention of the first Integrated Circuit (IC) by Kilby and Noyce in
1959, performance growth in IC is realized primarily by geometrical scaling, which has
resulted in a steady doubling of device density from one technology node to another.
This observation was famously known as “Moore’s law”. However, the performance en-
hancement due to traditional technology scaling has begun to slow down and present
diminishing returns due to a number of imminent show-stoppers, including fundamen-
tal physical limits of transistor scaling, the growing significance of quantum effects as
transistors shrink, and a mismatch between transistors and interconnects regarding size,
speed and power. As a result, a new paradigm shift in IC technology and architecture
is required to sustain the historical IC performance growth.
Three-Dimensional Integrated Circuit (3D IC), which refers to a vertical (or hori-
zontal) stack consisting of multiple ultra-thin IC layers, has emerged as a promising
option to overcome the challenges related to conventional geometrical scaling. 3D IC
can achieve device density multiplication without aggressive scaling by stacking IC lay-
ers in the third dimension. In a 3D IC, multiple IC layers can be vertically/horizontally
interconnected by various interconnect techniques, in which Through-Silicon Via (TSV)
is a critical one. More specifically, TSV is a vertical electrical connection passing com-
pletely through a silicon wafer or die, which is a key enabler for 3D integration. By
using TSVs, the interconnection length between stacked IC layers can be significantly
reduced compared to conventional two-dimensional counterparts. This reduction further
translates into less wire delay and higher performance. However, 3D integration scheme
also results in new challenges in the fields of physical design and testing mechanism. In
this dissertation, a set of reliability-aware and testability-driven design and optimization
techniques have been proposed in order to enable reliable designs of 3D ICs, as well as
enhance physical design quality.
The first contribution of this dissertation is to develop a holistic Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) platform for 3D Power Delivery Network (PDN), which can be inte-
grated seamlessly within commercial electronic design automation development flows.
The design of 3D PDN is a constrained optimization problem. An ideal PDN must: i)
limit voltage drop which originates in switching circuits transients, and ii) satisfy the
constraints that arise from reliability limits. In addition, these problems are further
constrained by the requirement to minimize additional hardware overhead introduced
by TSVs in 3D ICs. In this dissertation, a CAD platform has been developed to han-
dle the trade-off between 3D PDN design qualities and hardware design cost under the
constraints of required reliability metrics.
The second contribution of this dissertation is to develop a comprehensive framework
for TSV repair in order to enhance yield and improve reliability in 3D ICs. As criti-
v
cal enablers for 3D ICs, TSVs can deliver signals from one layer to another. However,
during fabrication and normal operations, they may suffer from various reliability is-
sues. Due to the large number of TSVs in a chip, these issues in turn translate into low
yields and reduced lifetimes. In order to fix failed TSVs, a simple but effective way is to
add redundant TSVs into 3D designs to increase chip yield and overall reliability with
additional hardware overheads. By considering the trade-off between chip qualities (in
terms of manufacturing yield and operation lifetime), hardware overhead, and perfor-
mance, a framework has been proposed to improve chip yield and extend TSV lifetime
significantly with well-managed TSV redundancy.
The third contribution of this dissertation is to develop a novel test architecture for
interposer-based 3D ICs (also knowns as Two-and-a-Half-Dimensional Integrated Cir-
cuits (2.5D ICs)), which is emerging as a precursor to TSV-based ones at the present
time. In a 2.5D IC, multiple dies are placed side by side on a passive silicon inter-
poser, and all of them must be adequately tested for product qualification. However,
due to the special structure of 2.5D IC, new testing challenges have emerged such as:
i) reduced number of test pins, ii) higher test power consumption, and iii) increased
test-application time. In this dissertation, the research targets the above challenges, and
effective solution has been developed to test dies with minimum test cost in terms of
power consumption and test-application time.
As demands accelerate for increasing device density, higher bandwidths, and lower
power consumption, the semiconductor community is focusing on 3D ICs, which promise
“More-than-Moore” integration by packing a great deal of functionality into small form
factors, while reducing cost and improving performance. However, due to several signif-
icant technical hurdles, volume production and commercial exploitation of 3D ICs are
not feasible yet, and still in the early phases. For instance, the standard definitions
in 3D ICs are still lacking, the supply chain ecosystem is still unstable, and design,
verification and test challenges need to be resolved. In this dissertation, we focus on
the reliability and testability challenges in 3D IC design. A set of reliability-aware and
testability-driven techniques in the aspects of automating the physical-design process for
3D ICs have been proposed. Significant improvements for reliability and performance
were demonstrated for 3D ICs. Therefore, the proposed solutions and developed frame-
works in this dissertation can act as important building blocks for 3D ICs and push them
toward mainstream acceptance in the near future.
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1 Introduction
The development of Integrated Circuits (ICs) becomes indispensable in our daily life,
which has allowed for the proliferation of powerful personal computing and communica-
tion solutions. All the electronic devices used constantly nowadays—from smart-phones,
multimedia devices, personal computer to Internet’s infrastructure, high performance
computing labs, data centers—are equipped with ICs. In all of these fields, the never
ending demands for higher performance, more integrated features, and increasing en-
ergy/cost efficiency drive the need for a continuous downscaling of Very-Large-Scale
Integration (VLSI) technology. Therefore, the microelectronic industry shrinks the fea-
ture size of transistor approximately every two years, allowing the number of transistors
doubles in an IC in the same time period. This prediction (or observation) became
known as Moore’s law, which was postulated by Gordon E. Moore 1 in his seminal 1965
paper [1]. It sets the electronics industry on a quest for continued scaling for more than
50 years and those who have mastered the technology have enjoyed the greatest com-
mercial benefits. Since then, the scaling of Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
(CMOS) technology, following the Moore’s law, allowed the semiconductor industry to
successfully keep an exponential growth rate on device integration in the past decades,
as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
However, evidence from recent years suggests that the trends of semiconductor scaling
can no longer keep up with such a demanding scaling rate, and the current trajectory
of scaling has strained the commercial sector, as much for economic as for technical
reasons. While International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) still pre-
dicts further CMOS scaling, e.g., to around 7 nm node by the year of 2020 [3], such
scaling will reach fundamental physical limits. In addition, the device scaling will be
slowed down even further as next generation lithography methods (e.g., extreme ul-
traviolet lithography and electron beam lithography) are being pushed back. On the
other hand, it may not be economically beneficial to maintain the scaling even if these
technological obstacles can be overcome. Figure 1.2(a) illustrates the cost per wafer for
different process nodes along with the amount of usable gates per wafer due to reduced
yield and effective usable area. As shown, while the fabricated gates count rises with
the decreased feature size, the amount of actual usable gates during fabrication can be
reduced by several issues such as defect density, leakage, doping uniformity, line edge
roughness, etc. Although the cost per wafer continues to rise dramatically, the usable
device count does not increase at the same rate. Consequently, the price per transistor
cannot be reduced with the advanced technology node below 22 nm, and might even
be reversing the trend according to some estimations (as illustrated in Figure 1.2(b)).
1 Gordon Earle Moore (born 1929) is a co-founder of Intel, a semiconductor chip maker corporation
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Figure 1.1: Transistor count per leading edge CPU chip over last 45 years [2].
Therefore, it is impractical to continue the strive for further semiconductor scaling with
the Moore’s law.
As the process scaling becomes increasingly challenging, integrating more cores per
chip has become the way that processors can continue to exploit Moore’s law, and
thus such Chip Multiprocessors (CMPs) dominate today’s computing landscape [4–6].
However, the increasing speed of the process is faster than that of the memory. Figure 1.3
illustrates single processor performance projections against the historical performance
improvement in time to access main memory. Although single processor bandwidth has
grown more slowly in recent years, the gap between Central Processing Unit (CPU)
memory demand and Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM) bandwidth continues
to grow as the numbers of cores grow in CMPs. As a result, this imbalance between
memory bandwidth and CMP data demand keeps increasing, which imposes limits on
the performance achievable by even highly optimized CMPs. This growing disparity
between the processor clock rate and off-chip memory access speed is popularly referred
to as the “memory wall” problem [7]. In addition, this problem is further exacerbated
by a lack of well-designed memory-to-logic interface. As the number of cores increases in
CMPs, more and more data are needed from memory subsystem, imposing a great deal
of pressure on the Input/Output (I/O) infrastructure. However, according to the ITRS
projection, the number of pins on a package will not continue to grow rapidly enough to
supply bandwidth for off-chip memory in the next decade [3], and thus new paradigms
have to eventually be followed to alleviative this problem.
An alternative to further process scaling is functional diversification focusing mainly
on non-digital functions via heterogeneous system integration (as illustrated in Fig-
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Figure 1.3: The gap in performance measured as the difference in the time between process
memory requests (for a single processor or core) and the latency of a DRAM access [9].
ure 1.4), also coined as More than Moore. By adding higher degrees of functionality and
achieving more diverse integrated system, the designers can overcome the bottleneck of
the traditional down-scaling of process technology nodes and continue pushing the system
performance envelope further out. In this context, and also to achieve increased packing
density and shorter interconnect, the concept of Three-Dimensional Integrated Circuits
(3D ICs) has emerged. In microelectronics, 3D ICs are integrated circuits manufactured
by stacking silicon dies and/or wafers and interconnecting them together, initially by
wire-bond, later by flip-chip and recently by Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs) or Monolithic
Inter-Tier Vias (MIVs), as shown in Figure 2.6.
Particularly, TSV is a vertical electrical connection that passes completely through a
silicon wafer or die, which is the key and most popular enabler for 3D integration. As an
alternative to wire-bond and flip-chip, TSVs can achieve higher interconnection density,
used to router inter-tier signals (i.e., signal TSVs) and deliver power (i.e., Power/Ground
(P/G) TSVs), as shown in Figure 1.6. This way, the stacked dies (and/or wafers)
can behave as a single device to achieve performance improvement at reduced power
and smaller footprint than conventional 2D counterparts. Furthermore, 3D integration
has been envisioned as a solution for future micro-architecture design to mitigated the
memory wall problem by stacking memory on top of a CMP. An overview on various
design approaches that leverage different benefits offered by 3D integration technologies
will be presented in the next section.
1.1 Benefits of 3D Integration Technologies
1.1.1 Interconnect delay reduction
Since Jack Kilby of Texas Instruments patented the principle of integration, created the
first prototype ICs and commercialized them in 1958 [13], the primary objective of IC
design has been cramming more transistors onto a single chip to achieve increasingly
4
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Figure 1.5: Various 3D integration paradigms: (a) 3D stacking with wire-bonding, (b) 3D stack-
ing with wire-bonding and flip-chip bonding, and (c) 3D stacking with TSV. Adapted
from [11].
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Figure 1.6: The structure of 3D IC with P/G and signal TSVs [12].
more complex functionality and improved performance. Although the advances in semi-
conductor fabrication technology have enabled higher transistor density by scaling down
the feature size of transistors, global interconnect wire delay does not scale accordingly,
and the increasing wire delays become one of the major impediments for performance
improvement. As predicted by ITRS (illustrated in Figure 1.7), there is a significant
performance gap between interconnect Resistive-Capacitive delay (particularly the de-
lay caused by the long global interconnects) and gate delay, which will be increasing
exponentially. As a result, long global interconnects have become a bottleneck for the
overall system performance.
3D integration offers an opportunity to continue performance improvements by re-
ducing both average interconnect length and critical path length. As the key enabling
technology in 3D ICs, TSVs can provide signal paths between the tiers in a stack ver-
tically. By employing them, the communication between electrical components packed
into different tiers can be achieved by short and relatively low resistance vertical con-
nections, instead of the long and highly resistive interconnects in the 2D counterpart.
Theoretically, 3D integration can reduce interconnect length by a factor of
√
N when
converting a 2D chip into an N -plane 3D IC [15]. The reduction in interconnect length
not only reduces delay substantially, but also leads to significant saving in power con-
sumption due to less switching capacitance [16].
1.1.2 Memory bandwidth improvement
Nowadays, the performance of electronic systems is increasingly dominated by the time
and power required to access system memory. Figure 1.8 illustrates the relative contribu-
tion of computational delay and memory access delay. As shown, compared to the 10%
to 20% of the execution time spent in computation, the majority of the execution time is
consumed in memory access. Furthermore, these numbers could be even more dramatic
6
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.
when the computation is conducted using a general-purpose processor instead of the
state-of-the-art machine learning accelerator, as shown in Figure 1.8. Consequently, any
radical improvement in electronic system performance has to rely entirely on a significant
reduction in memory access time and power. This limitation (often referred to as the
“memory bottleneck”) is driven by conventional von Neumann architecture, which relies
on the separation of memory and logic to facilitate computing through the operation of
logic processors on separate memory stores.
The opportunity to overcome this barrier hinges on locating data closer (temporally
and energetically) to processors: on the one hand, data needs to be moved quickly
between processors and memories; on the other hand, only a small amount of power is
consumed to transmit a bit of data between processor and memory. In this direction, a
more aggressive strategy for latency reduction is to fabricate systems in three dimensions,
in which the memory and logic can be integrated into a 3D stack. This powerful approach
can dramatically increase the width of buses to memory through much finer-pitch vertical
interconnect while simultaneously decreasing the propagation delays through shorter
interconnect line. This combination can lead to memory access bandwidth as high as 40
Tb/sec for a 3D system as compared with 400 Gb/sec bandwidth in a state-of-the-art
2D counterpart [17]. In addition, another primary advantage of this approach is that
it preserves the von Neumann architecture. This way, all the existing approaches to
computing and investments in software tools can be reused to the utmost extent.
7
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of clock cycles spent during computation and in memory access for three
deep neural network algorithms as run on a machine learning accelerator executed in
7 nm CMOS technology. Reproduced from data by [17].
1.1.3 Heterogeneous integration
Nowadays, the limits of traditional Moore’s law scaling in terms of technical and com-
mercial aspects are already evident. As a result, innovation in assembly and packaging
enabling functional diversification through heterogeneous integration and allowing scal-
ing in the third dimension must pick up the slack. In particular, 3D integration provides
a feasible and cost-effective approach for integrating heterogeneous components either
in the sense of different functionalities, different process nodes or completely different
materials. This way, different electrical components, such as analog sensors, digital
logic, memory, Radio Frequency (RF) modules, and Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
(MEMS), can be integrated together, extending the system paradigm to various new
applications and feasible System on Chip (SoC) designs. Furthermore, by allowing dif-
ferent design units to be fabricated in a manufacturing process optimized for specified
component, the quality of current SoC design can be improved significantly.
Leveraging 3D heterogeneous integration, it is possible to stack non-volatile memories
such as Magnetoresistive Random-Access Memory (MRAM) or Phase-Change Random-
Access Memory on top of microprocessors as on-chip memories [18, 19], enabling a new
generation of processor architectures with unique features. For instances, it has been
demonstrated that the optimized MRAM L2 cache can improve performance by 4.91%
and reduce power by 73.5% compared with the conventional Static Random-Access Mem-
ory L2 cache [20]. In addition, with the heterogeneous integration capability offered by
3D technology, optical device layers can be stacked with CMOS logic dies in order to
meet the off-chip communication bandwidth requirements at acceptable power levels.
For example, HP Labs has proposed a Corona architecture [21], in which nano-photonic
communication is adopted in a 3D many-core architecture for both inter-core and off-
stack communications with much lower power consumption.
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In conclusion, 3D integration has been considered as an enabling technology to rein-
vigorate Moore’s Law performance scaling by: i) reducing interconnect delay, ii) breaking
the “memory wall”, and iii) facilitating new heterogeneous computer architectures. How-
ever, along with these opportunities and benefits, 3D integration technology introduces
new challenges, which will be reviewed in the next section.
1.2 Challenges in 3D Integration Technologies
3D integration technology brings the potential of many advantages at both the circuit-
and architectural-levels. However, these advantages come with a cost in terms of physical
constraints and increased dependencies across metric domains. In addition, along with
the performance improvement introduced by 3D ICs, new challenges have emerged, as
outlined below.
1.2.1 Thermal management challenges
One of the major design challenges associated with 3D integration is thermal manage-
ment, especially for homogeneous logic integration. First, due to its vertical stacking
in nature, 3D integration increases transistor density without reducing the power con-
sumption per transistor, resulting in excessive power flux as multiple tiers are stacked.
Second, the dielectrics between functional tiers have relatively low thermal conductivity,
which significantly diminishes heat flow from stacked tiers in a 3D IC to its heatsink
in traditional air-cooling schemes and causes high temperatures. This increased chip
temperature plays an important role in both soft and hard error reliabilities: high tem-
peratures can cause timing violations, and excessively high temperature can even cause
permanent physical damage to the chip. Furthermore, the chip temperature significantly
effects leakage power of each transistor. As a consequence, increased power results in
higher current density which can cause Electromigration (EM) and voltage drop in Power
Delivery Network (PDN).
Moreover, the heat generation from a 3D IC is non-uniform spatially, especially with
the areas of very high local heat fluxes at few locations on a die. Consequently, an
increase in thermal design power can lead to an increase in both average power density
and local power density (often referred to as “hot spots”). In addition, even when the
total power consumption of the 3D stack remains within design specification, the local
power density could also be increased, which limit the performance and reliability of
3D system. For example, temperature fluctuations can lead to TSV defect formation
from thermal cycling (i.e., so called TSV pop-out and delamination [22]). For a 3D IC,
thermal management must take account of the hot spot thermal dissipation within the
stack as well as within the package. As a result, it is imperative to model and analyze
the thermal behaviors of 3D ICs accurately. Furthermore, sophisticated thermal-aware
design techniques should be developed for 3D ICs with a holistic approach from circuit-
level up to system-level.
9
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1.2.2 3D power delivery network design challenges
As the benefits of Dennard scaling 2 quickly vanish recently, it becomes increasingly chal-
lenging to keep the historical trend of device integration with the conventional planar
fabrication approach. The vertical 3D integration technology provides an alternative
pathway toward continuing the exponential growth in device integration, but also in-
creases the aggregated density of both power consumption and heat generation during
operations. Consequently, it is becoming extremely challenging to deliver sufficient cur-
rent to each circuit module as well as to dissipate the massive heat generated in a 3D
stack. On the one hand, the upper-level tiers suffer from more severe voltage noise since
they are further away from power supply pads [23]. On the other hand, the lower-level
tiers experience higher temperature as the heatsink is attached to the top of the 3D stack
with conventional cooling system. As the number of tiers in a 3D system is expected to
increase in the future, the problems of delivering power supply voltage to each transistor
without excessive power noise along the power delivery path become more daunting. In
order to alleviate the power delivery constraints in the era of 3D ICs, PDN must be
carefully designed for maintaining system-wide power integrity, which is believed to be
one of the biggest challenges.
PDN deliver power and ground voltage from package to the devices. In a 3D IC, the
individual PDN on each tier has to be interconnected by the vertical connections such as
TSVs (as shown in Figure 1.9), and thus the challenges for a reliable 3D PDN design are
multi-fold. First, due to its intrinsic resistance, capacitance, and inductance, the supply
voltage will become noisy (either drop or fluctuate) after travelling through the PDN.
As the propagate delay of each logic gate is highly dependent on the supply voltage,
any voltage variation exceeding the pre-defined design margin can cause a timing error,
threatening system performance and program correctness. This power supply noise can
be further exacerbated by the higher parasitic impedance of 3D PDNs. Second, the
3D PDN can suffer from long-term reliability issues such as EM. Under the higher
current stress in 3D ICs, EM can cause permanent damage to the metal interconnects
and TSVs in a PDN, leading to the degradation of power delivery quality with increased
power supply noise and the associated soft errors. Third, due to the heterogeneous
integrations in 3D ICs, certain low power design techniques (such as power gating) are
often implemented, which further complicates the PDN due to the individual control
of different power domains in the system. To deal with these challenges, novel and
sophisticated design methodologies considering the unique characteristics of 3D PDNs
must be developed. In particular, considering the fact that TSVs are the only channels
for power-supply connections in a 3D stack, the allocation of TSVs can introduce a
trade-off between power delivery quality and area overhead, and should be investigated
thoughtfully.
2 Dennard scaling, also known as MOSFET scaling, is a scaling law based on a 1974 paper co-authored
by Robert H. Dennard. Roughly speaking, it states that as transistors get smaller their power density
stays constant, so that the power use stays in proportion with area: both voltage and current scale
(downward) with length.
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Figure 1.9: Two-tier 3D IC using face-to-back TSVs
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1.2.3 TSV-related reliability and yield challenges
Although 3D chips will experience the same environmental, mechanical, and electrical
stresses as in 2D chips during operations, the extra silicon components (such as TSVs)
can add more structures and complexity to the system. This additional level of electrical
interconnections introduces new failure mechanisms for the 3D system. Various manufac-
turing and latent TSV defects arise from the disruptive manufacturing process involved
during TSV fabrication, and aggravated by the coupling effects between electrical, me-
chanical, and thermal conditions. In particular, the TSVs and back-grinding of the
silicon wafer can cause significant thermo-mechanical stresses, which not only result in
systematic mobility/performance variations, but also lead to mechanical reliability con-
cerns (e.g., interfacial cracking) [24]. Additionally, coupling of TSVs to substrate [25, 26]
and among each other [27, 28] may give rise to severe power and signal integrity issues,
which can be further aggravated by the capacitive and inductive coupling between two
adjacent tiers [29, 30]. Moreover, reliability and yield challenges might increase overall
cost [31–33]. The benefits provided by 3D integration can be realized only when the
design and manufacturing cost of products is commercially viable [34]. Among all the
factors affecting the cost of 3D ICs, manufacturing yield is one of the most crucial ones.
It has been shown that the functional yield of a rather simple three-tier chip is only a bit
more than 60% [35]. Therefore, it is very critical to identify, evaluate and understand
the reliability and yield challenges associated with TSVs in 3D integration.
1.2.4 Testing challenges
Adding to these design challenges in 3D ICs is the increased complexity of testing. A
wide adoption of 3D integration is hampered by an insufficient understanding of 3D
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testing issues and by the lack of design for Design-for-Testability (DfT) techniques. Due
to the unique processing steps of 3D integration (such as wafer thinning, alignment,
and bonding), a vast number of new defect mechanism arise in 3D ICs, and must be
addressed as part of a test strategy. However, one of the major bottlenecks for 3D
testing is the loss of access to package pins which are often re-purposed as scan I/Os.
As a result, the number of test pins available for testing a die in a 3D IC is far limited,
which is much smaller than that in 2D package. Without full access to the logics on
each die, test coverage could be reduced and the possibility of defects escaping to the
stack increases, risking product quality and manufacturing yield. Furthermore, since
target market segments for 3D integration (including CMOS image sensor, 3D memory,
etc.) are mainly in consumer electronics at present, any product for this price-sensitive
market with excessive test cost will not be successful. Here, the major elements of test
cost are test-application time, test power consumption, and cost of test equipment, etc.
As a result, proper DfT and testing schemes is imperative to maintain test quality with
lower test costs.
The introduction of TSVs in 3D ICs also raises many testing challenges. In order
to relieve the impact of TSV-induced thermal stress on circuit performance, a Design-
for-Manufacturing and/or Design-for-Reliability methodology needs to be implemented.
Moreover, for the improvement of the yield and reliability of TSVs, Built-In Self-Test
(BIST) redundant structures and in-field repair mechanisms are imperative.
The main objective of this dissertation is to tackle the aforementioned technology
challenges in 3D integration. To this purpose, a set of comprehensive solutions were
developed, including Computer-Aided Design (CAD) methodologies and optimization
techniques for reliability, timing performance, and testability of 3D ICs. Below is a
summary of the main contributions and outline of this dissertation in the various topics
of research.
1.3 Dissertation Contributions and Outline
The main contributions of this dissertation is to tackle the aforementioned technology
challenges in 3D integration. To this purpose, a set of comprehensive solutions were de-
veloped, including CADmethodologies and optimization techniques for reliability, timing
performance, and testability of 3D ICs (as shown in Figure 1.10). First, a holistic CAD
platform is proposed to address the need for reliable PDN design in a 3D integration sys-
tem in terms of optimal P/G TSV planning from power and signal integrities perspective
(i.e., Contribution I in Figure 1.10). Afterwards, a comprehensive framework of signal
TSV repair is developed for yield enhancement and reliability improvement in 3D ICs
(i.e., Contribution II in Figure 1.10). Last, a multicast test approach is proposed for
interposer-based 3D ICs in order to reduce test costs (in terms of test-application time
and test power consumption) and maintain high test quality (i.e., high fault coverage).
(i.e., Contribution III in Figure 1.10).
The details of our contributions in this dissertation are summarized as follows.
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Figure 1.10: Proposed reliability-aware physical design and test flow for 3D ICs in this disserta-
tion.
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1.3.1 Contributions to reliable 3D power delivery network design
Thermal stress-aware non-regular power/ground TSV planning technique
In 3D ICs, smaller footprints combined with multiple device layers imply severe power
delivery problem, which is further exacerbated by the limited number of P/G TSVs.
Compared to other layout objects in a chip, TSVs are quite huge in size, and thus
become significant obstacles during placement and routing. In particular, P/G TSVs
occupy either bulk and device layers in case of via-first process or entire 3D stack in case
of via-last process. Consequently, the number of TSVs available for P/G nets is limited
under the constraints of design flexibility, making a reliable 3D PDN design highly chal-
lenging. In this dissertation, a non-regular P/G TSV planning method based on Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) formulation is proposed to minimize power supply noise while
reducing the area overhead introduced by P/G TSVs to an acceptable level. The results
from the conventional regular and the proposed non-regular TSV planning approach are
compared in terms of IR-drop noise and P/G TSV count. Furthermore, the impact of
TSV-induced thermo-mechanical stress on 3D PDN robustness is studied, in which both
voltage drop- and thermal stress-induced delay variations are taken into account during
P/G TSV planning. As the important metrics of risk in 3D PDN design, the impact of
Keep-out Zone (KOZ) of TSV and PDN mesh granularity is also investigated.
Electromigration-aware local-via allocation approach in power/ground TSVs
There exist three different types of TSVs dictated by the manufacturing process: via-
first, via-middle, and via-last TSVs. In the via-first TSVs, local-via, which is used to
connect landing pad of TSV and 2D PDN, plays an important role for balancing the
trade-off between EM reliability and design routability. On the one hand, in order to
improve the EM-related lifetime reliability of P/G TSVs, it is desirable to insert multi-
ple local vias inside each TSV for load balancing of the current density per via, which
can increase EM-related lifetime effectively. On the other hand, excessive local vias
for each P/G TSV can consume too much routing area, leading to exacerbated rout-
ing congestion and increased delay overhead. In this dissertation, a routability-aware
local-via allocation approach is explored to minimize the routing congestion introduced
by local vias while satisfying the constraints of EM-induced power supply noise during
field operations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that takes design
routability into account during local-via allocation. In addition, the impacts of temper-
ature, 3D design partitioning, and expected TSV lifetime on local-via allocation are also
investigated.
1.3.2 Contributions to TSV self-repair of 3D ICs
TSV self-repair framework for assembly yield enhancement
In order for 3D ICs to be commercially viable, a set of yield enhancement solutions
through self-repair is required. In general, the yield of 3D ICs can be reduced due to the
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defects in stacked dies (i.e., stack yield loss) or defects that occur during the assembly
process (i.e., assembly yield loss). Therefore, the yield of a 3D IC is even less than that
of each individual die/wafer in the 3D stack. For stack yield enhancement, it is critical
to conduct pre-bond testing to prevent the stacking of defective dies. For assembly
yield enhancement, the addition of spare TSVs to repair defective ones is the most
effective method besides improving the manufacturing process itself. In this dissertation,
a novel TSV self-repair framework is proposed with the consideration of defect clustering
effect, which is based on a light-weight hardware architecture associated with efficient
algorithms for spare TSV allocation. In the previous TSV repair schemes, there are two
major drawbacks: i) the claimed yield enhancement cannot be guaranteed under realistic
clustering defect distribution; ii) since the delay variation introduced by thermal stress
was ignored, the requirement of timing correctness for the system would be violated after
TSV repair. The proposed solution in this dissertation overcomes the above limitations
by considering the trade-off between chip yield, hardware cost, and delay overhead.
TSV self-repair framework for run-time reliability improvement
TSV fabrication involves disruptive manufacturing technologies, and has been shown to
introduce new failure mechanism in 3D ICs. In particular, the huge dimensional gaps
between TSVs, on-chip metal wire, and bonding can lead to new EM concerns com-
pared to conventional 2D planer interconnects, which pose reliability threats for TSVs
and cause hard-to-predict timing errors during field operations. In this dissertation, a
proactive repair approach is proposed to combat TSV EM degradation by taking use
of the transient recovery effect in EM-induced stress evolution. In conventional repair
solutions, this recovery effect is ignored, and thus TSV redundancy is used in a reactive
manner, in which the operability of a 3D chip in the presence of EM failure is maintained
by detecting and replacing faulty TSVs with spares. This way, EM-related reliability
improvement is restricted to the amount of pre-allocated spare TSVs, which is normally
limited due to its associated area overhead. By contrast, the proposed approach can take
full advantage of the TSV redundancy resource by exploiting the EM recovery effect,
and extend EM-related lifetime of multiple TSVs even with one single spare.
1.3.3 Contributions to cost-effective testing of 3D ICs
Multicast testing of interposer-based 3D ICs
As a precursor to TSV-based 3D ICs, interposer-based 3D ICs (often referred to as Two-
and-a-Half-Dimensional Integrated Circuits (2.5D ICs)) have gained increasing attention
recently. However, it is still a major challenge to test 2.5D ICs using conventional meth-
ods due to the limited number of dedicated test pins in the package level. In addition,
because of higher integration levels in 2.5D ICs, test-application time and test power
are also increased compared to their 2D counterparts, resulting in time-consuming and
costly testing solution. To tackle these issues, a cost-effective multicast test approach
is proposed to target die testing in 2.5D ICs at post-bonding stage. Its main idea is to
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apply the same test patterns to carefully selected multiple dies when they can effectively
achieve high fault coverage for these dies within a given test-power budget. This way,
the number of required test pins is significantly reduced, and thus die testing of 2.5D ICs
can be accomplished using Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) patterns with a
limited number of test pins. To this end, an efficient test architecture is developed with
negligible area overhead. Meanwhile, a test-scheduling and optimization technique for
identifying groups of dies for multicast is also proposed.
1.3.4 Dissertation outline
The remainder of this dissertation can be mainly divided into four parts. First, back-
ground information and state-of-the-art techniques about the 3D integration technology
are presented in Chapter 2. Next, Chapters 3 and 4 cover the proposed reliable 3D PDN
design approaches, consisting of thermal stress-aware P/G TSV planning and local-via
allocation in P/G TSV for EM reliability improvement. The third part, including Chap-
ters 5 and 6, focuses on the design of TSV repair solutions for yield enhancement and
reliability improvement. In addition, the cost-effective multicast testing approach for
2.5D ICs is described in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation.
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In this chapter, a general description about interconnect hierarchy in 3D ICs is presented
in Section 2.1. Next, the existing applications and future opportunities of 3D integration
technology are overviewed in Section 2.2. Then, the big-picture of TSVs is presented.
As the key and most popular enabler of 3D ICs at present, TSV and its reliability are
the major research topic in this dissertation. The different fabrication approaches of
TSVs are introduced in Section 2.3. Afterwards, the major reliability issues of TSVs,
including thermo-mechanical stress and EM, are briefly explained in Section 2.4. Last,
the basic flow of 3D ICs is reviewed in Section 2.5.
2.1 Interconnect Hierarchy in 3D Integration
Nowadays, most electronic system are characterized by a strong hierarchical intercon-
nect structure, as shown in Figure 2.1. At transistor level, the interconnects are narrow
and short (i.e., local interconnect). In order to connect blocks of transistors, longer lines
with larger cross-sections are used (i.e., intermediate interconnect), while large circuit
blocks (e.g., Intellectual Property (IP) blocks) are integrated with the longest and widest
wires (i.e., global interconnect). The main driving force of such multi-layer interconnec-
tion is to: i) achieve higher packing densities and smaller footprint, and ii) mitigate
resistive-capacitive delay. In order to route the same signal between different inter-
connect planes, connections between adjacent interconnect planes are realized through
“vias” interconnects (e.g., damascene contacts, plated through hole, pins, solder balls,
connectors, etc.). For the interconnections between different ICs, the electronic signals
can be buffered and connected to a bond-pad interconnect level, of which the pitch is
larger to allow for compatibility with the package-level interconnect capabilities. This
type of hierarchy of interconnect levels is continued in the package and Print Circuit
Board (PCB) interconnect layers, in which various structures are used, such as wire
bonding, solder bumps, metal pillars, and Redistribution Layer (RDL).
In particular, for a 3D system, although several interconnects such as flexible printed
circuit boards and molded interconnect devices can be shaped or folded in three dimen-
sion, their topology still remains essentially two-dimensional. The 3D system integration
requires the capability to make direct connections in the third dimension, connecting dif-
ferent layers of active devices that are connected by a 2D-interconnect fabric. To this
purpose, the most popular solution is a special type of “via” interconnect, which pen-
etrates through an entire silicon wafer, known as TSV. On the other hand, the 3D
connections can also be realized at the board or package level.
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Figure 2.1: Classification of interconnects in a 3D system [36].
2.2 3D Integration Technology Landscape and Applications
3D integration has been very active over the past ten years, and pursued by almost all
players in the electronic manufacturing supply chain (such as manufacturing foundry,
wafer level processing, semiconductor assembly and test, PCB, etc.). As a result, a broad
variety of technologies has been proposed, and the traditional interfaces between them
are blurring. In addition, different specific applications (such as high-density memory,
high voltage, analog signalling, and sensors, etc.) also drive 3D integration technology
developments in various directions. In order to come to a clear vision on roadmaps for
3D integration technologies, it is imperative to provide clear definition and classification
on the wide variety of technologies that capture the functional requirements of 3D tech-
nology at the different hierarchical levels of the system and correspond to the supply
chain manufacturing capabilities.
In this complex landscape of 3D technology, several classes of 3D integration can be
defined based on the level of partitioning (as shown in Figure 2.2), meaning that the
system is divided into different pieces at various levels in the interconnect hierarchy.
Each of these classes requires different process schemes and 3D integration techniques.
• The first class is 3D System-in-Package (SiP), in which the partitioning is done at
package level, either by stacking packages on top of each other or by integrating
multiple die in a single package. Among the technologies used to integrate SiP
are Package-on-Package (PoP) and Fan-out Wafer-Level Packaging (FO-WLP), in
combination with traditional interconnect technologies, such as wire bonding, flip
chip, and solder bumps [37].
• The second class is 3D Stacked Integrated Circuit (SIC), in which the partitioning
is done at die (and/or block) level. In a 3D SIC, multiple dies are vertically stacked
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using TSVs and micro-bumps. Stacking approaches of ICs are Die-to-Die (D2D),
Die-to-Wafer (D2W), Wafer-to-Wafer (W2W), and Die-to-Interposer.
• The third class is 3DMonolithic Integrated Circuit (MIC), in which the partitioning
is done at the level of standard cell (or even transistor). The integration scheme
for a 3D IC is achieved by direct stacking of device layers using connections at
the density level of local interconnects, instead of a TSV-like processes. In detail,
the interconnect will be realized through sequential processes or layer transfer
processes, where stacked 2D device layers are connected together vertically on a
single wafer. Consequently, the 3D system obtained is treated as a monolithic
structure.
3D ICs
3D SiP
wire bonding flip chip PoP FO-WLP
3D SIC
D2D D2W W2W D2I
3D MIC
deposition layer transfer
1
Figure 2.2: Classification of 3D integration technologies.
2.2.1 3D system-in-package
Over the last decades, many technologies for 3D SiP have been proposed and brought to
High-Volume Manufacturing (HVM) based on the modifications of established packaging
technology platforms, which are typically characterized by short development times, low
fabrication cost, and high yield. As a result, 3D SiP can offer the highest versatility
and typically lowest costs of the system, helping bring products to market quicker when
technical and/or business reasons prevent timely SoC integration. Among all the 3D
SiP configurations, chip stacking by wire bonding and PoP are now mature for HVM,
and 3D FO-WLP is also a potential candidate for production.
Bare chip stacking by wire-bonding
The most widespread 3D SiP technology is probably the stacking of bare chips in a pack-
age using wire bond connection to the package substrate or lead frame, and its popular
application areas include memory die stacking and sensor die on Application-Specific
Integrated Circuit chip stacking. The first paper on this configuration was published by
nCHIP more than 20 years ago [38], in which multiple memory chips are stacked verti-
cally by die-attach material and gold wire bonding (as shown in Figure 2.3(a)). Since
then, 3D memory stacking by wire-bonding has been in high volume production for the
applications of smart-phones and tablets (e.g., Samsung’s eight-stack flash in Apple’s
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iPhone 4s and SK Hynix’s multi-level-cell 8GB NAND flash in Apple’s iPhone 5s [37]).
Moreover, due to the surge in gold prices, many companies have been pursing low-cost
solutions, and the shift from gold to copper wire-bonding technology is genuinely picking
up (e.g., AMKOR’s 3D IC packaging shown in Figure 2.3(b)).
Bevel or
Notch
Die attach
material
Bond
wiresMemory
chips
Substrate
Chip 1
Chip 2
Chip 3
(a)
Top
Chip
Bottom Chip
Substrate
Cu
Wires
(b)
Figure 2.3: (a) nCHIP’s 3D memory stacked using gold wire-bonding [38] (b) AMKOR’s 3D IC
packaging stacked by copper wire-bonding [37].
Packaged chip stacking by package-on-package
PoP is perhaps the most important 3D SiP configuration today in the smart-phone and
tablet market, which refers to the 3D integration scheme in which two or more packaged
chips are stacked vertically with a standard interface to route signals between them [39].
At present, two widely-used configurations exist for PoP:
• Pure memory stacking: two or more memory-only packages are stacked on each
other.
• Logic-memory stacking: logic package on the bottom, memory package on top.
Two examples are illustrated in Figure 2.4, in which the application processor is stacked
with external Low-Power Double Data Rate DRAM as a 3D SiP for the application of
mobile devices. The key advantage of this approach is not only related to the reasons
for technical or performance, but also business. For building a very high-volume end
application, PoP can provide a clear supply chain of all involved companies, which in-
cludes the logic device foundry, the memory suppliers, the chip packaging companies, the
Outsourced Semiconductor Assembly and Test companies, and the Original Equipment
Manufacturer.
Embedded 3D fan-out wafer-level packaging
FO-WLP is an enhancement of standard Wafer-Level Packaging for a greater num-
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Elpida’s 1GB LPDDR3
(EDF8164A3PM-GD-F)
A8 application processor
fabricated by 20nm process
Package Substrate for LPDDR3
Package Substrate for A8 processor
iPhone 6 Plus
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A9 application processor
fabricated by 14/16nm Fin-FET process
Package Substrate for LPDDR4
Package Substrate for A9 processor
iPhone 6S
Figure 2.4: Top-view and cross-sectional view of the PoP for mobile DRAM and application
processor [40].
ber of external I/Os. After dicing chips on a silicon wafer, all the known-good chips
are precisely positioned on a thin “reconstituted” or carrier wafer/panel, which is then
molded, following by making redistribution layer atop the molded area (chip and fan-out
area), and then forming solder balls on top. The first appearance of this configuration
was proposed by Infineon in fall 2007 with the Embedded Wafer Level Ball Grid Array
(eWLB) and “Molded Reconfigured 200 mm Wafer” (as shown in Figure 2.5). This chip
is a wireless baseband SoC with multiple integrated functions, such as GPS, FM radio,
etc.. In early 2009, Infineon was also the first company to commercialize its own eWLB
packaging technology in an LG cell-phone, and also in some Nokia handsets since 2010.
Baseband SoCMold
Solder ball
PCB
RDLs
Figure 2.5: Cross-sectional view of the eWLB from Infineon [40].
2.2.2 3D stacked integrated circuit
3D SiP is always defined by the interconnect density capabilities of the package-level
interconnect technology, not by the on-chip patterning and connection capabilities. In
contrast, 3D SIC technology can overcome this bottleneck introduced by package-level
processes, allowing for the use of much smaller connections, such as micro-bumps, TSV,
and via contactless connection based on capacitive [41, 42] or inductive coupling [43, 44].
Micro-bump is nothing but a small ball of solder or other metals on the surface of
the die connecting other dies together, which can provide higher interconnect density.
However, they do not reduce parasitic capacitances due to the need to route signals
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to the periphery of the 3D stack to each destinations within it. On the other hand,
although involving few processing steps, the manufacturing difficulties and insufficient
interconnect densities of the contactless approach limit its wide adoption. As a result,
TSVs are the most promising and popular one among all these various interconnection
scheme as they can provide the highest interconnect density. though they also require
more manufacturing steps [45].
Stacking and bonding methods for 3D integration can be mainly classified into three
categories: i) D2D, ii) W2W, and iii) D2W [46], as shown in Figure 2.6.
Pre-process wafers
Dicing
Bonding
Bonding
Dicing Dicing
Dicing
Bonding
Wafer-to-Wafer (W2W) Bonding
Die-to-wafer (D2W) Bonding
Die-to-Die (D2D) Bonding
Figure 2.6: Classification of 3D integration according to different stacking approaches [47].
• In D2D stacking, electronic components are built on multiple dies, which are then
aligned and bonded together. Thinning and TSV creation can be done before or
after bonding. As it allow for testing of each die prior to being integrated to a
3D stack, the production yield of the D2D approach is pretty high. Moreover,
since each die in the 3D SIC can be binned beforehand, they can be mixed and
matched to optimize power consumption and performance individually. However,
the production throughput of this approach is extremely low due to the one-by-one
processes at the chip level.
• In W2W stacking, multiple wafers consisting of many copies of the same circuitry
are stacked on top of one another. The stacked wafers are aligned, bonded, thinned,
and diced into individual 3D SIC. Due to the batch processes at the wafer level,
the production throughput in the W2W approach is very high. On the other hand,
its total production yield exponentially decreases with an increase in the number of
stacked layers because defective dies can not be removed from wafers to be stacked.
Thus, the W2W integration scheme is more desirable for high-yield products such
as DRAM.
• In D2W stacking, two wafer are produced but only one of them is diced into
individual dies, which are stacked on the other wafer afterwards. Since Known-
Good-Dies can be selectively used and wafer level processes can be applied after
chip assembly, the 3D integration based on D2W stacking can dramatically improve
the production yield. Furthermore, the traditional robotic pick-and-place chip
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assembly approach can be replaced by self-assembly method [48], which leads to
the increase of production throughput. The D2W integration scheme is preferred
in configurations that require three or more dies in a stack.
A special class of 3D SIC is the 2.5D SIC, in which two or more active dies are placed
side by side on a large passive silicon interposer providing the connection by means of
TSVs and wires. Although most interposer do not contain active elements, this 2.5D
integration is also considered as a 3D SIC technology. Furthermore, a possibility to
integrate active elements inside the interposer is also explored [49].
3D SIC stacks up thin IC chips in the third dimension with TSVs and micro-bumps to
achieve performance improvement, low power consumption, high bandwidth, and small
form factor. The ones which are in and going into low volume production are: i) memory
stacking with TSVs, ii) Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC), iii) wide I/O DRAM, iv) High
Bandwidth Memory (HBM), and v) passive interposer.
Memory chip stacking
In August 2014, Samsung mass-produced the first industry-level TSV-based 64 GB Dou-
ble Data Rate (DDR)4 DRAM module for server applications (as shown in Figure 2.7),
which consists of 36 DDR4 DRAM chips [50]. In each chip, four 4 GB DDR4 DRAM
dies are stacked together using Samsung’s 20 nm process technology and 3D TSV pack-
aging technology. The module performs twice as fast as a module that uses wire bonding
packaging with approximately 50% power saving.
Figure 2.7: Samsung’s 64 GB DDR4 DRAM module for server farm [40].
Hybrid memory cube
HMC is a high-performance Random-Access Memory (RAM) interface for TSV-based
stacked DRAM memory, which was announced by Micron Technology in 2011 [51]. HMC
uses standard DRAM cells but it has more data banks than classic DRAM memory of
the same size, and thus promises a higher speed improvement over DDRn (around 15
times compared to DDR3 [52]). The first sample shipped by Micron/IBM at the end
of September 2013 is shown in Figure 2.8, which consists of four DRAMs with more
than 2, 000 TSVs individually stacking on top of a logic controller [53]. Afterwards, the
HMC is attached to an organic package substrate. The TSV-based DRAM cube was
fabricated by Micron and the controller for TSVs was by IBM.
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Figure 2.8: Micron’s sample on HMC [53].
The first processor to use HMCs was the Fujitsu SPARC64 XIfx, which is used in the
Fujitsu PRIMEHPC FX100 supercomputer introduced in 2015 [54]. In addition, Intel’s
Knights Landing processor unit support for up to 384 GB of on-board DDR4 RAM and
16 GB of on-package HMC stacked DRAM, which provides up to 500 GB/s of memory
bandwidth [55]. According to the reports from Micron, having such HMC in the package
of this processor is expected to deliver 5× the sustained memory bandwidth compared
to Graphics Double Data Rate (GDDR)5 with around 30% power consumption per bit
in half the footprint.
Wide I/O DRAM
Wide I/O and Wide I/O 2 have been backed by companies (e.g., Samsung) and are
designed to provide mobile SoCs with a maximum amount of bandwidth at the lowest
possible power consumption. They are meant for a stack of DRAMs with TSVs and the
associated TSV controllers on top of SoCs, which is very similar of the HMC. Although
this approach optimizes the size of package, but also imposes severe thermal limitations
as heat radiated from the SoC has to pass through the entire memory stack. As a
result, operating frequency has to be lower, but a larger number of I/O pins increases
bandwidth by using a memory bus that’s up to 1, 024 bit wide. Explicitly, Wide I/O
can be designed as a 3D interface. However, in order to cool the CPU underneath the
stacked DRAM chips, 2.5D interposer designs are more desirable in this scenario.
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High bandwidth memory
HBM is a high-performance RAM interface for 3D-stacked DRAM proposed by AMD and
Hynix, which is to be used in conjunction with graphics accelerators and network devices.
The first device to use HBM is the AMD Fiji Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) [56].
Compared to DDR4 or GDDR5, HBM can achieve higher bandwidth with less energy in
a substantially smaller form factor. This is realized by stacking up to eight DRAM dies,
including an optional base die with a memory controller. The interconnections between
dies are provided by TSVs and micro-bumps. As shown in Figure 2.9, a TSV/RDL inter-
poser is used to support/connect the lateral communication between the HBM DRAM
memory cube with TSVs and the SoC (such as GPU or CPU) without TSVs. The op-
tional base chip is used for buffering and signal re-routing of the HBM DRAM cube. In
principle, the HBM technology is similar but not compatible with the HMC interface.
Figure 2.9: Schematic of Hynix’s HBM.
Passive interposer & 2.5D integration
A 2.5D SIC is a TSV/RDL interposer-based system consisting of a piece of device-less
silicon with TSVs (also called passive interposer), RDLs, and IC chips without TSVs.
The passive interposer can be used to support the high-performance, high-density, fine-
pitch chips, and RDLs mainly provide lateral communications between the chips, as
shown in Figure 2.10. This integration scheme is in small volume manufacturing for the
sliced Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Figure 2.11 provides a sample which is
designed and fabricated by Altera/TSMC [57, 58]. It can be seen that even with more
than 12 build-up layers on the package substrate, it is still not enough to support the
four sliced 28 nm FPGA chips. Moreover, a passive interposer consisting of more than
200, 000 micro-bumps with 45 µm pitch and four RDLs with 0.4 µm pitch is required.
This so-called “Chip on Wafer on Substrate (CoWoS)” 3D process proposed by TSMC
has also been used for the small production in Xilinx since the early of 2013 [59]
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Figure 2.10: A passive interposer which consists of TSV and RDL supporting chips on package
substrate [37].
Figure 2.11: Altera/TSMC’s CoWoS [58].
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2.2.3 3D monolithic integrated circuit
In a 3D MIC, the device layers are fabricated sequentially, one on top of another, and
connected together using MIVs, rather than bonding two fabricated dies together using
micro-bumps and/or TSVs. Since the pitch of TSV is limited by the micro-bump pitch as
well as the alignment accuracy, TSV-based 3D technology, which is ideal for integration
discrete bond components onto a single package, does not provide sufficient integration
density to solve the on-chip interconnect problem. In contrast, due to the extremely small
size of MIVs, monolithic 3D integration scheme enables orders of magnitude of higher
integration density than TSV-based 3D technology [60]. There are two approaches to
realize monolithic 3D integration:
• Depositing a fresh layer of silicon on top of interlayer dielectric to form a new
surface for active devices.
• Transferring a layer of high-quality silicon or even completed devices from a sacri-
ficial wafer onto the primary wafer.
However, the state of this technology is still not mature enough to realize reliable high-
performance 3D MIC at present. The reasons can be attributed to: i) its complex
processing leading to inferior quality of devices in the upper planes, and ii) limited
number of layers due to thermal constraints [61]. In general, monolithic 3D ICs are
still a developing technology and are considered by most to be several years away from
production.
In this dissertation, we focus on a particular subset of 3D SIC in which the vertical
interconnects are realized by TSVs. Therefore, the term “3D IC” in this dissertation
refers to such kind of 3D integration scheme unless otherwise specified. As the critical
enabler for this type of 3D integration, TSV plays an important role, and its fabrication
issues will be discussed next.
2.3 Fabrication of TSVs
TSV is nothing but a hole that goes through the silicon substrate filled with a conducting
material (e.g., copper or tungsten). The key design attributes of TSVs (such as the
diameter, pitch, aspect ratio 1, conducting material, etc.) are determined by the stage
which they are constructed at. In general, TSVs can be manufactured using the following
three different processes, including via-first, via-middle, via-last processes, as shown in
Figure 2.12.
2.3.1 Via-first process
In this process, TSVs are fabricated before the transistor are patterned in silicon (i.e.,
prior to Front-End of Line (FEOL)) [63, 64]. Key steps in this process are as follows:
1 Aspect ratio is the ratio of TSV diameter to its depth
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of via-first, via-middle, and via-last TSV technology process [62].
• First, the silicon wafer surface is patterned and TSVs are etched and filled on the
transistor side (front or active side) of the wafer.
• After the TSV formation, the wafer is planarized and readied for transistor cre-
ation.
• Next, the creation of transistors is followed by the Back-End of Line (BEOL)
process, which creates the multiple metal/insulator layers on the silicon wafer.
• Finally, the wafer backside is thinned to reveal the vias and creates a RDL.
An advantage of this process is that only known-good wafers with defect-free TSVs
can be used for subsequent steps as the vias are formatted before transistor creation.
However, a key limitation of this process is that all the TSV materials and processes
need to be compatible with CMOS processes and temperature. Due to a lower-bound
temperature constraint dictated by the FEOL processing, via-first process excludes the
usage of copper TSVs. As a result, polysilicon vias are mostly used in the via-first
process which has a relatively high resistance [65]. In [66], a process was discussed in
which high density via are created in a via-first process using a silicon as a sacrificial
material during the initial via formation step. After the transistor formation processes
are completed, the silicon is replaced with tungsten.
2.3.2 Via-middle process
In this process, TSVs are fabricated after front-end device creation, but before the
metallization layers are patterned (i.e., prior to BEOL) [67]. Key steps in this process
are listed as follows:
• Front-end devices are fabricated including transistors and several lower metal lay-
ers.
• Next, TSVs are created from the active device side typically at temperatures in
400 ◦C-450 ◦C.
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• Afterwards, the TSV is plated with copper or tungsten.
• The silicon wafer is then annealed at around 400 ◦C to relieve stresses in the TSV
and to stabilize the TSV metal structure.
• After annealing, the silicon wafer is planarized with a typical damascene process
and readied for the remaining BEOL metallization.
• The wafer is mounted on a carrier after BEOL metallization is completed, and
thinned to reveal the TSVs on the inactive (i.e., back-side) of the wafer.
• Via reveal is optionally followed by the creation of a RDL and back-side bump
formation processes which is a critical structure for die-stacking.
An advantage of this process is that chip fabrication processing temperatures are lower
than that for via-first process, which can reduce the thermal-induced stress in silicon due
to the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) mismatch between the silicon and TSV
metal.
2.3.3 Via-last process
In this process, TSV formation occurs after the metallization layers and transistors are
fabricated (i.e., after BEOL) [68, 69], either prior or post thinning. Key steps in this
process are as follows:
• First, transistors and the entire BEOL process is completed.
• Next, the silicon wafer is temporarily attached to a carrier by using an adhesive
(also referred to as a wafer bond/debond adhesive) on the active (i.e., front-side).
• Last, the wafer is thinned and TSVs are created using a similar process to the via-
middle process described in Section 2.3.2. This is followed by the manufacturing
of the RDL and back-side bumping.
An advantage of this approach is that the thermal stresses are reduced compared
to via-first and via-middle process options. However, there are two significant concerns
with this process. First, since TSVs are created after the BEOL, they have to land at
the right metal layer. To this end, special landing surface (also referred to as catch-up)
is included in metal layers for placing the TSVs precisely, which requires careful design
and restricts the placement of TSVs. Secondly, as the TSVs are formed after complete
wafer processing, yield loss due to TSV formation could lead to loss of valuable silicon.
Table 7.2 shows some of the published data on TSV diameters, depth, electrical
and stress characteristic, which are determined by the choices of TSV materials and
manufacturing process. This choice depends on final application requirements and in-
frastructures in the supply-chain. From the perspective of physical design, via-first TSVs
are less intrusive as they interfere only with the transistor, the bottom and top metal
layers, whereas via-last TSVs interfere with all metal layers [70], as shown in Figure 2.12.
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As a result, via-first TSVs have their landing pads on both the bottom metal layer and
the top metal layers, while the landing pads of via-last TSVs are located only on the
top metal layers. In order to provide the connection between different TSVs, local in-
terconnect and vias are used in between adjacent tiers for via-first TSVs. However, for
via-last TSVs, they just need to be stacked on top of each other. In general, via-first
TSVs are usually used for signal delivery (i.e., signal TSVs), whereas PDN normally
utilize via-last TSVs (i.e., P/G TSVs).
Table 2.1: TSV dimensions reported in recent literature
Reference TSV diameter (µ m) Silicon thickness (µ m) Aspect ratio TSV material Process
[66] 2 45 1:22.5 Tungsten via-first
[71] 5 150 1:30 Poly-silicon via-first
[72] 3 100 1:33.3 Tungsten via-middle
[73] 10 50 1:5 Copper via-last
[74] 6 55 1:9 Copper via-middle
[75] 10 50 1:5 Copper via-middle
[76] 5 50 1:10 Copper via-middle/via-last
[77] 20 50 1:2.5 Copper via-last
[78] 2 30 1:15 Copper No specified
[79] 3 50 1:17 Copper via-middle
2.4 Reliability Issues Related to TSVs
Despite their importance, TSVs have remained a bottleneck for yield boost and reliability
improvement of 3D ICs. Typically, reliability complications in TSVs arise either from
stress-related or EM-related sources, which will be discussed as follows.
2.4.1 Stresses in TSVs
The stresses in TSVs come from the following two sources: i) growth stresses, that arise
as a result of via-filling by electroplating, and ii) thermo-mechanical stresses that arise
due to thermal expansion mismatch between copper in the via and the surrounding
silicon.
when the electro-deposited copper grows radially inwards on the copper-seed layer
from the via side-walls, growth stress would arise, which often results in a seam along
the TSV axis. Such a seam might leave a thin void-line along the TSV axis (as shown
in Figure 2.13), which can grow during post-deposition annealing, and lead to mechan-
ical and electrical performance loss. Even at room temperature, electroplated copper
can undergo significant grain growth by self-annealing. This growth results in volume
shrinkage of the copper TSV by elimination of grain boundaries [80]. Consequently, any
existing void would be grew during both self-annealing and pre-chemical-mechanical pol-
ishing annealing steps. During annealing, hydrostatic stress gradients induced around
pre-existing defects in the copper may be relieved by diffusion of lattice vacancies towards
the existing void near the axis, causing the void to be increased [81].
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200 nm
1 μm a b200 nm 1 μm
Figure 2.13: SEM images of TSVs showing centerline void after annealing at: (a) 150 ◦C and (b)
300 ◦C [81].
Thermo-mechanical stresses arise due to the CTE mismatch between TSV and silicon
substrate. Under normal operations, the electronic device experiences heavy thermal
cycles, which can leads to accumulation of hydrostatic stress in TSV or filler [82], and
TSVs with high impurity levels appear to lead to high residual stresses [83]. In addition,
it has been reported in [84] that large tensile radial stress can also exist at the silicon-
copper interface [84], which make these sites prone to failure in TSV assemblies. For a
given diameter, the radial stress at the interface would generally increase with the length
of the TSV [84]. Consequently, the stress may initiate micro-cracks from the interface
between a TSV and its dielectric liner, and further propagates them on the silicon
substrate surface. Furthermore, the induced stresses near the surface of silicon next to
the copper-filled TSVs have an adverse impact on the electrical performance of devices in
the immediate neighborhood of the TSVs due to induced piezoresistivity, which results
in degradation of carrier mobility [85]. In order to reduce this degradation, a KOZ (i.e.,
a region in which active devices cannot be placed) is inserted in the immediate vicinity
of each TSV. However, the KOZs also introduce significant overheads on the area in the
chip for active devices, particularly with the increasing density of TSVs.
2.4.2 Electromigration in TSVs
EM is a significant reliability issue in metallic interconnects in electronics, particularly in
BEOL structure. In theory, TSVs are generally less susceptible to EM-induced failures
due to their relatively large cross-sections, which reduce the current density. However,
with the combination of electric current and complicated stress states above and below
the TSV, substantial diffusional effects can be caused in TSVs, which give rise to EM-
related void growth. Typically, EM reliability concerns in the interconnects in a 3D
packaging can be the micro bumps, TSV, and its connected metal layers including BEOL
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and RDL. For TSV and its connected metal layers, EM failures can be inside the TSV
close to the connection interface or in the metal layers adjacent to TSV, depending on
the interconnect structures and the directions of electron flows.
In [86], two EM testing structures were considered as shown in Figure 2.14, and the
EM failure modes in the two testing structures are illustrated in Figure 2.15. For up-
stream electron flows, the failures are at the bottom of TSV for the two testing patterns
due to the copper flux divergence at the interface of bottom TSV and barrier metal
layer. However, because of the reservoir effect for RDL case and the redundancy design
of upper die BEOL, no TSV EM damages are observed for down-stream electron flows.
Figure 2.14: Schematic of EM testing pattern: (a) TSV+BEOL and (b) TSV+RDL [86].
EM failure can be also observed within the metal layers connected to TSV, as shown
in Figure 2.16. In general, EM experiments on testing structures with thin as well
thick metal layers at the top and bottom of TSVs show no void formation due to EM
degradation within the TSVs, regardless of the current flow direction [87, 88]. However,
the voids can still nucleate at the copper/SiN interface, which is known to be the typical
failure interface in copper damascene interconnects [89]. The reason is that the migration
of copper atoms out of the void region can occur into the copper lines at the end of the
TSVs although the migration from the TSV to the void is prevented by the TiN barrier
layer. Therefore, the layer of TiN actually becomes the root cause behind EM void
nucleation as a diffusion barrier. In particular, for a thin line, void can occupy the entire
thickness of the line, and the voiding effect cannot be mitigated by increasing line width
because current crowding at the location where the electron current inside the TSV is
greater for the thicker lines. By contract, for a thick line, the voids nucleate at the
interface between TiN and the copper line.
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Figure 2.15: TSV EM failure modes: (a) down-stream current with TSV+BEOL, (b) up-stream
current with TSV+BEOL, (c) down-stream current with TSV+RDL, and (d) up-
stream current with TSV+RDL [86].
Figure 2.16: EM failure modes in metal line connected to TSV: (a,b) thin line with up-stream
current, (c,d) thin line with down-stream current, (e,f) thick line with up-stream
current, and (g,h) thick line with down-stream current [87].
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2.5 Testing of 3D ICs
Compared to the testing of 2D counterparts, 3D ICs introduce many new challenges
for testing. First, during 3D stacking, yield loss for each die in a 3D IC would be
compounded, and thus stacking of untested die can lead to prohibitively low product
yields. As a result, it is necessary to perform pre-bond testing or the testing of dies prior
to being bonded to a 3D stack. This way, only the die that are known to be defect-free
can be stacked together. In addition, the dies in the same stack can be chosen based on
metrics such as speed or power consumption, which is so-called “die-matching”. Next, it
is also important to perform post-bond testing, in which either a partial stack to which
all dies have yet to be bonded or the complete 3D stack is tested. Post-bond testing
ensures that the 3D stack is functioning as intended and that no errors have been made
or new defects have been introduced during manufacturing process. However, both pre-
bond and post-bond testing can introduce many DfT challenges, which are not presented
in Two-Dimensional Integrated Circuit (2D IC) testing.
Pre-bond testing of dies offers many challenges for DfT. First, compared to the
non-thinned counterparts, the thinned wafers are far more fragile, and thus a limited
number of contacts can be made during probing and low contact-force probes are a
necessity. However, due to design partitioning in 3D stacks, a die may contain only
partial logic instead of completely functional circuits, which limits the number of tests
applied to a circuit. Next, TSVs also introduce challenges for pre-bond testing since
their high densities and small sizes make them difficult to probe individually with current
technologies. Furthermore, limitations on dedicated test TSVs, over-sized test pads for
probing and test signals, and the availability of I/O pins only through one end of the
stack can also make design and optimization tool imperative for proper test-resource
allocation.
During post-bond testing, a partial stack needs to be tested in order to ensure that
no new defects are introduced during stacking. This requires a test architecture and
appropriate optimization approaches to reduce test-application time and increase the test
availability for partial stack. Next, due to the limited area resource for TSVs, few test
TSVs are available to the stack, which also limits the post-bond testing. Furthermore,
the limited number of dedicated test pins can only provide test access through one
end of the 3D stack. Last, thermal issues should also be considered during post-bond
testing. The stacking of substrates and oxide layers greatly increases the difficulty of
heat dissipation, particularly for the dies farther from the heat-sink. Therefore, thermal
constraints should be taken into account during 3D testing, which restricts the feasibility
of test scheduling and motivates low-power pattern generation.
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Among the existing design issues of 3D ICs, reliable power supply design is one of the
major challenges. In particular, smaller footprints combined with multiple stacked tiers
imply more severe power delivery problems. In addition, due to routing congestion issue,
the number of available TSVs for P/G nets is limited. As a result, it becomes a challeng-
ing task to deliver enough current to all parts of the 3D stack while guaranteeing high
power integrity for the stable operations of 3D ICs, including low voltage drop in Di-
rect Current (DC) components (i.e., IR-drop) and low voltage fluctuation in Alternating
Current (AC) components (i.e., Ldi/dt). In 3D ICs, IR-drop is particularly important
since die stacking has a higher impact on IR-drop than Ldi/dt noise [90]. Therefore, in
order to enhance power integrity in 3D ICs, 3D PDN has to be carefully designed for
IR-drop reduction [91].
On the other hand, the insertion of P/G TSVs can also impact the timing performance
of a 3D IC significantly. First, TSV fabrication causes thermal stress around TSVs due
to the mismatch in the CTE between silicon and copper[92]. The thermal stress can
cause hole and electron mobility variations in the transistors, which can be translated
into variation in the gate delay. For an individual gate, TSV stress-induced timing
variations can be as much as ±10% [93]. Moreover, because of larger radiuses of P/G
TSVs, compared with signal TSVs, they result in more delay variations [94]. Second,
the insertion of P/G TSVs also changes the supply voltage of each node in the PDN
[95], impacting the delays of connected gates. The rapid transient current flow in the
PDN causes spatial and temporal voltage drops, reducing the supply voltage Vdd. The
reduced Vdd decreases the gate drive strength, thereby increasing the gate delay [96].
Recently, several techniques have explored P/G TSV planning [90, 97–99], but most
of them focus only on relieving voltage drop in PDN, and the timing optimization is
ignored. On the other hand, several methods have studied TSV-induced stress with the
focus on the stress-induced timing violations. In [93], a design flow is proposed to analyze
timing variations due to TSV-induced stress. In [100], the authors demonstrated that
the amount of path delay variations depends on the relative location of the gates to the
TSVs, and proposed a set of layout guidelines to optimize delay variations. However,
in these work, the TSVs were assumed to be regularly placed in advance. The timing
optimization only relies on the relocations of gates on the critical paths. In [101], a
force-directed 3D TSV placement algorithm was proposed, by considering the effect of
TSV-induced stress on carrier mobility variation, in which TSV and logic gate locations
are determined simultaneously. However, only the impact of TSV-induced stress on
circuit delay were considered in these previous work. As an important factor which
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changes the gate delay, the voltage drop should also be taken into account for timing
optimization, especially during the P/G TSV planning.
In the traditional 2D IC design methodology, PDNs are synthesized early in the design
flow. Since the exact placements of gates are not known, designers typically resort to
prior experience or rough estimation based on incomplete information. The PDN is
created during floorplanning, which is so-called “floorplan and PDN co-synthesis” [102].
In [103], a 3D IC floorplan and PDN co-synthesis tool was proposed. During the co-
synthesis process, the IR-drop and the routing area of the P/G wires are minimized
at the same time. However, the P/G TSVs were regularly distributed for each layer
due to the incomplete power profile. Compared to the regular one, the irregular TSV
distribution topology provides a superiority in terms of power supply noise, TSV number,
and footprint area [95, 104, 105]. Therefore, a novel design methodology was proposed
in [95], in which the planning of P/G TSVs was performed on a detailed layout. The
“post-layout” P/G TSV planning can insert the TSVs into the optimal locations for IR-
drop reduction, but also could result in extra delay variation due to the TSV-induced
stress and voltage drop, which is ignored in the previous methodologies.
In this chapter, we propose a stress-aware P/G TSV planning to accurately analyze
and then optimize the circuit delay affected by the post-layout insertion of P/G TSVs
due to their induced stress and IR-drop. The key contributions in this chapter include:
• We present a systematic and automatic flow for TSV placement and sizing to
optimize P/G TSV planning by considering both voltage- and stress-induced delay
variations
• We propose a Mixed Integer Bilinear Programming (MIBLP) to optimize the PDN
synthesis.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, the compact TSV-induced stress
and mobility variation models and 3D PDN design are reviewed in Section 3.1. Sec-
tion 3.2 gives the motivation of our approach. Section 3.3 describes our MIBLP-based
methodology. In Section 3.4, we report our experimental results. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section 3.5.
3.1 Preliminaries
3.1.1 Power delivery network in 3D ICs
In 3D ICs, the supply power is fed from the package through power bumps and is
distributed over the bottom-most layer via on-chip PDN, which is based on a grid struc-
ture [103], as shown in Figure 3.1(a) To reach upper layers, the supply power travels
through P/G TSVs that connect different layers, as shown in Figure 3.1(b). In the
PDN, the pitch determines the distance between P/G line, and the width determines
the thickness of each power wire. For each layer in a 3D IC, there is an individual 2D
power grid. P/G TSVs are used to connect the 2D grids of each layer.
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In general, there are two types of 3D P/G network topologies: uniform and non-
uniform grids. In a uniform mesh the pitches in different layers are the same, while
in non-uniform topologies different layers can have different layouts. Without loss of
generality, we use a uniform mesh to construct the global mesh in this chapter, where
the pitch of each tier’s 2D mesh is equal. However, our proposed methodology can also
handle non-uniform network topologies. Moreover, since we focus on the IR-drop in this
chapter, the PDN is optimized using a resistive model, where the branches and TSVs
are modeled as resistances.
C4 Bump
Power Wire
Die
IP Blocks
Chip
Pitch
P/G Pin
Power Node
Mesh Width
(a)
P/G TSV
C4 Bump
Global power mesh
(b)
Figure 3.1: (a) On-chip power distribution network. (b) Three-dimensional uniform power dis-
tribution network.
Once the PDN is created, it needs to be analyzed by calculating all the voltages at the
nodes and estimating the IR-drop. In the IR-drop analysis, the PDN can be modeled as
a linear resistive system G3dV = I. Here G3d represents the conductance matrix of the
power grid for the interconnected resistors in 3D ICs; V is a vector containing all the
unknown node voltages; and I is a vector of current loads. Similar to [106], we construct
the 3D conductance matrix G3d using the 2D conductance matrix G2d and the TSV
conductance matrix Gtsv. The conductance matrix G3d of a two-layer 3D IC, each with
a power grid containing N rows and N columns, can be expressed as follows:
G3d =
(
G2d1 +Gtsv1,2 −Gtsv1,2
−Gtsv1,2 G2d2 +Gtsv1,2
)
∈ R2N2×2N2 (3.1)
where G2di ∈ RN
2×N2 (i = 1, 2) is the conductance matrix on layer i without TSVs.
Gtsv ∈ RN2×N2 represents the conductances due to the existence of TSVs and can be
written as:
Gtsv = diag(gtsv1 , gtsv2 , ..., gtsvm , ..., gtsvN2 ) (3.2)
where gtsvm is the conductance of the TSV placed at the mth TSV candidate, which is
connected between node m and node m+N2 in the 3D PDN 1. It is similar for multiple
1 In this chapter, we use the following notation methods to describe a node in a 3D PDN: if a
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layers 3D IC by apply Equation (4.17) pair-wisely between adjacent layers [104]. By
solving this linear system G3dV = I, we can obtain the unknown voltage of each node
in the PDN with the current vector I.
Once the PDN without P/G TSVs is created on each layer, the matrix G2D is con-
stant. Hence, the conductance matrix of 3D ICs G3D depends only on the matrix of
TSVs GTSV , which itself is highly dependent on the location, size and the number of
P/G TSVs. First, different TSV locations and numbers will affect the position and num-
ber of non-zero elements on the diagonal of GTSV . Second, the non-zero values in GTSV
depend on the TSV sizes (in this chapter, the TSV diameter). Based on the analytical
expression of the TSV resistance given in [107], the conductance of a TSV is:
gtsvDC =
pir2tsv
ρhtsv
, (3.3)
where ρ is the resistance of the conducting material. htsv and rtsv represent the height
and radius of the TSV, respectively. Conventionally, the TSV height is always equal to
the die thickness [108]. Hence, the conductance of one TSV only depends on the size of
the TSV for a specific TSV fill material. As a result, different TSV sizes will also impact
the 3D PDN. Thus, it is necessary to consider the location, size and number of P/G
TSVs simultaneously during the 3D PDN design.
3.1.2 TSV-induced mobility variation
To take TSV-induced stress into account in the timing optimization, an analytical model
of TSV stress-induced carrier mobility variation was proposed in [93]. The mobility
change due to thermal stress depends not only on the intensity of the applied stress, but
also the orientation between the stress and a transistor channel. If a transistor is located
in the overlap zone of multiple TSVs, each TSV works as a stress source. The effect from
multiple TSVs can be combined by using linear superposition. Total mobility variation
of transistor j (∆µj/µj) is defined in [93] as
∆µj
µj
= ΠB∆α∆T2
∑
i∈TSV(j)
(
Ri
rij
)2
α (θij) (3.4)
Here Π is a coefficient indicating the sensitivity of mobility change to applied stress,
B is biaxial modulus, ∆α is the CTE difference between copper and silicon, ∆T is the
temperature difference between copper annealing and operating temperature. TSV (j)
represents the set of TSVs that influence transistor j, Ri is the radius of TSV i, rij is
a distance from the center of TSV i to the transistor j, and θij is defined as the angle
between the center of the TSV i and the center of the transistor channel of transistor j
when it is placed vertically, as shown in Figure 3.2. Note that, for each TSV, there is
a KOZ surrounding it. KOZ is the region around the TSV from which all gates must
node at the ith row and the jth column in the kth layer power grid, then we notate it as node(
i ·N + j + (k − 1) ·N2
)
in the 3D PDN
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“keep out” so that they are not influenced by the TSV-induced stress to some extent.
In realistic designs, the KOZ is defined to ensure that the mobility variation in any
transistor around an isolated TSV is below preset tolerance c% [101].
j
i
ij
 
i
R
ij
r
Figure 3.2: Illustration of TSV layout parameters.
For the orientation factor α in Equation (3.4), its value depends on θ and also the
type of transistor. The value of θ can be obtained by Equation (3.5):
θ = tan−1
∣∣∣∣∣XTSV −XpolyYTSV − Ypoly
∣∣∣∣∣ (3.5)
where (XTSV , YTSV ) and (Xpoly, Ypoly) indicate the coordinates of TSV center and tran-
sistor channel. Figure 3.3 gives the values of α for different types of transistors and θ
values. As shown in it, we can see that hole mobility increases in a vertical region (mobil-
ity enhanced zone), while it decreases in a horizontal direction (mobility degraded zone).
45◦ has no hole mobility change. For electron mobility variation, horizontal direction
has more mobility enhanced zone.
  
  (!/2) = 0.5
  (!/4) = 0.75
  (0) = 1
  (!/2) = -0.6
  (!/4) = 0.1
  (0) = 1
PMOS NMOS Mobility variation
Enhancement
Degradation
Figure 3.3: Carrier mobility variation surrounding TSVs.
3.2 Motivation
Due to the strong layout dependency, it is possible to take advantage of TSV-induced
stress for timing optimization by TSV-stress aware layout optimization, such as gate
relocation and TSV placement. In [93, 100], some layout guidelines have been proposed
to optimize the stress-induced delay variation with regular TSV distribution topologies.
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The basic idea is to relocate the gates on the critical and near critical paths in mobility
enhanced zone. Figure 7.2(a) shows how gate relocation works for timing optimiza-
tion. Gate 1 is electron critical gate because the timing arc is falling on the path [93].
Therefore, the gate is relocated to be placed close to blue area, which is the electron
enhanced zone. However, gate 2 is pulled to hole mobility enhanced zone (i.e., the green
area in Figure 7.2(a)) because it is hole critical gate. In [101], an irregular stress-aware
TSV placement algorithm has been proposed, in which TSV and logic cell locations are
determined simultaneously, as shown in Figure 7.2(b). It has been demonstrated that
design with irregular TSV topology has superior performance in terms of wirelength and
mobility variation, compared to the regular one [101]. However, the impact of IR-drop
on gate delay was ignored in the previous work.
Besides the TSV-induced stress, the IR-drop can also impact the gate delay: a reduced
supply voltage deteriorates the gate drive strength, thereby increases the gate delay [96].
As shown in Figure 3.4(c), gate 1 is relocated from grid A to grid B following the
stress-aware layout optimization, while gate 2 is moved from grid C to grid D. The
relocation of gate might change its connected node of the power grid, and hence the
supply voltage which drives it. Without considering the negative impact of IR-drop,
there is no guarantee that we can benefit from the gate relocation in terms of gate delay.
The previous work demonstrate that an optimized P/G TSV planning can relieve IR-
drop in 3D PDN [90, 97–99], which could also be exploited for timing optimization. In
this chapter, we consider the TSV-induced stress and IR-drop simultaneously during the
P/G TSVs planning. With the ILP method, we can optimize the circuit delay impacted
by P/G TSV insertion.
3.3 Methodology
3.3.1 Problem statement
Our objective is to optimize (minimize) the circuit delay impacted by the insertion of P/G
TSVs, subject to: the IR-drop ∆Vdd of each node in the PDN be within an acceptable
range. Due to the TSV-induced stress and IR-drop, the insertion of P/G TSVs could
generate delay change. The output of this ILP optimization is a refined P/G TSV
planning (including the location and radius of each inserted TSV), which results in the
minimal circuit delay taking the P/G TSV-induced delay change into account.
To accurately take this into consideration, delays of all critical and near-critical paths
(i.e., Vulnerable Paths (VPs)) have to be considered. It should be noted that the P/G
TSV-induced delay change of a near-critical path pi (∆D (pi)) could be more than that
of a critical path pj (∆D (pj)) such that D (pi) + ∆D (pi) > D (pj) + ∆D (pj). However,
in the realistic design, there could be lots of VPs since the paths are fully balanced.
Therefore, it is infeasible to take all the VPs into account in the ILP formulation. A
solution to this issue lies in the selection of only a small set of Representative Critical
Paths (RCPs) from the numerous VPs [109, 110]. Based on the method proposed in
[110], We start the ILP formulation with the RCPs, which are selected from VPs. Thus,
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Figure 3.4: Gate relocations with regular and irregular TSV topologies
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the ILP formulation can be expressed by:
Minimize : Nmax
j=0
∑
∀gji∈RCPj
(D0 (gji) + ∆D (gji))
Subject to : ∆V ndd ≤ ∆V maxdd ,∀n
(3.6)
where j is an RCP, N is the number of RCPs, and gji is gate i in RCPj . D0 (gji) is the
original delay of gate gji, and ∆D (gji) is P/G TSV-induced delay change. ∆V ndd is the
IR-drop of node n in the power grid, and ∆V maxdd is the acceptable limit of this drop.
3.3.2 Power/ground TSV-induced delay change
In general, the P/G TSV-induced delay change, ∆D, can be divided into two compo-
nents: i) mobility variation-induced delay change ∆Dµ, and ii) IR-drop-induced delay
change ∆DVdd . In this work, ∆D can be represented as a sensitivity model:
∆D =
(
∂D
∂µ
)
∆µTSV +
(
∂D
∂Vdd
)
∆Vdd (3.7)
where ∂D/∂µ (∂D/∂Vdd) is the sensitivity of the delay to mobility (supply voltage)
changes. Due to the nonlinearity of the sensitivity function, it is stored as a Look-up
Table (LUT) rather than a constant sensitivity value. Here, ∆Vdd = Vdd− Vi. Vdd is the
nominal supply voltage, and Vi is the voltage of the node connected by this gate. ∆µTSV
is the mobility change due to TSV-induced stress, which is obtained using Equation (3.4).
In a realistic 3D IC design, TSV radius is an important parameter in this cylindrical
via for the designer or manufacturer when considering the TSV density [108]. Moreover,
the various radius can also affect the TSV-induced stress [94]. Therefore, we extend
Equation (3.4) to express the P/G TSV-induced mobility variation for each gate j on
the RCPs:
∆µj
µj
= ΠB∆α∆T2
∑
i∈TSV(j)
α (θij)
rij
R2ikxik
n∑
k=1
xik ≤ 1, xik {0, 1}
(3.8)
where TSV (j) is the set of TSV candidates that could influence gate j, working as stress
sources. In this work, we assume that there are n different options of TSV radiuses
available for the design, and Rik is the radius of the TSV with the kth option. Note
that xik is a binary variable showing if there is a TSV placed in the ith candidate with
kth radius option. In this way, we can extract the mobility variation expression for each
gate. Based on Equation (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), we can obtain the objective function by
summing all the gate delays on each RCP.
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3.3.3 Voltage constraints
For each node n in the power grid, the IR-drop ∆V ndd should be within acceptable limit
∆V maxdd , which is given as
∆V ndd = Vdd − Vi ≤ ∆V maxdd (3.9)
Here, the voltage variable Vi represents the voltage of each node in the power grid, which
can be obtained by solving the linear system G3dV = I.
For the matrix G3d, we can construct it as shown in Section 3.1.1. Because of the
various radius options of TSV, the conductance of TSV gtsv in Equation (3.2) is also
variable [107]. Similar to Equation (3.8), the conductance of TSV placed at the ith TSV
candidate can be written as:
gtsvi =
n∑
k=1
piR2ik
ρhtsv
xik
n∑
k=1
xik ≤ 1, xik {0, 1}
(3.10)
Here ρ is the resistance of the conducting material, and htsv represents the height of the
TSV. Note that we use the same binary variable x to express the various conductance
as in Equation (3.8). Due to the existence of binary variables in G3d, it is very time-
consuming to solve this linear system directly. Thus, we use the equations in the system
directly as voltage constrains for our ILP model.
For the uth equation in this system, we can get the following constraint:
LN2∑
v=1
G3duvVv = Iu (3.11)
where L is the number of layers in 3D IC, and N is the number of rows (columns) of
power grid for each layer. Here G3duv is the element at the uth row and the vth column
in G3d, Vv is the vth element in V and Iu is the uth element in I.
Due to the special structure of G3d and the existence of binary variables, there are
some nonlinear terms in Equation (3.11), such as gtsvvVv, which can be expanded as
gtsvvVv = g1xv1Vv + g2xv2Vv + ...+ gkxvkVv (3.12)
where gi (i = 1, 2, ..., k) is conductances of TSVs for different radius. In Equation (3.12),
both x and V are variables. Due to the existence of bilinear terms in the problem, the
ILP problem is an MIBLP problem. Thus, we need to linearize the bilinear terms first.
In this work, we replace them by McCormick envelope [111] to linearize these bilinear
terms.
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3.3.4 Power and stress profiles redistribution
Since we consider the post-layout P/G TSV planning in this work, the proposed approach
is performed based on a detailed layout, which means that signal TSVs and the logic
gates are already placed. Because signal TSVs have been optimized at their locations
to improve wirelength and timing objectives, we avoid overlapping between them. If
an optimal P/G TSV location overlaps with gates, we first apply a line-sweeping-based
algorithm to find the whitespace [112] in the same layer, and move these gates to the
nearest whitespace, which do not overlap with other gates and P/G TSV candidates.
Due to the gate relocations, the power and TSV-induced stress profiles will also be
redistributed, which should be taken into account in the ILP formulation. For the power
consumption, as shown in Figure 3.5, due to the insertion of TSV ti at node i, the
overlapped gate a have to be moved to the nearest whitespace, which could change the
power consumptions of related nodes in the power grid. In this case, because of its
relocation, gate a will connect to node j, which is the closest node to the gate after the
relocation. Thus, there will be a current, which represents the power consumption of
gate a, flowing out from node i and flowing into node j.
For the ith TSV candidate, if we insert a P/G TSV with the kth radius option at
this location, all the overlapping gates connected to node i and node i + N2 should be
relocated, and some of these gates will be connected to another node j in the power
grid. We identify these gates, and calculate the “flow-out” and “flow-in” currents in the
corresponding nodes, reflected by −∆Ii,k, −∆Ii+N2,k, and +∆Ii→j,k. Then we have
Ii = I0i −∆Ii,k · xik
Ii+N2 = I0i+N2 −∆Ii+N2,k · xik
Ij = I0j + ∆Ii→j,k · xik
(3.13)
Here I0i , I0i+N2 and I0j are the original current sources connected to the nodes i, i+N2
and j, respectively. −∆Ii,k and −∆Ii+N2,k are the currents flowing out from the nodes
i and i+N2, while +∆Ii→j,k is the current flowing from node i into node j due to the
relocation. In this way, we can handle the issue of power profile redistribution in our
ILP formulation.
Moreover, if the relocated gate is on an RCP, we will also recalculate the P/G TSV-
induced delay change by Equation (3.7) based on its new location, and update the
corresponding term in the objective function. Note that, the nonlinear terms in the
objective function, which are generated by the recalculation, can also be linearize by
McCormick envelope [111].
3.3.5 Scalability
Scalability has always been a critical issue for ILP-based methods [113]. The size of
the formulation, which includes the number of variables and constraints, reflects the
complexity of ILP formulation. As explained below, our approach offers a very good
scaling behavior for circuits with increasing gate count.
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Figure 3.5: The redistribution of gates due to the insertion of TSV.
Suppose we consider a 2D circuit with the number of gates Ngate, and partition it
into an L-layer 3D IC. Thus, the number of gates for each layer is roughly Ngate/L.
Assuming that each node in the power grid can drive s gates at most, the number of
P/G TSV candidates, NTSV , is equal to
NTSV =
(L− 1)
L
Ngate
s
(3.14)
If there are k options for the TSV radius, the number of the variables Nvar in the ILP
formulation is equal to
Nvar =
(
1 + kL− 1
L
)
Ngate
s
(3.15)
In addition, the number of total constraint Nconstr is equal to
Nconstr = NRCP +
(
1 + L− 1
L
)
Ngate
s
(3.16)
where NRCP is the number of RCPs. Thus, both the number of variables Nvar and
the number of constraint Nconstr scale linearly with the number of gates. Thus, we can
expect a good scalability of our formulation for larger circuits.
3.4 Experimental Results
3.4.1 Experimental setup and flow
Figure 5.4 shows the implementation flow of the proposed MIBLP-based methodology.
In our experiment, we assume a three-layer 3D IC. The benchmark circuits are selected
from ITC’99 benchmark suite [114] and the experiments are conducted using the Nangate
45 nm library [115]. The experiments were performed on a server with four AMD
Opteron 6174 and 256GB RAM. In this work, we assume that a via-last approach is
used in 3D IC fabrication, and we consider three different P/G TSV radiuses: 2.5µm,
5µm, and 10µm [116]. For the temperature, we assume that ∆T in Equation (3.8) is
175◦C in this work, which is the case of 25◦C for the room temperature and 200◦C for
the copper annealing temperature [117].
As shown in Figure 5.4, at first, the netlist and the layout of the 2D ICs are extracted
using Synopsys Design Compiler and Cadence SoC Encounter, respectively. UCLA 3D
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Figure 3.6: The detailed implementation flow of the proposed methodology
physical design flow “3D-Craft” is exploited to convert the 2D IC into a 3D IC [118].
Based on the netlist of each layer, we make a top level netlist that instantiates the lay-
ers and connects them using wires which correspond to signal TSV connections. Then
we prepare a top level parasitic extraction file (Standard Parasitic Exchange Format
(SPEF)) for the TSV connections. With a proper timing constraints file, we can run
Static Timing Analysis (STA) (PrimeTime) and get the list of VPs for the 3D IC. As-
sisted by the path selector, we select the RCPs from the VPs list.
To obtain the current vector I, we need to calculate the current drawn from each
node, by adding the dynamic and leakage currents of all the gates connected to it. For
the leakage current, all standard cells in the library are characterized by accurate SPICE
simulations to obtain the corresponding leakage current. This information is then stored
in leakage LUT. For the dynamic current, we utilize a logic simulator, the circuit netlist,
and a set of representative input vector to obtain signal probabilities and activity factors
for all the internal nodes in the circuit. Then we send these information into a power
analyzer to obtain the power consumptions of each node, and then the current vector I.
In order to generate the objective function in ILP formulation, we first get the exact
location of each gate on each RCP from the 3D layout, and calculate the mobility varia-
tion by Equation (3.4). By characterizing the standard cell library, we get the mobility
and supply voltage sensitivities, and store them in the sensitivity-LUT. Then based on
the sensitivity-LUT and RCPs list, we obtain the objective function by Equation (3.7).
Then, we generate the constraints in the ILP formulation. For the linear system
G3dV = I, the 3D netlist and the 3D layout are used to constructed the initial con-
ductance matrix G3d. After calculating the current vector I by power analyzer, we can
obtain the constraints by Equation (3.11). Finally, the input file for the ILP solver is
generated and CPLEX [119] is used to obtain the planning of P/G TSVs.
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3.4.2 Impact of design parameters on delay variation
The KOZ of TSV and the PDN pitch are important 3D IC PDN parameters, which
are worth considering them during the PDN design. To illustrate the impact of KOZ
and PDN pitch on the circuit delay, we investigated benchmark b17 with four different
KOZs and pitches, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.7, the circuit delay variation
∆D/D0 = (D −D0) /D0, increases monotonically with the PDN pitch. For a refined
power grid, although ∆Dµ might increase due to the increasing number of inserted TSVs,
∆DVdd could benefit from the refined PDN. However, for the KOZ, delay variation
exhibits a “U” shape, and there is an optimal point (in this example at KOZ: 30%).
The reason is that although the stress-induced delay change will decrease with the bigger
KOZ, the number of TSV candidates will also decrease due to the increased probability
overlapping with the fixed signal TSVs, which deteriorates the IR-drop.
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Figure 3.7: Impact of KOZ and PDN pitch on induced delay variation
3.4.3 Comparison with previous technique
To illustrate the significant impact of IR-drop on the circuit delay, we compare our pro-
posed approach with the previous technique, in which only stress-induced delay variation
was considered. We investigated a three-layer 30 × 30 power grid on four different bench-
mark circuits. Without loss of generality, we set the tolerance value of KOZ c = 25%.
Table 3.1 compares the results obtained from our proposed technique to the method
presented in [93]. In the previous work [93], the authors claimed that it is possible to
take advantage of TSV-induced stress for timing optimization due to its strong layout-
dependence. By TSV-stress aware layout optimization, the critical path delay can be
reduced. However, because of ignoring the impact of IR-drop on circuit delay, the
previous method is too optimistic to overestimate the effects of these methods on the
circuit delay optimization. As shown in Table 3.1, the negative values in the fourth
column mean that the critical path delay can be reduced by the TSV-stress aware layout
optimization without considering the voltage variation. However, the IR-drop, which
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always has a negative impact on circuit delay, could be more critical compared to the
impact of stress variation on the circuit delay. For example, for b17, by taking the
voltage variation into account, the circuit delay could be increased to 4.328ns, while the
circuit delay would be reduced to 4.117ns without the consideration. The IR-drop can
lead to significant (close to 8% in our test case) underestimation of circuit delay.
Table 3.1: Comparison with previous technique (only considering TSV-induced stress)
Benchmark
Circuit
Original
Delay(ns)
Only considering stress [93] Proposed technique
D (ns) ∆D/D0 D (ns) ∆D/D0
b17 4.199 4.117 -1.95% 4.328 3.07%
b18 11.336 11.305 -0.27% 11.946 5.38%
b19 10.057 10.014 -0.43% 10.832 7.71%
b22 8.265 8.281 0.19% 8.719 5.49%
3.4.4 Accuracy and Runtime
Table 3.2 shows the results of the proposed MIBLP-based method. As shown in this
table, when we consider P/G TSV-induced delay changes, the delay variations for these
benchmark circuits show difference varying from 2.54% to 12.43% for different power
grids and KOZs. The proposed technique can obtain the minimum circuit delay within
a few minutes. Moreover, as shown in Table 3.2, all the delay variations are positive for
different PDN pitches and KOZs. These results further prove that the previous work
overestimates the benefit for timing optimization produced by gate relocation. Although
the TSV-induced stress could improve the circuit delay by gate relocation, IR-drop can
cause more degradation on it. Due to the negative impact of IR-drop, the optimized
planning of P/G TSVs can only minimize the detrimental effect on circuit delay.
Table 3.2: Comparison of the original delays with optimized circuit delays considering P/G TSV-
induced delay changes
Benchmark
Circuit
# of
Gates
Original
Delay(ns) PDN
P/G TSV-induced Delay Variation Runtime
(s)KOZ : 10% KOZ : 20% KOZ : 30% KOZ : 40%∆D/D0 ∆D/D0 ∆D/D0 ∆D/D0
b17 37117 4.199
10× 10 4.03% 3.73% 3.42% 3.75% 2.34
20× 20 3.62% 3.53% 3.37% 3.59% 15.23
30× 30 3.35% 3.12% 2.99% 3.21% 50.27
40× 40 3.01% 2.75% 2.54% 2.82% 179.44
b18 92048 11.336
10× 10 7.95% 7.57% 7.26% 7.51% 2.56
20× 20 7.03% 6.34% 6.11% 6.26% 16.77
30× 30 5.89% 5.45% 5.02% 5.57% 89.53
40× 40 5.31% 5.02% 4.52% 5.15% 143.41
b19 174157 10.057
10× 10 12.43% 11.49% 10.78% 11.34% 2.77
20× 20 11.69% 10.53% 10.04% 10.41% 20.78
30× 30 8.57% 7.93% 7.21% 7.47% 100.67
40× 40 6.28% 5.75% 5.34% 6.03% 397.46
b22 28317 8.265
10× 10 8.04% 7.99% 7.32% 7.56% 2.76
20× 20 7.21% 6.81% 6.27% 6.73% 15.02
30× 30 6.04% 5.71% 5.03% 5.35% 40.78
40× 40 5.78% 4.05% 3.51% 3.72% 130.61
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3.5 Conclusion of Chapter
Three-dimensional chip stacking with TSVs has gained tremendous interests for the con-
tinuation of the Moore’s law. The fabrication of TSVs causes thermal stress, which can
lead to significant timing variations. Several technologies have been proposed to take
advantage of the TSV-induced stress for timing optimization. However, the negative
impact of IR-drop on gate delay was ignored in the previous work. Thus, it is necessary
to take the TSV-induced stress and IR-drop into account simultaneously for timing opti-
mization during the P/G TSV planning. In this chapter, an MIBLP-based methodology
is proposed to solve this optimization problem. According to our simulation results, the
combined effects between TSV-induced stress and IR-drop always degrade the circuit de-
lay. By a refined P/G TSV planning, we can minimize the detrimental effect on circuit
delay.
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4 Electromigration-aware Local-via
Allocation in Power/Ground TSV
With increasing temperature and current density, EM becomes a major interconnect
reliability concern for 3D ICs. Compared to the interconnects in 2D ICs, EM reliability
in TSVs become further exacerbated by increasing current density, higher temperature,
and thermal mechanical stress [120]. Moreover, as P/G TSVs experience large unidi-
rectional currents, they are more susceptible to EM effect than signal TSVs carrying
bidirectional currents. Consequently, the gradual transport of metal atoms caused by
EM leads to void nucleation and growth in P/G TSVs, which significantly increase their
resistances. This affects the power distribution to the underlying logic circuitry, and
may cause harmful voltage drops [121].
A typical PDN of a three-die 3D IC with via-first TSVs is illustrated in Figure 4.1 1.
Due to the increased power density in 3D ICs, each 2D PDN is typically designed hierar-
chically, in which global and local PDNs are routed in the top- and low-level metal layers,
respectively. As shown, the 3D global PDN consists of the individual 2D global power
meshes of all the dies in the 3D IC, and P/G TSVs are used to connect them together
for D2D vertical power delivery. However, unlike via-last TSVs which go through all
the metal layers, via-first TSVs only have two landing pads on the top-most metal layer
(i.e., Mtop) and the bottom-most metal layer (i.e., Mbottom) of adjacent dies. Therefore,
it is necessary to place local vias on the Mbottom landing pad of each P/G TSV to reach
the 2D P/G mesh on the upper metal layers 2. In other words, P/G TSVs need to use
local vias to provide vertical power delivery in 3D PDNs, and both of them have been
regarded as EM-prone structures [121–125].
While the EM issue of P/G TSV has been actively studied in the literature [121, 124–
126], most of the existing work ignored the existence of local vias inside it, except [126].
In [126], an EM model was proposed by taking the interplay between local vias and P/G
TSVs into account. However, this solution ignored the routing cost associated with local
vias. Typically, the size of a TSV is gigantic (a few µm) in comparison to a local via (a
few tens of nm) [126], and thus it is practical to insert multiple local vias in each P/G
TSV for load balancing of the current density per via. By reducing the current density
of each local via, EM reliability of P/G TSVs can be improved effectively. However,
since local vias need to penetrate several metal layers to reach 2D P/G mesh (as shown
in Figure 4.1), they can be blockages in routing stage, in which the routing resources
1 Since only one type of TSV is preferable in a manufacturing process, here we assume that both P/G
TSVs and signal TSVs are via-first type, as in [95].
2 With via-last TSVs, local vias are unnecessary because TSV landing pads adjoin 2D P/G mesh on
the top-most metal. In this chapter, we will limit our scope to the 3D ICs with via-first TSVs.
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Figure 4.1: PDN of 3D ICs with via-first TSVs.
are either reduced or unavailable. Consequently, excessive local vias may consume too
much routing area, which leads to exacerbated congestion problem and increased delay
overhead. Therefore, it is imperative to handle the trade-off between EM reliability in
P/G TSVs and timing performance of 3D ICs by determining the optimal number of
local vias for each P/G TSV.
In this chapter, an efficient post-placement local-via allocation technique is proposed
to solve the aforementioned problem. The objective is to minimize the local via-induced
routing congestion while satisfying the given requirement of EM reliability. Overall, our
contributions are summarized as follows.
• We propose an ILP-based methodology for local-via allocation for P/G TSV in 3D
PDNs.
• We investigate the impact of temperature, 3D design partitioning, and target EM-
related TSV lifetime on local-via allocation of P/G TSVs.
Our simulation results demonstrate that:
• Previous techniques cannot guarantee the EM reliability in 3D PDNs with via-first
TSVs since they ignored the existence of local vias in P/G TSVs. In contrast, the
proposed technique can provide more reliable and efficient design of 3D PDNs.
• The proposed technique has a superior timing performance in terms of worst slack
compared to a routability-unaware solution.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Preliminaries and related prior work
are presented in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 describes the proposed local-via allocation
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methodology in detail. In Section 4.3, we report simulation results. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section 4.4.
4.1 Preliminaries and Related Work
4.1.1 Via-first TSV-based 3D power delivery network design challenges
The typical PDN of 3D ICs with via-first TSVs is presented in Figure 4.1. Unlike via-
last TSVs which pierce through all the metal layers, via-first TSVs do not penetrate
any metal layers. Instead, each TSV has two landing pads on Mtop and Mbottom, and
thus only affects the device layer. However, since the 2D power/ground mesh is located
in the global and intermediate metal layers [126], the via-first P/G TSV needs stacked
local vias to connect it with the landing pad on Mbottom [95]. Therefore, the via-first
P/G TSVs affect metal layer as well as device layer in a similar way as via-last TSVs.
Consequently, they function as both placement and routing obstacles, causing severe
routing congestions if excessive local vias are allocated.
4.1.2 Electromigration reliability of TSVs
EM is a wear-out failure mechanism for metal interconnects, which is often caused by
interconnect voiding from metal atomic diffusion. Generally, EM is explained as a two-
phase process: i) void nucleation, followed by ii) void growth [125]. The two phases are
dominated by different factors in 3D ICs: On the one hand, TSV-induced mechanical
stress has a dominant influence on the void nucleation phase [127]; on the other hand, the
effect of current density is the most dominant factor of the void growth [126]. However,
for nanoscale copper-based interconnects, it is reasonable to assume a very short void
nucleation time since it is nearly impossible to have void-free adhesion between copper
and barrier/line material during the manufacturing process [128]. Moreover, as the
intrinsic stress from TSV manufacturing in 3D ICs can shorten the nucleation time even
further [127], the total long-term EM-related failure time is largely dominated by void
growth rather than void nucleation, and hence the effect of stress can be ignored [126].
4.1.3 Electromigration-induced resistance increase of via-first TSV
In 3D ICs, P/G TSVs are prone to EM-induced voiding effects, which increase their re-
sistances. Although the increase of resistance may not result in an immediate breakdown
of 3D ICs, it can cause excessive IR-drop over time and degrade timing performance of
circuits. Specific to via-first P/G TSVs, since it is necessary to use local vias for them to
provide vertical power delivery, the calculation of their resistances should consider the
existence of local vias.
In [126], an analytical resistance model based a resistance network was proposed. As
illustrated in Figure 4.2, local vias are represented as a parallel resistance network since
they are placed on the same TSV landing pad. Therefore, the equivalent resistance of a
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of a via-first P/G TSV with local vias and its equivalent resistance net-
work.
via-first P/G TSV with n local vias, REqTSV, can be calculated in the following way:
REqTSV = RTSV (t) +
1∑n
i=1 1/RiLV (t)
(4.1)
here RTSV (t) is the resistance of TSV, and RiLV (t) is the resistance of the ith local via.
For RTSV (t), it can be computed as in [124]:
RTSV (t)−RTSV (0) =

ρb
4pitb,TSV ln
(
t
t0
)
t ≥ t0
ρbtb,TSV
pir2TSV
[
(t/t0)
1−(t/t0)
]
t < t0
(4.2)
where RTSV (0) is the TSV resistance at t = 0. t0 defines as the time when the EM-
induced void becomes equal to TSV radius, which can be expressed as:
t0 =
hTSVpir
2
TSVkT
αfΩAlD0eZ∗ρCujTSV
exp
(
Ea
kT
)
(4.3)
where jTSV is the current density within the TSV. Other parameters in Equations (4.2)
and (4.3) are listed in Table 4.1, and their values can be found in [126].
Since the reason behind EM-induced void nucleation and growth in local vias is the
same as that of P/G TSVs [126], the resistance of a single local via RLV (t) can be also
calculated using Equations (4.2) and (4.3), but with different parameters (the values can
be found in [126]). However, due to the non-uniform current distribution in the array
of multiple local vias, its EM behavior is quite different from a single via [129]. The
detailed solution for this issue will be presented in Section 4.2.3.
4.1.4 Related prior works
In conventional 2D ICs, the insertion of redundant vias can be applied as part of the
routing step [130, 131] or as an additional post-layout optimization [132–134] in order
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Table 4.1: Parameter description in Equations (4.2) and (4.3).
Parameters Description
k Boltzman const.
T Temperature
α Ratio of captured vacancies
f Ratio of vacancy volume
Ω Atomic volume
D0 Initial diffusivity
e Electron charge
Z∗ Effective charge const.
Ea Activation energy
Al Vacancy absorbing area
ρCu Cu resistivity
ρb Barrier resistivity
rTSV TSV radius
hTSV TSV height
tb,TSV Barrier layer thickness at the bottom of TSV
to improve yield and reliability. However, it is necessary to consider 3D PDN design
and optimization at early design stages to prevent costly redesign due to power delivery
issues [103]. As essential components of 3D PDNs, the local vias inside P/G TSVs
should also be inserted as early as possible. Therefore, here the conventional redundant
via insertion techniques are infeasible since they insert the redundant vias too late in
the design stages.
In 3D ICs, interest in EM reliability of P/G TSVs has surged in recent years, and
several methods have been proposed to address this issue. In [121], a transient model
of EM in P/G TSVs and TSV-to-wire interfaces in 3D PDN was proposed. However,
since TSVs were assumed to connect directly to 2D P/G meshes without using local
vias, such local via-unaware technique is only applicable to via-last TSVs. In [126],
a comprehensive investigation on EM issue of via-first P/G TSVs was presented, in
which the interplay between TSVs and local vias was considered. Nevertheless, the P/G
TSV-induced routing congestion was ignored in this routability-unaware methodology.
Although the general objective of 3D PDN optimization is to minimize the usage of P/G
TSVs for alleviating the routing congestion [95], here it is the local vias in the P/G
TSVs indeed that consume the routing area. Therefore, the number of local vias should
be reduced for routability improvement, which in turn increases the current density of
each via and may lead to shorter EM-induced lifetime of TSV. To handle the trade-off
between EM reliability of P/G TSVs and the routability in the design of 3D ICs, it is
imperative to determine the optimal number of local vias in each P/G TSVs, which is
referred to as “EM-aware local-via allocation” problem in this work.
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4.2 Proposed Electromigration-aware Local-via Allocation
4.2.1 Problem statement
In this work, an ILP formulation is used to solve this EM-aware local-via allocation
problem. The formal problem statement is as follows:
• Input: i) A 3D IC placement consisting of a set of placed P/G TSVs; ii) a set
of local-via allocation candidates; iii) the acceptable limit of TSV EM-induced
average and worst IR-drop increase of P/G TSV network; iv) the target lifetime
of the 3D PDN.
• Output: An optimal local-via allocation solution, which indicates that which
local-via allocation candidate is selected for each P/G TSV.
• Constraint: EM-induced IR-drop increase of P/G TSV network (both the average
and worst cases) should be within the given acceptable limit during the target
lifetime of the 3D PDN.
• Objective: Minimize the routing congestion introduced by the insertion of local
vias in each P/G TSV.
Before presenting the ILP formulation in detail, we clarify the assumption made for
local-via allocation and introduce our notation used in this ILP formulation.
4.2.2 Assumption and notation
Assumptions
We make the following assumptions in order to simplify the optimization problem:
• The proposed local-via allocation is applied after 3D placement phase but prior to
the global routing stage of 3D design. Therefore, the information of the assigned
metal layer for each net, which can be obtained during the layer assignment stage,
is unavailable during the local-via allocation. In this work, we always consider
the worst case when estimating the routing congestion in order to guarantee the
feasibility of the generated local-via allocations after the following layer assignment
and detailed routing.
• Since local-via-induced routing congestion can be similar regardless of the particu-
lar metal layer used for the landing pads of TSVs [126], we assume that the landing
pad is always located on Mbottom (i.e., M1), and thus only local vias act as routing
blockages. Moreover, the 2D PDN in each die is designed as a hierarchical struc-
ture, which consists of: i) global PDN, and ii) local PDN. Note that, here we made
the same assumption as in [90, 108, 135, 136], and ignored the intermediate PDN
in this work. The global and local PDNs are structured as a multilayer mesh grids,
and designed in different levels of metal layers. As shown in Figure 4.3, the 2D
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global PDN in each die is assumed to be located in M7-M10 for 45 nm technology
node [126], while the local one is located in M1-M2. In particular, since M1 and
M2 might also be utilized for routing within the cells [137], here we assume that
only M3-M6 are used for signal routing, without loss of generality. Therefore, the
excessive local vias in each TSV could occupy significant area in the routing layers
(i.e., M3-M6), which results in severe routing congestion. Please note that, here the
benefit of the proposed approach in this work is not replied on these assumptions
and the experimental setup.
M1 Landing Pad
Routing 
Layers
M10
Global PDN
M7
TSV
M2
Local PDN
Local
 vias
Figure 4.3: Illustration of a via-first P/G TSV with local vias and its corresponding impact on
signal routing.
Notations
We use the following notations to facilitate the discussion.
• S: the set of P/G TSVs in the 3D IC;
• si: a P/G TSV in S (i.e., si ∈ S);
• C: the candidate set of local-via allocations for each P/G TSV;
• cj : a local-via allocation candidate in C (i.e., cj ∈ C);
• xij : a binary variable indicating whether si adopts cj : xij = 1 when si adopts cj ,
and xij = 0 otherwise;
• LVij : the set of local vias of si when it adopts cj ;
• Rij (t): the resistance of si adopting cj at time step t;
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• GC: the set of grid cells partitioned the entire routing space;
• gck: a grid cell in G (i.e., gck ∈ GC);
• OVLk: the track overflow of gck;
• G3D (t): the conductance matrix of the 3D PDN at time step t;
• Gd2D: the conductance matrix of the 2D PDN of the dth die;
• GTSV (t): the conductance matrix of TSVs at time step t;
• V (t): the voltage matrix of the 3D PDN at time step t;
• N: the set of 3D PDN nodes;
• n: a 3D PDN node in N (i.e., n ∈ N);
• Vn (t): the voltage of n at time step t (i.e., Vn (t) ∈ V (t));
• I: the current vector of the 3D PDN;
• ∆Vsi (t): the IR-drop of si after time step t;
• Vdd: the supply voltage of the 3D IC;
• ∆V avgdd,min: the acceptable limit of EM-induced average IR-drop increase of the TSV
network;
• ∆V worstdd,min: the acceptable limit of EM-induced worst IR-drop increase of the TSV
network;
• tLT: the target lifetime of the 3D PDN;
4.2.3 Integer linear programming formulation
In this subsection, we describe the ILP model for minimizing the local-via-induced rout-
ing congestions under the constraints of the EM reliability in P/G TSVs, which is char-
acterized by IR-drop increase.
Objective function
In order to gauge the severity of routing congestion, one of the metrics commonly used is
the track overflow. After dividing the entire routing space into small subregions (referred
to as “grid cells” in this chapter), the track overflow is used to measure the number of
excess tracks required to route the wires in a grid cell [138]. For a grid cell gck, its track
overflow OVLk can be calculated as [137]:
OVLk = max (0,RDk − RRk) (4.4)
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where RDk and RRk are the routing demand and resource on gck, respectively.
For RDk, the most accurate value comes from global routing itself. However, since it
is assumed that local-via allocation is applied prior to the routing phase (as mentioned
in Section 4.2.2), a congestion estimation approach based on placement is desired in
this scenario. In [137], a congestion estimator with good fidelity and high sensitivity
to placement changes was proposed, which is applicable for our purpose. Therefore, we
utilize the following approach to estimate the routing demand in this work: For each
multi-pin net netk,u in gck, its topology is determined using the two-bend LZ router
developed in [139] after decomposing it into several two-pin connections. It was shown
in [140] that the complexity to route a two pin net on a given gx by gy bin structure
for a two pin net that spans x by y bins is O (log (x+ y)× log (gx + gy)). Afterwards,
RDk,u, the routing demand for netk,u, is calculated as in [137]:
RDk,u =

wk,u, if netk,u crosses gck
0.25× pink,u × wk,u if netk,u is within gck
0 otherwise
(4.5)
RDk =
∑
∀netk,u in gck
RDk,u (4.6)
where wk,u is the wire width of netk,u, and pink,u is the number of pins in netk,u. Note
that RDk is a constant for a given placement.
For RRk, it can be computed as in [137]:
RRk =
L∑
l=1
RRk,l (4.7)
where L is the number of routing metal layers, and RRk,l is the routing resource provided
by the lth available routing metal layer. As suggested in [137], RRk,l can be calculated
as:
RRk,l =
AAVBLk,l
wl + sl
(4.8)
where wl and sl are width and space of metal wires in layer l, respectively. AAVBLk,l
denotes the area of the lth metal layer available for routing over gck. Since only local
vias can make routing blockage for via-first P/G TSVs [126], AAVBLk,l is the same for all
the l routing layers, which can be calculated as:
AAVBLk,l = A
grid_cell
k −Alocal_viask (4.9)
where Agrid_cellk is the area of gck, and A
local_vias
k is the overlapped area between gck
and all the local vias. Therefore, with the different local-via allocation in each TSV,
Alocal_viask is varied, and can be represented as:
Alocal_viask =
|S|∑
i
 |C|∑
j
overlapped (LVij , gck) · xij
 (4.10)
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here overlapped (LVij , gck) is the area of overlapped region between LVij and gck. Then
RRk can be expressed as a linear combination of the binary variables {xij}.
Therefore, combining Equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10), we
state the objective function of the ILP formulation as follows:
Minimize:
|GC|∑
k=1
OVLk (4.11)
The above minmax objective can be simply linearized using the following standard tech-
nique associated with ILP modeling:
∀k : yk ≥ 0, yk ≥ RDk − RRk
Minimize:
|GC|∑
k=1
yk
(4.12)
Constraints
The constraints of the ILP formulation can be divided into two categories:
• Local-via number constraints:
∀i :
|C|∑
j=1
xij = 1 (4.13)
• TSV EM-induced IR-drop increase constraints:∑
si∈S∆Vsi (tLT )
|S|Vdd ≥ ∆V
avg
dd,min (4.14)
min
{
∆Vs1 (tLT ) ...∆Vs|S| (tLT )
}
Vdd
≥ ∆V worstdd,min (4.15)
The set of constraints given by (4.13) implies that for each P/G TSV si ∈ S, it can only
adopt one candidate in C. The constraints (4.14) and (4.15) ensure that the EM-induced
IR-drop (both the average and worst cases) of TSV network should be still within the
given acceptable limit after tLT.
In order to obtain Vn (t) in the constraints (4.14) and (4.15), the following linear
system need to be solved:
G3DV = I (4.16)
Here, a DC resistive model of 3D PDN is assumed, in which the on-chip PDN is modeled
as a resistive grid and I is time-invariant. The reasons for such assumption are as follows:
i) Typically, the on-chip PDN can be modeled as a conductive grid with resistive, in-
ductive and capacitive parasitic elements (i.e., so-called “Resistive-Capacitive-Inductive”
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model). Although the current distribution also depends on the capacitive and inductive
elements, these ones have a low impact in comparison with the resistive ones, which is
indeed the dominant on-chip parasitic element of the PDN. Therefore, the capacitive
and inductive elements of the 3D PDN are not considered in this work, and the PDN of
each die in a 3D IC is modeled as a two-dimensional resistive grid, which is connected
by P/G TSVs. ii) Since EM is a long-term cumulative failure mechanism, the current
changes in 3D PDN during normal operation are not significant. Although the dynamic
analysis method is claimed to provide more precise insight into the behaviour of the
PDN, the DC analysis can model the long-term behaviour of the PDN by averaging
the tap currents, which is accurate-enough for evaluating the EM-induced IR-drop. In
this scenario, an effective-EM current is desirable [141]. Since P/G TSVs mostly carry
uni-directional currents, this effective-EM current can be derived from DC EM analysis
based on time-average current density [142]. After the computation of an average power
value for each logic gate, these power values are converted to DC current sources and
are attached to each 2D P/G mesh in the 3D PDN at the appropriate PDN nodes per
gate. Note that, since the proposed method is generic, it is reasonable to extend it by
taking more complicated and more accurate PDN models into account.
In Equation (4.16), G3D can be constructed usingGd2D andGTSV [104]. For a two-die
3D IC, it can be expressed as follows:
G3D =
(
G12D +GTSV −GTSV
−GTSV G22D +GTSV
)
∈ R|N|×|N| (4.17)
This can easily be extended for a multiple-die 3D IC by applying this equation in a
pair-wise manner between adjacent dies [104]. Due to EM degradation, GTSV should be
time-varying, and can be represented as:
GTSV (t) = diag(g1 (t) , ..., gi (t) , ..., g|S| (t)) (4.18)
here gi (t) is the conductance of si at time step t. By considering the various local-via
allocation candidates, gi (t) is written as:
gi (t) =
|C|∑
j=1
xij
Rij (t)
(4.19)
Hence, gi (t) can be expressed as a linear combination of the binary variables {xij}, and
thus G3D is also a function of {xij}.
Rij (t) can be calculated using Equation (4.1) after obtaining the resistance of TSV
RTSV (t) and the resistance of the allocated local-via array RLV (t). Regarding RTSV (t),
it can be computed following Equation (4.2). Note that, since the power grid current dis-
tribution varies according to circuit working mode or transistor activity factors, here we
consider effective (i.e., long term average) current density for each TSV in Equation (4.3)
in order to evaluate the overall EM reliability. In [143], a method was proposed to obtain
such effective current, and we assume that the effective current is already provided.
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1 general case
2 extreme case
Figure 4.4: Non-uniform distribution of current density within each local via in the array. Here
i is the index of each via, and j is its current density.
For calculating RLV (t), it is necessary to obtain the current density through each local
via in advance. According to the experimental results in [129], the EM behavior of local-
via array is quite different from a single via due to the non-uniform current distribution
within the array. However, due to resistive effect, the uneven current distribution in
a via-array is linear [144]. Figure 4.4 illustrates a general uneven current distribution
where some vias carry less current, but others carry more (as shown in the curve 1O).
As in [144], here we consider an extreme triangular distribution (i.e., the red line 2O in
Figure 4.4), in which vias at one end carry zero current density, and on the other end,
vias carry current the density of 2javg. Here javg is the via-array average current density.
Note that, here the two distributions have the same amount of total current, i.e., the
area below each curve is the same. In this way, the current density within each via can
be calculated for each allocation candidate, and accordingly the resistance of a via-array.
Due to the existence of binary variables in G3D, it is very time-consuming to solve
the linear system (4.16) directly. Instead, we take each linear equation in this system as
a constraint, and add them into the ILP formulation. In order to linearize the bilinear
terms in these constraints, we replace them by McCormick envelope [111]. More details
can be found in [145].
Therefore, combining Equations (4.12), (4.13), (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16), we obtain
an ILP formulation to minimize the local via-induced routing congestion in each P/G
TSV with EM reliability consideration. This optimization problem can be solved by an
ILP solver.
4.2.4 Scalability analysis
Scalability has always been a critical issue for ILP-based methods. The size of the formu-
lation, which includes the number of variables and constraints, reflects the complexity of
ILP formulation. As explained below, our approach offers a very good scaling behavior
for circuits with increasing gate count.
Suppose we consider a 2D circuit with the number of gate Ngate, and partition it
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into an L-layer 3D IC uniformly. Therefore, assuming that each PDN node in 2D power
mesh can drive g logic gates at most, the number of PDN nodes in each layer, |N|2d, is
equal to
|N|2d = d
Ngate
L× g e (4.20)
Therefore, even though we place P/G TSVs at each PDN node, the number of TSVs,
|S|, is
|S| = (L− 1) |N|2d (4.21)
Note that there is (are) L − 1 layer(s) of P/G TSVs connecting L layers 2D power
meshes in the 3D IC. Therefore, the number of the binary variables {xij}, Nvar, in the
ILP formulation is equal to
Nvar = |C| (L− 1) |N|2d (4.22)
here |C| is the number of local-via allocation options for each TSV. In addition, the
number of total constraints (including the constraints for linearizing the bilinear terms
in the ILP formulation) Nconstr can be presented as
Nconstr = 2 |GC|+ [2 |C| (L− 1) + 3L− 2] |N|2d + 1 (4.23)
Therefore, for a fixed GC, both the number of binary variables Nvar and the number of
constraints Nconstr scale linearly with the number of gates. Thus, we can expect a good
scalability of our ILP formulation for large circuits.
4.2.5 Discussion
Here we discuss the practicality of the propose method, we perform the following dis-
cussions from the perspectives of manufacturing and design complications. First, due
to the huge size of P/G TSV compared to signal one, the number of P/G TSVs in a
typical 3D chip is far limited compared to signal TSVs [95, 146, 147]. In addition, as a
user-defined parameter, the number of local-via allocation candidates (i.e., the options
of different local-via number in TSVs) can be tuned according to varied design require-
ments. Therefore, from the manufacturing perspective, it is totally reasonable to place
different number of vias in each TSVs. Second, in order to finalize the optimization once
during design-time as proposed previously, it is desirable to consider either representa-
tive or worse-case workload among all the applications. However, such assumption will
not affect the practicality of the proposed approach.
4.3 Simulation Results
4.3.1 Simulation setup and implementation flow
For our simulations, eight 3D benchmark designs were used. Besides des_perf-i,
cf_rca_16-i, and cf_fft_256_8-i (i = 2, 4) selected from OpenCore benchmark suite [148],
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two artificial circuits des_cf_fft-i (i = 2, 4) were also used by combining des_perf-i and
cf_fft_256_8-i together. Here, i is the number of stacked dies in each design. The de-
tailed information about the benchmarks, including area, power, gate number, 3D PDN
design and nets being considered for routing, etc., are listed in Table 5.1. Moreover, the
relevant parameter values of P/G TSV are also specified in Table 4.3. The simulations
were performed on a server with four AMD Opteron 6174 processors and 256 GB RAM.
The basic implementation flow is as follows. First, based on the given netlist of
each die, Cadence SoC Encounter was used to perform placement for all the dies in
each design separately using the Nangate 45 nm library [115]. In the floorplan, P/G and
signal TSVs were placed regularly. In this experiment, we assume that all the Controlled
Collapse Chip Connection (C4) bumps are aligned with the TSV locations to minimize
IR-drop loss. As a result, a current crowding analysis between TSVs and C4 bumps was
not necessary in this work. Then, using a global router “Labyrinth” [139], the routing
demand of each grid cell was estimated, and the routing resource consumed by local
vias in each P/G TSV can be calculated according to the given allocation candidates.
In this work, 7 candidates were considered, in which the local vias are placed regularly
on TSV landing pad with the different number 16, 64, 144, 256, 400, 576, and 676 3,
respectively [126]. Based on the calculated routing demand of placement and routing
resource consumed by local vias, the objective function of the proposed ILP formulation
can be constructed using Equation (5.24).
In order to obtain the constraints of the proposed ILP formulation, the major concern
are: i) how to extract current vector I in Equation (4.16), and ii) how to obtain the
thermal profile for each P/G TSV. For the first aspect, the power consumption of each
PDN node need to be collected by adding the dynamic and leakage currents of all the
logic gates connected to it. In order to obtain the leakage current, all standard cells in
the library are characterized by accurate SPICE simulations, and this information is then
stored in a LUT. For the calculation of dynamic current, we extracted signal probabilities
and activity factors for all the internal nodes in the circuit based on a set of representative
input vectors [110]. Then all the information was sent into a power analyzer to obtain I.
In order to obtain the thermal profile, the obtained power profile was forwarded to 3D
Hotspot [149] for temperature estimation with the same configuration setting as in [149].
Note that, since we assume that EM is a long-term degradation effect, here a steady-
state temperature analysis is sufficient. Afterwards, we can construct the constraints
by Equation (4.16). The generated ILP formulation was solved by CPLEX [119] to
determine the optimal local-via allocation for each TSV. In order to evaluate the local-
via-induced routing congestion, Wire-Length (WL) and Critical Path Delay (CPD) were
used as a performance metric in this work, which can be obtained during post-routing
stage by P&R commercial tool 4.
3 676 is the maximum number of local vias that can be packed within TSV landing pad for 45 nm
technology [126]
4 Here we used Cadence SoC Encounter to obtain them for each design.
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Table 4.3: Experimental setting for P/G TSV.
Item
TSV radius (µm) 1.15 [125]
TSV height (µm) 15 [125]
TSV pitch (µm) 30
TSV landing pad size (µm× µm) 3.6 × 3.6 [126]
TSV landing pad thickness (µm) 0.13 [126]
4.3.2 Impact of temperature on local-via allocation
In this subsection, the impact of temperature on local-via allocation is studied. Accord-
ing to Equations (4.2) and (4.3), higher temperature can aggravate EM-induced IR-drop
due to the increased TSV resistance RTSV. Therefore, in order to satisfy the constraints
of EM reliability after a long-term operation, it is desirable to place more local vias for
each TSV under higher temperature, which leads to more severe routing congestion and
larger WL. Since temperature is in the exponent of diffusivity in Equation (4.3), the
EM effects worsens exponentially with increased temperature.
Here we performed the proposed approach with tLT = 3.2 yrs and ∆V avgdd,min =
∆V worstdd,min = 0.9 on the benchmarks des_perf-2 and des_perf-4 under two different worst
case temperatures 100 ◦C and 130 ◦C, respectively. By using the proposed optimiza-
tion method, the minimized routing overflow and satisfied IR-drop values (including the
worst and average cases) can be obtained, listed in Table 4.4. Due to the higher IR-drop
with the increased temperature, it is necessary to allocate more local vias for each P/G
TSV. According to our simulation results, for the two benchmarks, the average number
of local vias per TSV is increased by 74.34% and 60.74%, respectively. The detailed
allocations are also presented in Figure 4.5. Consequently, it is necessary to reduce
operating temperature in 3D ICs for EM reliability improvement and efficient design
cost.
4.3.3 Impact of circuit partitioning on local-via allocation
In this work, we consider the impact of stacking by implementing the benchmarks into 2-
and 4-layers. The major issue related to an implementation with more layers is heat dis-
sipation. Stacked dies result in higher power density, yet the underfill between adjacent
layers generally has very low thermal conductivity, making vertical heat dissipation a se-
vere problem. Therefore, the temperature variation, especially the inter-die one, becomes
more significant with the increased number of stacked dies in 3D ICs. This subsequently
leads to more dramatic resistance increase on P/G TSVs. Note that, although power
density could be decreased by partitioning the same design into more layer, the reduced
current densities within TSVs exhibit weaker dependency on EM degradation compared
to the higher temperature, according to Equation (4.3). Therefore, it is more challeng-
ing to deliver enough current to all parts of the 3D stack while guaranteeing high power
integrity for the stable operation of 3D ICs.
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Figure 4.5: Local-via distribution of P/G TSVs in des_perf-2 and des_perf-4 under worst case
100 ◦C and 130 ◦C temperatures.
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Table 4.4: The impact of temperature on the local-via allocation in terms of optimized overflow
and IR-drop (tLT = 3.2 yrs and ∆V avgdd,min = ∆V worstdd,min = 0.9).
Temperature (◦C)
des_perf-2 100 130
Overflow 0 0
Worst IR-drop (mV) 97.74 99.34
Average IR-drop (mV) 48.55 49.32
Average #Vias 226 394
Temperature (◦C)
des_perf-4 100 130
Overflow 0 0
Worst IR-drop (mV) 99.76 99.91
Average IR-drop (mV) 55.93 57.16
Average #Vias 242 389
Here, we conducted the simulations on des_perf-2 and des_perf-4 with tLT = 6.4 yrs,
and applied the proposed approach to obtain the optimal local-via allocation for each
TSV under the same constraints of EM reliability. As shown in Table 4.5, both the worst
and average IR-drop are increased when partitioning the same design into more layers.
Moreover, in order to satisfy the same constraints of EM reliability, it is necessary to
place more local vias in each P/G TSV, which results in routing congestion. As shown,
the routing overflow of des_perf-4 can not be reduced to 0, even after the optimization
of local-via allocation. The reason is that the starting points of overflow in the two
benchmarks are different: when inserting the local vias with maximum number (i.e.,
676 in our experimental setting) in each P/G TSV, the total overflow of des_perf-2 is
2104.78, while the total overflow of des_perf-4 is 4973.24. In addition, the detailed local-
via allocations for both the two benchmarks are presented in Figure 4.6. According to
our simulation results, the average number of local vias per TSV is increased by 79.74%
when partitioning the 2D design from 2 layers into 4 layers.
Table 4.5: The impact of circuit partition on the local-via allocation in terms of optimized over-
flow and IR-drop (tLT = 6.4 yrs and ∆V avgdd,min = ∆V worstdd,min = 0.9).
Partitioning
2-die 4-die
Overflow 0 4400.42
Worst IR-drop (mV) 99.19 99.87
Average IR-drop (mV) 49.25 59.73
Average #Vias 311 559
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Figure 4.6: Local-via distribution of the P/G TSVs in des_perf-2 and des_perf-4 under the same
temperature.
4.3.4 Impact of target lifetime on local-via allocation
The target lifetime is another important metric in the proposed approach. In this sub-
section, we consider three different target lifetimes of 3D ICs, and evaluate its impact on
the local-via allocation. For the benchmarks des_perf-2 and des_perf-4, we performed
the proposed technique to obtain the optimal local-via allocation with the constraints
of ∆V avgdd,min = ∆V worstdd,min = 0.9. For the different target lifetimes, we report the achieved
worst and average IR-drop, and also the optimal overflow values in Table 4.6. Besides,
the generated allocation for each target lifetime is also illustrated in Figure 4.7. Accord-
ing to our simulation results, it is desirable to allocate more local vias for achieving a
longer lifetime, which in turn leads to congestion problem during routing stage.
Table 4.6: The impact of target lifetimes on the local-via allocation in terms of optimized overflow
and IR-drop (∆V avgdd,min = ∆V worstdd,min = 0.9).
Lifetime (yrs)
des_perf-2 1.6 3.2 6.4
Overflow 0 0 0
Worst IR-drop (mV) 97.41 97.70 99.19
Average IR-drop (mV) 48.45 48.54 49.25
Average #Vias 203 258 311
Lifetime (yrs)
des_perf-4 1.6 3.2 6.4
Overflow 0 3709.72 4400.42
Worst IR-drop (mV) 97.32 97.92 99.87
Average IR-drop (mV) 50.32 55.38 59.73
Average #Vias 257 502 559
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Figure 4.7: The detailed local-via allocations for des_perf-2 and des_perf-4 under the different
constraints of target lifetimes.
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4.3.5 Comparison with prior work
As summarized in Section 6.1.2, prior work can be divided into two categories: local
via-unaware technique [121] and routability-unaware technique [126]. Here we compare
our proposed methodology with the two techniques, respectively.
Comparison with local via-unaware technique
In [121], P/G TSVs were assumed to connect directly to 2D P/G meshes without using
local vias. This local via-unaware technique is not applicable to the 3D ICs with via-first
P/G TSVs due to the following drawbacks:
• The impact of local vias on IR-drop was ignored, resulting in inaccurate estimation
and unreliable 3D PDN design.
• Instead of local vias, the entire TSV is treated as routing blockage, which overesti-
mates the TSV-induced routing congestion and results in unnecessary over-design.
Here the evaluation of the proposed technique was performed on all the benchmarks
with tLT = 3.2 yrs and ∆V avgdd,min = ∆V worstdd,min = 0.9. The average and worst IR-drop of 3D
PDN were calculated using the two different techniques, respectively. Moreover, the WL
and CPD of each design can be obtained based on the placed routing blockages (i.e., local
vias for the proposed approach and P/G TSVs for local via-unaware method). According
to the results in Table 6.4, local via-unaware solution overestimates the WL since treating
the entire TSV as a routing blockage. Even worse, such inaccurate estimation leads to
the error of post-routing timing analysis. For example, for benchmark cf_fft_256_8-2,
since the via-unaware technique predicates the CPD pessimistically (from 3.341 ns to
4.3 ns), it has to add unnecessary timing margin for the critical paths, resulting in the
degradation of timing performance. According to our simulation results, such error of
CPD estimation can be up to 22.3%. In addition, as the resistances attributed by local
vias are totally ignored, the via-unaware technique underestimates the IR-drop (both
the worst and average cases) significantly, and generates an unreliable 3D PDN design.
Comparison with routability-unaware technique
In [126], since the analysis and optimization of via-induced routing congestion was ig-
nored completely, each TSV has to adopt the allocation candidate with the same number
of local vias (e.g., 676 local vias per TSV in [126]), in order to guarantee the long-term
EM reliability of 3D PDNs. However, such coarse allocation solution could lead to
unnecessary over-design, which results in exacerbated routing congestion and timing
performance degradation. By contrast, the proposed technique can allocate appropriate
number of local vias for each TSV according to its location.
In order to highlight its superiority, the proposed technique was implemented on
all benchmarks with tLT = 3.2 yrs and ∆V avgdd,min = ∆V worstdd,min = 0.9. After generating
the optimal local-via allocations, the WL and CPD of each design can be obtained,
and compared to the baseline results. Here we conducted the baseline as follows: As
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in [126], we assumed that each P/G TSV adopts the same local-via allocation. Among
all the candidates, we selected the feasible one (i.e., satisfying the IR-drop constraints)
resulting in the minimum CPD as the baseline. According to our simulation results listed
in Table 6.5, although both of them can satisfy the IR-drop constraints, it is unavoidable
to set a larger margin in the baseline case in order to satisfy the timing constraints, which
leads to performance degradation. On the contrary, our proposed technique has a better
timing performance in terms of CPD value with the refined local-via allocation of each
TSV. Please note that, compared to the baseline allocation with the maximum local-via
count (i.e., 676 local vias per TSV in our work), the optimized local-via allocation could
result in IR-drop increase due to the reduction in the number of local vias for each TSV.
However, such delay impact can be taken into account by a voltage-droop-aware timing
analysis [150], in which the impact of IR-drop on CPD can be considered and optimized
after the proposed local-via allocation in this work.
Table 4.8: Comparison between the proposed technique and the routability-unaware tech-
nique [126].
Benchmark WL (µm) CPD (ns)Baseline [13] Proposed Improvement (%) Baseline [13] Proposed Improvement (%)
des_perf-2 428,370.96 424,917.81 0.8 1.886 1.874 0.6
des_perf-4 453,797.14 451,182.73 0.6 2.181 2.002 8.2
cf_rca_16-2 2,006,340.18 2,004,749.03 0.8 2.942 2.910 1.1
cf_rca_16-4 1,919,625.52 1,914,771.52 0.3 3.057 2.770 9.4
cf_fft_256_8-2 5,024,152.66 4,979,298.16 0.9 3.612 3.341 7.5
cf_fft_256_8-4 6,069,416.91 6,003,182.60 1.1 4.354 4.011 7.9
des_cf_fft-2 5,731,943.08 5,679,116.47 0.9 4.272 3.715 13.0
des_cf_fft-4 6,507,954.29 6,409,001.84 1.5 4.951 4.671 5.7
4.3.6 Runtime analysis
To obtain the runtime for the proposed technique, the experiments were performed on
all the six benchmarks. By varying tLT, the average runtime for each benchmark was
calculated. This measure consists of two parts: the runtime for estimating the routing
congestion (i.e., trouting) and the runtime for solving the ILP formulation (i.e., tsolving).
As illustrated in Table 4.9, both of these steps can be finished within a few minutes,
even for the largest design.
4.4 Conclusion of Chapter
EM-related TSV reliability is one of the key obstacles for industry adoption of 3D ICs.
As EM-prone structure, P/G TSVs should be carefully designed to mitigate the adverse
effect of EM. In addition, the impact of P/G TSVs on the routiability and timing per-
formance of 3D ICs is also significant due to the considerable consumption of routing
resource by local vias inside P/G TSVs. Therefore, it is imperative to consider the local
via-induced routing congestion during 3D PDN design, which was ignored in prior work.
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Table 4.9: The runtime of the proposed methodology for all benchmarks.
Benchmark trouting(s) tsolving(s) ttotal(s)
des_perf-2 0.61 3.10 3.71
des_perf-4 1.34 100.80 102.14
cf_rca_16-2 11.06 202.87 213.93
cf_rca_16-4 10.98 407.44 418.42
cf_fft_256_8-2 16.13 372.70 388.83
cf_fft_256_8-4 13.52 414.56 428.08
des_cf_fft-2 19.11 391.74 410.85
des_cf_fft-4 23.12 457.89 481.01
To overcome this drawback, a novel methodology is proposed to handle the trade-off
between EM reliability of P/G TSVs and the timing performance of 3D ICs. By deter-
mining the optimal local-via allocation for each P/G TSV, the local via-induced routing
congestion can be minimized while satisfying the given requirement of EM reliability.
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Yield Enhancement
Concerns related to manufacturing yield constitute one of the key obstacles in the
widespread industry adoption of 3D integration technology [151, 152]. In general, the
yield of 3D ICs can be reduced due to the defects in stacked dies (i.e., stack yield loss)
or defects that occur during the assembly process (i.e., assembly yield loss) [34]. In
the former case, it is critical to conduct pre-bond testing to prevent the stacking of
defective dies [153]. Several die/wafer matching and inter-die repair strategies have also
been proposed to enhance stack yield [154–156]. For the latter case, the addition of
Spare Through-Silicon Via (s-TSV) to repair defective Functional Through-Silicon Via
(f-TSV) is an effective method for increasing yield and ensuring reliability.
A number of s-TSV allocation strategies have been proposed in the literature [157–
163]; however, these methods only consider uniform TSV placement (i.e., TSVs are
placed in a uniform grid on the die). Although such a uniform TSV layout offers advan-
tages such as lower heat dissipation and stronger package bonding [164], non-uniform
TSV placement allows more design flexibility and leads to shorter wirelength [165]. As
a result, non-uniform TSV placement provides two important benefits, namely lower
latency and power reduction. However, due to the added degree of freedom in the loca-
tions of f-TSVs associated with non-uniform placement, it is a challenge to enhance the
yield for such designs, and advances in s-TSV allocation methods are needed to achieve
the above performance benefits.
In order to address this problem, s-TSV allocation techniques have recently been
proposed for non-uniform TSV placement [161, 162]. However, there still remain three
major challenges that limit the practicality of these techniques:
• First, prior work assumes that TSV defects are uniformly distributed. However,
faulty TSVs tend to be clustered, e.g., due to imperfect bonding [166, 167]. Clus-
tering leads to the location-dependency of TSV defect probabilities [159]. In other
words, the defect probability of each TSV is related to its location. Ignoring this
location-dependency will result in inaccurate yield estimation and an unrealistic
solution to the problem of s-TSV allocation. Therefore, it is imperative that we
take defect clustering into account during s-TSV allocation.
• Second, prior work assumes that s-TSVs can be inserted anywhere on the chip,
without considering whitespace constraints. However, ignoring the whitespace con-
straint may result in overlap between f-TSVs and the s-TSVs after s-TSV alloca-
tion [162], and post-processing has to be carried out by relocating the f-TSVs [162].
Then, due to location dependency, the defect probability of the relocated f-TSV
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will change after the allocation of the s-TSVs, which can result in a situation
where repair is not feasible. Therefore, the whitespace constraint must be taken
into account during s-TSV allocation.
• Finally, all prior work on s-TSV allocation only considers the delay overhead due
to signal re-routing. However, TSV-induced-stress can also cause significant delay
changes on critical paths, which can be up to 8.9% [100]. In order to avoid timing
violations when the signal is re-routed, it is essential to take the TSV-stress-induced
delay overhead into account during s-TSV allocation.
In this chapter, an efficient s-TSV allocation technique is proposed to overcome the
above limitations. The proposed technique consists of two stages:
• Global partitioning: We partition the f-TSVs into multiple groups with a flexible
number of f-TSVs and assign one or more s-TSVs to each group to minimize the
hardware cost while satisfying the target chip yield.
• Detailed insertion of s-TSVs: We determine the exact location of each assigned
s-TSV to minimize the delay overhead introduced by signal re-routing and TSV-
induced stress.
Overall, the contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• In order to obtain a cost-effective allocation solution in terms of s-TSV count,
a greedy group merging algorithm is proposed to solve the global partitioning
problem under the constraints of delay overhead. We have also proven that this
optimization problem is NP-hard.
• An ILP-based technique is developed to determine: i) the appropriate location
candidates for s-TSV insertion, and ii) the optimal mapping between inserted
s-TSVs and assigned f-TSVs for minimizing the delay overhead introduced by
signal re-routing and TSV-induced stress.
• We conduct more realistic evaluations of yield enhancement, considering various
impacts on s-TSV allocation, including defect-clustering effect, non-uniform tem-
perature distribution, and timing criticality under process variations.
Our simulation results demonstrate that:
• Previous techniques cannot guarantee the yields reported for uniform defects when
defects are clustered. In contrast, the proposed technique can provide high yield
in the realistic scenario of defect clustering.
• The proposed technique reduces delay overhead on the critical paths by 20.71% on
average compared to a stress-unaware solution.
• D2D process variations in 3D ICs impact s-TSV allocation solutions significantly.
The yield enhancement claimed in a variation-unaware method cannot be guaran-
teed for different process corner cases. Moreover, the variation-unaware approach
could introduce excessive hardware cost for achieving a target manufacturing yield.
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• Without considering the impact of temperature variation, thermal-unaware s-TSV
allocation method would result in infeasible solution under a realistic temperature
distribution, and the error in terms of delay overhead can be 6.41% on average.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Preliminaries and related prior work
are presented in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, we present an example to highlight the mo-
tivation for this work. Section 5.3 describes the two-stage s-TSV allocation methodology
in detail. In Section 5.4, we report simulation results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.5.
5.1 Preliminaries and Related Work
5.1.1 TSV fault tolerance
In this section, two techniques for TSV fault tolerance are briefly described; these meth-
ods are referred to as double TSV and shared s-TSV [168]. In the double TSV technique,
each f-TSV is paired with an additional s-TSV to enhance yield and reliability. In the
fault-free scenario, a signal is transferred through the two TSVs simultaneously. Once
an f-TSV becomes faulty, there is still an s-TSV to pass the signal. Since the two TSVs
are used to pass the same signal, no additional control circuits are required. However,
due to the significant area overhead induced by s-TSVs, this technique is impractical.
In order to reduce area overhead, the “shared s-TSV” technique has been proposed.
In this technique, a set of f-TSVs is partitioned into several groups, and single or multiple
s-TSV(s) are subsequently assigned to each group. By inserting MUXes and carefully
designing the reconfigurable routing paths, the s-TSV(s) can be used to pass signal(s) in
the presence of defective f-TSVs. In general, the shared s-TSV scheme can be classified
into four categories [169]: i) shift-redundancy reconfiguration, ii) input and output recon-
figuration, iii) re-route reconfiguration, and iv) only output reconfiguration. Figure 5.1
illustrates an example of the shift-redundancy reconfiguration. When all the f-TSVs are
fault-free, the signals are transferred by them in Figure 5.1(a). Once an f-TSV fails, the
signal corresponding to the faulty one has to be shifted, which causes all signals between
the faulty TSV and the s-TSV to be shifted, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Although this
method reduces the area overhead compared to the double TSV technique, additional
delay is introduced due to signal re-routing and the extra components.
5.1.2 Spare TSV allocation in different TSV placements
In 3D IC design, there are two different TSV placement styles, namely, uniform place-
ment and non-uniform placement [165]. In uniform TSV placement, f-TSVs are placed
uniformly, and they are considered as placement obstacles when logic cells (or IP blocks)
are placed in the 3D placement stage. However, in non-uniform TSV placement, the
f-TSVs are added to the 3D netlist as TSV cells, and then placed with the logic cells
(or IP blocks) simultaneously during 3D placement. Compared to uniform placement,
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the concept shared s-TSV technique.
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non-uniform placement design can reduce wirelength by up to 17% [165], which leads to
considerable latency decrease and power reduction.
For the above two placement styles, the allocation of s-TSVs is realized at differ-
ent stages of the design flow. For the uniform case, since the locations of f-TSVs are
determined before logic cells are placed, s-TSVs and the supporting infrastructure (i.e.,
MUXes and wires) can be inserted right after f-TSV planning but prior to the placement
of the logic cells and detailed routing [160]. Therefore, it is not necessary to consider the
whitespace constraint during s-TSV allocation. However, for non-uniform placement,
the locations of f-TSVs and logic cells need to be determined simultaneously. Since al-
locating s-TSVs during the placement stage can result in significant perturbation to the
routing of signal nets [162], the s-TSVs have to be inserted after the placement stage, and
the whitespace constraint must be taken into account. Otherwise, the generated solution
based on s-TSV allocation cannot guarantee repairability as explained in Section 5.2.
5.1.3 TSV-induced stress and stress-induced delay overhead
As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, although the shared s-TSV technique can reduce the area
overhead introduced by s-TSVs, timing issues should be taken into account to guarantee
the timing correctness of the circuit after TSV repair. When a signal is shifted, additional
delay is introduced due to longer wires and extra components.
However, TSV-induced stress can also cause extra delay due to the significant carrier
mobility variations in the vicinity of a TSV [93, 170]. Because of the mismatch in the
coefficient of thermal expansion for copper and silicon, the fabrication of TSVs causes
thermal-mechanical stress in the surrounding silicon. This stress can cause hole- and
electron-mobility variations in the nearby transistors, which in turn results in significant
delay change in the critical paths (up to 8.9% [100]). Therefore, it is necessary to consider
the stress-induced delay overhead during s-TSV allocation.
For each transistor, its mobility change due to TSV-induced thermal stress can be
calculated as [93]:
∆µ
µ0
= ΠB∆α∆T2
∑
sj∈S
(
Rj
rj
)2
α (θj) (5.1)
where Π is a coefficient indicating the sensitivity of mobility change to applied stress,
B is biaxial modulus, ∆α is the CTE difference between copper and silicon, ∆T is
the temperature difference between copper annealing and operating temperature. S
represents the set of inserted s-TSVs that influence the transistor, Rj is the radius of
s-TSV sj , rj is the distance from the center of s-TSV sj to the transistor, and θj is
defined as the angle between the center of the s-TSV sj and the center of the channel of
transistor when it is placed vertically. The variation in mobility can be translated into
the variation in gate delay, which is calculated using the following sensitivity model [100]:
∆Dstress =
(
∂D
∂µ
)
∆µ (T ) (5.2)
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where ∆Dstress is the gate delay change introduced by mobility variations, and ∂D/∂µ is
the sensitivity function of the delay to mobility variations. As shown in Equation (5.1)
and Equation (5.2), temperature variation can impact the gate delay significantly, and
this change can be caused by TSV-induced stress.
5.1.4 TSV defect clustering
TSV defect-distribution models can be viewed to be of two types, namely uniform defect
distribution and clustered defect distribution. For the uniform TSV defect-distribution
model, the defect probability of a specific TSV is assumed to be independent from
that of the other TSVs. This model is valid for certain random defects such as void
formation [171] and lamination due to thermal-induced stress [172]. However, many
types of TSV defects appear during the imperfect bonding process. In addition, the
winding level of the thinned wafer, the surface roughness, and cleanliness of silicon dies
also impact the bonding quality of TSVs [173]. Consequently, if one TSV is faulty during
the bonding process, it is more likely that its neighbouring TSVs are also defective;
this is referred to as the “defect clustering effect” [158, 160]. This effect is not only
pronounced in traditional semiconductor manufacturing, and it has also been reported
for 3D ICs [166, 167]. The clustered defect-distribution model captures this more realistic
scenario, where the presence of a defective TSV increases the probability of more defects
in its close vicinity.
5.1.5 Related prior work
A number of s-TSV allocation strategies using shared s-TSVs have been proposed for
trading-off between chip yield and hardware cost. The early work in [158] attempts
to determine an optimal grouping ratio (i.e., the ratio of the number of s-TSVs to the
number of f-TSVs) in each TSV group to minimize hardware cost while achieving high
chip yield. However, this technique is only applicable to designs with uniform TSV
placement, and neglects the delay overhead introduced by the fault tolerance solution.
In [173], a TSV repair algorithm was proposed for yield enhancement under defect
clustering. Compared to prior techniques that use a neighbouring s-TSV to repair a
faulty f-TSV, the proposed technique allows a faulty f-TSV to be repaired by a distant
s-TSV. Moreover, the timing impact of TSV repair was also taken into account by
modeling the re-routing delay overhead. However, since the insertion of s-TSVs was
assumed to be planned prior to the placement of logic cells, this technique is incompatible
with non-uniform TSV placement.
Another technique dedicated to design with non-uniform TSV placement was pre-
sented in [161]. This technique attempted to minimize the delay overhead due to signal
re-routing by optimally allocating s-TSVs to f-TSVs. However, the stress-induced addi-
tional delay was ignored, hence the delay overhead during s-TSV allocation was underes-
timated. Moreover, the chip yield, which is a primary motivation for s-TSV allocation,
was not considered explicitly. Therefore, it is not clear if the generated solution can
satisfy the target yield requirement without repeated trial-and-error.
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In [174], an optimal s-TSV allocation technique was proposed for non-uniform TSV
placement. In this work, the area overhead introduced by the fault-tolerance solution
was minimized under the constraints of yield and timing. Given the locations of all
f-TSVs, the total number of s-TSVs is minimized by optimally allocating the s-TSVs
to appropriate locations, forming redundancy structures with several f-TSVs. However,
the stress-induced delay overhead was disregarded, hence it is difficult to guarantee the
timing correctness of the circuit after TSV repair. Moreover, since defect clustering is
ignored, the generated repair solution is likely to be ineffective under realistic defect
distributions.
In conclusion, there are two major drawbacks of existing s-TSV allocation strategies
for non-uniform TSV placement: i) the yield enhancement claimed in these methods
cannot be guaranteed under realistic clustering defect distributions; ii) the stress-induced
delay overhead has been ignored during s-TSV allocation, which makes it difficult to
guarantee timing correctness after TSV repair.
5.2 Motivational Example
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(a) The necessity of considering whitespace constraint.
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(b) The necessity of considering stress-induced delay overhead.
Figure 5.2: Illustration for the motivational example.
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The lack of effectiveness of previous techniques under a realistic defect distribution can
be attributed to the fact that these techniques neglect whitespace constraints. In [162],
it was assumed that s-TSVs can be placed anywhere on the chip. Since the s-TSVs
are inserted after the placement stage, they cannot overlap with the placed f-TSVs.
As shown in Figure 5.2(a), based on the appropriate location obtained from the s-TSV
allocation, the s-TSV ‘B’ need to be inserted at this location, but this solution is inad-
missible since it overlaps with the f-TSV ‘3’. To address this problem, [174] proposed to
relocate these overlapped f-TSVs after s-TSV allocation by local legalization. As shown
in Figure 5.2(a), f-TSV ‘3’ is moved along the direction of the arrow to create space for
the insertion of s-TSV ‘B’.
However, due to the location-dependency, the defect probabilities of relocated f-TSVs
will be changed. For example, as illustrated in Figure 5.2(a), the f-TSV ‘3’ will be
moved closer to a cluster center, which increases its defect probability significantly.
Since the relocation is performed after s-TSV allocation, the generated repair solution
from the s-TSV allocation cannot provide defect tolerance for f-TSVs with changed
defect probabilities, which results in an unpredictable repair scenario. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider the whitespace constraint during s-TSV allocation, i.e., s-TSVs
can only be inserted in the whitespace.
Ignoring stress-induced delay overhead also results in an ineffective repair solution. In
previous work (e.g., [161] and [174]), only the re-routing delay overhead was considered
to guarantee timing correctness after TSV repair. However, the insertion of s-TSVs
can also cause significant delay overhead due to TSV-induced stress, which should be
carefully considered during s-TSV allocation.
Figure 5.2(b) shows that if we employ the shared s-TSV technique, the f-TSVs ‘1’, ‘2’,
‘3’ and ‘4’ are grouped together and assigned to the same s-TSV. For the s-TSV, there
are two possible location candidates ‘A’ and ‘B’. Suppose that ∆DAr and ∆DBr are the
re-routing delay overheads when we place the s-TSV at these two location candidates,
respectively. Assuming ∆DAr > ∆DBr , the s-TSV will be inserted at ‘B’ by stress-
unaware allocation since this location leads to less re-routing delay overhead when we
replace the faulty f-TSV. However, since there are more logic cells in the vicinity of
‘B’, inserting the s-TSV at ‘B’ will generate more stress and hence potentially affect
the circuit delay. Therefore, to identify an optimal location candidate during s-TSV
allocation, we must consider the stress-induced delay overhead.
5.3 Spare TSV Allocation Considering Defect Clustering
5.3.1 Problem statement
In this chapter, we solve the s-TSV allocation problem under defect clustering and using
the shared s-TSV technique. The formal problem statement is as follows:
• Input: i) A 3D IC design where all f-TSVs have been placed; ii) target yield of
the chip; iii) defect clustering parameters.
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• Constraints: i) The chip yield should satisfy the target yield with the generated
s-TSV allocation solution; ii) the s-TSVs should only be inserted in the whitespace
between the placed cells; iii) the delay overhead of each f-TSV should be less
than the upper bound of allowable delay overhead ∆Dmax, which is a user-defined
parameter.
• Output: an optimal s-TSV allocation solution, including: i) which f-TSVs are
assigned to the same s-TSV(s); ii) the exact locations of the assigned s-TSVs.
• Objective: Minimize the hardware cost and the delay overhead induced by the
fault-tolerance solution.
We propose a two-step optimization methodology to solve this problem. Before pre-
senting the technique in detail, we introduce our notation and clarify assumptions related
to the metrics.
5.3.2 Notation
We use the following symbols to facilitate the discussion.
• F: a set of f-TSVs, where |F| = NF ;
• fi: an f-TSV with defect probability pfi and location (xfi , yfi);
• S: a set of s-TSVs candidates, where |S| = NS ;
• sj : an s-TSV candidate with defect probability psj and location
(
xsj , ysj
)
;
• Gf : a set of f-TSV groups, where |Gf | = NGf ;
• Gs: a set of assigned s-TSV candidate groups (Gs ⊆ S), where |Gs| = NGs ;
• G: the union of Gf and Gs (G = Gf ∪Gs);
• gk: a TSV group with yield Ygk (gk ∈ G), including an f-TSV sub-group Fgk with
Ngfk f-TSV(s) and an s-TSV candidate sub-group Sgk with Ngsk s-TSV(s).
5.3.3 Assumptions related to metrics
Chip yield and TSV yield
The yield of a 3D IC Y3D-IC can be derived based on the cumulative yield property, as
follows [34]:
Y3D-IC = Ystack
N−1∏
i=1
Ybonding(i)
N−1∏
i=1
YTSV(i) (5.3)
where N is the number of device layers in the 3D chip, Ystack is the overall yield of the
N dies to be stacked, Ybonding(i) denotes the yield of the ith bonding step, and YTSV(i)
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denotes the yield of the TSVs in the ith layer. In this chapter, we focus on improving
the yield of 3D ICs in terms of overall TSV yield YTSV(i), as the other two parts in
Equation (5.3) can be improved by either a better fabrication process or existing 2D
defect-tolerance techniques [175].
Area overhead introduced due to fault-tolerance solution
In this chapter, we consider the hardware cost in terms of area overhead. The area
overhead introduced by the fault-tolerance solution can be divided into several parts,
including the area overhead due to inserted s-TSVs, related control logic (i.e., MUXes),
and re-routing interconnect. The overhead is dominated by the first two parts [160]. In
this chapter, we can estimate the total area overhead in term of the number of partitioned
f-TSV groups NGf . The reasoning for this estimate is as follows.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the MUX configuration for two grouping ratios.
In Figure 5.3, the MUX configurations for two different grouping ratios (2:1 and 4:2)
are shown. Here, the grouping ratio is given by GRk = Ngfk :Ngsk . In this work, we
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assume that a shift-redundancy reconfiguration scheme [169] is adopted in each group
for signal re-routing. However, the proposed approach is generic, and it is not restricted
to specified reconfiguration scheme. From Figure 5.3, the number of required MUXes
NMUXk in group gk is:
NMUXk = (Ngfk +Ngsk +Noutk)×MUX(Ngsk+1)−to−1
= (2Ngfk +Ngsk)×MUX(Ngsk+1)−to−1
(5.4)
Here, Noutk is the number of output signals, which is equal to Ngfk . Note that the type
of the MUX is related to Ngsk .
Assume that a total of NF f-TSVs are partitioned into NGf groups. Then the total
number of MUXes required in this 3D IC (NMUX) can be calculated as:
NMUX =
NGf∑
k=1
NMUXk =
NGf∑
k=1
(2Ngfk +Ngs) (5.5)
Note that we insert the same number of s-TSVs Ngs in each group. Since
∑NGf
k=1 Ngfk =
NF , NMUX can be expressed as 2NF +NGfNgs. Therefore, the total area overhead Atotal
is:
Atotal = AspareNspare +AMUX(Ngs+1)−to−1NMUX
=
(
AMUX(Ngs+1)−to−1 +Aspare
)
NGfNgs
+ 2AMUX(Ngs+1)−to−1NF (5.6)
Based on Equation (6.5), we conclude that for a fixed Ngs, minimizing the total area
overhead Atotal is equivalent to minimizing the number of the partitioned f-TSV groups
NGf .
5.3.4 Overview of the proposed methodology
The overall flow of our approach is illustrated in Figure 5.4. As shown in this figure,
the proposed method can be divided into three parts: 1) fault-map generation; 2) global
partitioning; 3) detailed insertion of s-TSVs.
During fault-map generation, the defect probability of each f-TSV and s-TSV can-
didate is calculated using a clustered defect-distribution model. After obtaining the
locations of f-TSVs and s-TSV candidates using the placement tool and the whitespace
extractor, respectively, the defect probability for both types of TSVs can be determined.
Based on the generated defect probabilities, the f-TSVs are then partitioned into
several groups under the constraint of target yield. As discussed in Section 6.4.3, the
objective of global partitioning is to minimize the number of f-TSV groups. We use
a greedy algorithm to solve this problem. Following this step, s-TSV(s) are inserted
in the available location candidate(s) for each f-TSV group with the same number to
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Figure 5.4: Overall flow of the proposed methodology.
minimize the delay overhead induced by fault-tolerant mechanism. In this step, an ILP
formulation is used to generate an optimal s-TSV allocation. Next, we discuss the three
steps in more detail.
5.3.5 Fault-map generation
The objective of this stage is to determine the defect probability for each f-TSV as well
as each s-TSV candidate. In reality, defective TSVs tend to cluster together rather
than being uniformly distributed. In [176], this defect-clustering effect is modeled; the
defect probability is inversely proportional to the distance from existing defects, which
are regarded as cluster centers [177]. If there are already Nc cluster centers, the defect
probability of TSVi, Pi, can be expressed as [158]:
Pi = p ·
1 + Nc∑
j=1
(
1
dij
)α (5.7)
where p is the single TSV failure rate [158], and dij is the distance between TSVi and
the jth cluster center. α is the clustering coefficient, and a larger value of α implies more
clustering. As shown by Equation (5.7), the TSV location information should be taken
into account under the clustered-defect distribution.
For f-TSVs, the location information can be obtained from the placement of each
tier in the 3D IC. For s-TSVs, as discussed in Section 5.2, they can only be inserted
in whitespaces. Therefore, a branch-and-bound based approach is used to extract the
whitespace [178], and then the location candidates for the s-TSVs can be determined
based on the amount of whitespace and the area of a single TSV.
To model the clustering effect, the compound Poisson distribution is widely used [179].
In this model, the defect count follows Poisson distribution compounded with a Gamma
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function presenting the distribution of defect density. Since f-TSVs and s-TSVs are
assumed to be placed irregularly in this work, we need to construct a “virtual” regular
TSV grid in order to find the defect-cluster centers among all f-TSVs and s-TSV insertion
candidates. Here we use a similar technique proposed in [160]: the basic idea is to map
all f-TSVs and s-TSV candidates into a regular TSV grid while maintaining the relative
position of TSVs (The details can be found in [160]). Afterward, the cluster centers can
be identified based on this constructed regular grid. As in [177], we assume that: i)
the number of cluster centers is a random variable following Poission distribution and
ii) they are uniformly distributed across the TSV grid. After determining the cluster
centers among the f-TSVs and s-TSV candidates, the defect probabilities for the other
TSVs can be calculated using Equation (5.7). Note that we do not insert the s-TSVs
at the locations that are identified as cluster centers due to the high defect probabilities
associated with them. In this way, the defect probability of each f-TSV and inserted
s-TSV can be estimated pessimistically, which can however lead to excessive hardware
overhead in terms of the inserted s-TSVs. Meanwhile, the target reliability requirements
will not be jeopardized. However, such inaccuracies are inevitable without a trial-and-
error approach. Although we can obtain a more accurate fault-map by inserting s-TSVs
into all candidates identified as cluster centers, this can result in a more costly repair
solution as these s-TSVs cannot be used as redundancy for yield enhancement.
5.3.6 Global partitioning
In this step, f-TSVs are partitioned into several groups, which can be of different sizes.
In order to minimize area overhead under the constraint of target yield. This problem
can be formulated as follows:
• Input: i) a set of f-TSVs F; ii) a set of s-TSV candidates S; iii) the target yield
Ytarget; iv) the upper bound of allowable delay overhead ∆Dmax.
• Constraint: i) YTSV ≥ Ytarget; ii) the delay overhead of each f-TSV should be not
more than ∆Dmax.
• Output: A set Gf of f-TSV groups that partitions F.
• Objective: Minimize NGf .
The major challenge inherent in this problem is to undertake a trade-off analysis
between the yield improvement for a 3D IC and the corresponding area overhead. By
placing fewer f-TSVs in a group, higher yield can be guaranteed due to the fixed Ngs
of each group, but this solution will also result in higher area overhead. In this section,
we first discuss the computational complexity of this global partitioning problem, and
provide a proof of NP-hardness. As this global partitioning problem can be proven to
be NP-hard, a greedy heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve this problem through a
careful selection of the number of f-TSVs in each group. The basic idea is to merge the
two f-TSV groups with the highest yield together to reduce NGf until YTSV is reduced
to Ytarget.
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Calculation of yield
Before presenting the proof of NP-hardness and heuristic algorithm in detail, it is nec-
essary to consider how to calculate YTSV under clustered defects. By multiplying all the
TSV group yield Ygk , YTSV can be calculated as:
YTSV =
NGf∏
k=1
Ygk (5.8)
while Ygk can be obtained as:
Ygk = 1− pgknon_repair (5.9)
where pgknon_repair is the probability that the group gk cannot be repaired. Note that here
we ignore the yield loss due to the additional control logic (i.e., MUX) when evaluating
Ygk . This assumption is justified because the number of added transistors in the control
logic is negligible compared to the entire design. To calculate pgknon_repair , the basic idea
is to search for all the possible scenarios in which the group cannot be required, and
accumulate the probabilities for these scenarios as pknon_repair . Assuming that there are N
TSVs (including K f-TSV(s) and N −K s-TSV(s)) in gk, this group cannot be repaired
if and only if the number of non-defective TSV(s) is less than K, in which the case of
a single defective TSV is also included. Therefore, by exhaustively searching all these
possible cases that a group cannot be repaired and summing up the probability of each
case, pgknon_repair can be calculated, and then the yield for this group can be computed
according to Equation (5.9).
Here each TSV group can also be treated as a “K-out-of-N :Good” system with com-
ponents having non-identical defect probabilities [180], in which an N -component system
that works if and only if at least K of the N components are “good”. In order to cal-
culate the group yield, an algorithm has been proposed in [181], whose computational
complexity is O(N2) [180].
Proof of NP-hardness
In the following, a formal proof is provided to show the NP-hardness of the global
partitioning problem. The original global f-TSV partition problem is to partition the set
of given f-TSVs into a minimum number of groups under the constraints of target yield
and re-routing delay. In order to prove that this optimization problem is NP-hard, we
must prove its corresponding decision problem is NP-complete, which can be defined as
follows.
Definition 1: Yield-constrained and delay-constrained minimum TSV partition prob-
lem (YDMTPP)
• INSTANCE: A set of f-TSVs F = {fi} in which each f-TSV has defect probabil-
ity pfi , a set of s-TSV candidates S = {sj} in which each candidate has defect
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probability psj , and a positive integer M ≤ |F|, where i) the set of TSV groups
G = {gk} is a collection of several disjoint subsets of F and S (i.e., Gf and Gs),
in which the size of each s-TSV candidate subset is not less than Ngs; ii) the delay
overhead of each f-TSV fi during signal re-routing should not more than ∆Dmax 1;
iii) the achieved yield Yachieved of the entire system should not be less than Ytarget;
• QUESTION: Is there a set of all f-TSV subsets in G (i.e., Gf ⊂ G) partitioning
F with |Gf | ≤M?
Before we discuss the general problem, let us consider the following restricted variant of
YDMTPP by allowing only the instances where: i) pfi = psj = 0 for all i, j, and ii) in
each TSV group gk, the distance between any two f-TSVs is not more than the distance
between any f-TSV and the assigned s-TSV candidate:
Definition 2: Delay-constrained minimum TSV partition problem (DMTPP)
• INSTANCE: A set of f-TSVs F = {fi}, a set of s-TSV candidates S = {sj}, and a
positive integer M ≤ |F|, where i) the set of TSV groups G = {gk} is a collection
of several disjoint subsets of F and S (i.e., Gf and Gs), in which the size of each
s-TSV candidate subset is not less than Ngs; ii) in each TSV group gk, the distance
between any two f-TSVs is not more than the distance between any f-TSV and
s-TSV candidate; iii) the delay overhead of each f-TSV fi during signal re-routing
should not more than ∆Dmax;
• QUESTION: Is there a set of all f-TSV subsets in G (i.e., Gf ⊂ G) partitioning
F with |Gf | ≤M?
In order to prove YDMTPP is NP-complete, we just need to prove that DMTPP is
NP-complete.
Theorem 1: The DMTPP is NP-complete.
Proof 1: To show DMTPP is in NP, our verifier takes a set of f-TSVs F, a set of
s-TSV candidates S, and a set of TSV group Gf , and can check in polynomial time
whether Gf is a proper partition of a certain size by checking: i) if all f-TSV subsets
in Gf are disjoint, ii) if all f-TSV subsets in Gf cover F, iii) if the size of the s-TSV
candidate subset for each TSV group is not less than Ngs, iv) if all s-TSV candidate
subsets are disjoint, and v) if the delay overhead of each f-TSV fi during signal re-
routing is not more than ∆Dmax. In order to show this problem is NP-hard, we provide
a polynomial-time reduction from the graph-coloring problem to this DMTPP.
Definition 3: M -Coloring problem (MCOL)
• INSTANCE: An undirected graph G = (V (G) , E (G)), and a positive integer
M ≤ |V (G)|;
1 Please note that here we only consider the delay overhead introduced by additional wirelength during
signal re-routing between f-TSV and s-TSV since the MUX-induced delay overhead is only determined
by the number of assigned s-TSV(s) in each group Ngs.
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• QUESTION: Is G M -colorable, that is, does there exist a function f : V (G) →
{1, 2, ...,M} such that f (u) 6= f (v) whenever {u, v} ∈ E (G)?
Let the undirected graph G = (V (G) , E (G)) and the positive integer M ≤ |V (G)|
constitute an arbitrary instance Φ of MCOL. And we construct a reduction τ to an
instance τ (Φ) of the DMTPP as follows. First, we add MNgs vertex(es) {sj} into G,
such that all theMNgs vertex(es) is (are) sufficiently near to all vertices in V (G). Next,
for every Ngs vertex(es) in {sj}, we connect it (them) to other (M − 1)Ngs vertex(es)
in {sj} (if any). In other words, there is (are) M independent set(s) in {sj} after
connection. This modified graph is called G′ =
(
V
(
G
′)
, E
(
G
′)). Accordingly, the
instance of DMTPP τ (Φ) can be specified by:
• F := V
(
G
)
• S := {sj} (j = 1, 2, . . . ,MNgs)
Claim 1: There is a feasible solution to an instance Φ of the MCOL problem if and
only if the instance τ (Φ) of the DMTPP has its solution with value M .
To prove the condition is necessary (“only if”). In fact, for any feasible so-
lution of an instance Φ of the MCOL problem (i.e., G is M -colorable), V (G) can
be partitioned into M independent set(s). Since there is (are) also M independent
set(s) in {sj}, G′ can also be partitioned into M independent set(s) (i.e., G′ is also
M -colorable). Due to the complementary relationship between independent set and
clique, any independent set can become a clique by taking the complement graph.
Therefore, if G′ can be partitioned into M independent set(s), then G′ can be par-
titioned into M cliques C = {Ci} (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M). Here each clique can be treated
as an f-TSV group with Ngs s-TSV candidate(s). Since we assumed that all the
MNgs vertex(es) in {sj} is (are) sufficiently near to all vertices in V (G), the con-
straints of delay overhead in DMTPP are always satisfied for each group. Conse-
quently, there is a set of f-TSV groups that can partition all f-TSVs into M subsets.
To prove the condition is sufficient (“if”). If there is an f-TSV group set
that can partition all f-TSVs into M subsets, G can be partitioned by M cliques.
Therefore, G has a partition into M independent sets, and hence is M -colorable.
Hence, from Claim 1 and the fact that the reduction takes polynomial time, Theorem
1 holds for M ≥ 3.
Theorem 2: The YDMTPP is NP-complete.
Proof 2: Restrict to DMTPP: Make that i) pfi = psj = 0 for all i, j, and ii) the
distance between any two f-TSVs is not more than the distance between any f-TSV and
the assigned s-TSV candidate in each TSV group.
As we have proved that the YDMTPP is NP-complete, its corresponding optimization
problem (i.e., the global partitioning problem) is NP-hard.
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Our heuristic
Although the global partitioning problem isNP-hard, an efficient heuristic algorithm can
be developed. The objective during this stage is to minimize the number of partitioned
groups NGf under the constraints of target yield. To this end, a greedy algorithm is used
(as shown in Algorithm 2). The first step is to perform an initial group partitioning,
in which each f-TSV is treated as an individual group consisting of Ngs s-TSV(s). This
way, the maximum number of s-TSVs required is NF ×Ngs. If the required number is
less than the total number of s-TSV candidates NS , multiple f-TSVs with the lowest
defect probabilities can be partitioned into the same group to reduce the number of the
required s-TSVs.
After the initial partitioning, the yield of each group should be calculated; this step
requires the information about the s-TSV(s) assigned to each group, including the corre-
sponding number and defect probabilities. In this work, the same number of s-TSV(s),
Ngs, is assigned for each group. Since the exact location of each assigned s-TSV will be
determined in the next step, the defect probability cannot be obtained during the global
partitioning step due to its location-dependency. Therefore, all the assigned s-TSVs
are assumed to have the maximum defect probability among all the s-TSV candidates.
This way, the yield for each group can be calculated. The reduction of NGf is realized
iteratively until the existing TSV yield is reduced to the target one; we merge the two
“available” groups with the highest yields together in each step to reduce NGf by 1.
The term “the two available groups” means that the generated group gk from group
merging should satisfy the condition:
∣∣∣SFgk ∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋂
fi∈Fgk
Sfi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ Ngs (5.10)
where Sfi is the set of available candidates for f-TSV fi and SFgk is the set of available
candidates for f-TSV group Fgk . Equation (5.10) ensure that there are enough options
for the succeeding s-TSV insertion step for each group under Constraint (iii) mentioned
in Section 7.4.1. After global partitioning, the set of available candidates for each f-TSV
fi is updated as:
if fi ∈ Fgk : Sfi = SFgk (5.11)
Here, an “available candidate” for each f-TSV fi can be defined as follows: When re-
routing the carried signal by fi to s-TSV sj , if the introduced delay overhead ∆Dij is less
than the upper bound of allowable delay overhead ∆Dmax, sj is identified as the so-called
“available candidate” for fi. ∆Dij is originated from: i) the delay overhead introduced
by control logic circuities (i.e., MUXes) ∆DMUX, and ii) the additional interconnect
delay due to signal re-routing ∆DDIST. ∆DMUX is determined by the number of s-TSVs
in each group Ngs. As shown in Figure 5.3, the value of ∆DMUX for each partitioned
group can be given by:
∆DMUX = 2×DMUX(Ngs+1)−to−1 (5.12)
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In order to evaluate ∆DDIST, we take the distance between fi and sj as the metric, and
calculate ∆DDIST by Elmore delay model, as in [161]. In addition, since the carried
signal for each f-TSVs would be also re-routed through other f-TSVs in the adopted
shift-redundancy reconfiguration scheme (as shown in Figure 5.1), it is necessary to
guarantee that the delay overhead introduced by the signal re-routing between f-TSVs
in each group is not more than the value of ∆Dmax (i.e., the upper bound of allowable
delay overhead) during the group merging.
Note that here ∆Dmax should be set to different values for different f-TSVs according
to their timing requirements. In other words, the constraints of timing slack should
be taken into account during global partitioning in order to avoid the timing violation
when re-routing a signal with distant TSV and achieve timing closure. In our problem
formulation, the constraints of timing slack can be extracted through the following steps:
• Perform STA;
• Extract the timing budget Timing Budget (TB) for each f-TSV by delay budgeting
technique (e.g., zero-slack algorithm proposed in [182]);
• Determine the upper bound of delay overhead for each f-TSV according to the
extracted timing budget information.
With the consideration of timing slack constraints, all f-TSVs can be distinguished for
two categories:
• “unmergeable” f-TSVs with insufficient timing budgets, i.e.,
TB (fi) < 2DMUX(Ngs+1)−to−1 (5.13)
• “mergeable” f-TSVs with sufficient timing budgets, i.e.,
TB (fi) ≥ 2DMUX(Ngs+1)−to−1 (5.14)
After the identification of timing criticality for each f-TSV, different strategies are
adopted for different types of f-TSVs during the group merging.
• For the “unmergeable” f-TSVs, we partition each of them into individual group
during global partitioning, and don’t allow them to be merged with other groups
afterwards due to their limited timing budgets.
• The “mergeable” f-TSVs can be merged with other f-TSVs during global partition-
ing under the constraints of given timing budgets.
Therefore, for each f-TSV fi ∈ F, the value of ∆Dmax can be determined according to
its timing criticality:
∆Dmax (fi) =
{
∆DmaxDIST (fi) , if fi is unmergeable
∆DMUX + ∆DmaxDIST (fi) , otherwise
(5.15)
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Here ∆DmaxDIST (fi) is the maximum interconnect delay when the signal carried by fi is
re-routed through the most distant available TSV in the design, and its value can be
determined by the following equation for a given Ngs (i.e., a deterministic ∆DMUX):
∀fi ∈ F : ∆Dmax (fi) ≤ TB (fi) (5.16)
In particular, for the “mergeable” f-TSVs with relaxed timing budgets in an unbalanced
design, we set an identical ∆Dmax for all of them under a threshold value according to
the chip size, which is beneficial for signal re-routing between f-TSVs and the assigned
s-TSVs. Note that the stress-induced delay overhead is not considered here as the
appropriate candidates for s-TSV insertion will be determined in the following step.
Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithm for minimizing NGf
Input: F, S, Ytarget, Ngs, and ∆Dmax
Output: Gf
1: perform initial partitioning on F, obtain G0f ;
2: repeat
3: sort G0f based on group yield in descending order;
4: select the first two available groups in G0f ;
5: merge the selected groups together as gk;
6: delete Ngs s-TSV(s) in gk;
7: re-calculate the yield of gk;
8: G0f = G0f ∪ {gk};
9: delete the selected two groups in G0f ;
10: recalculate the yield of G0f as Yexisting;
11: until Yexisting > Ytarget
12: Gf = G0f ;
13: output Gf ;
5.3.7 Detailed insertion of spare TSVs
After global partitioning, the f-TSVs are already partitioned into several groups with
a minimum number of inserted s-TSVs in total under the constraint of a target yield.
The objective of this insertion stage is to minimize the delay overhead incurred after
TSV repair by inserting the s-TSVs in the appropriate locations. This problem can be
formally stated as follows:
• Input: i) a set of f-TSV groups Gf = {Fgk}, which partitions F; ii) a set of s-TSV
candidates S; iii) Ngs.
• Output: an optimal s-TSV allocation solution, which indicates that: i) which
s-TSV candidates are selected; ii) which f-TSVs are mapped to the selected can-
didates.
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• Objective: the overall circuit delay overhead introduced by the s-TSV allocation
solution is minimized, which includes: i) re-routing delay overhead; ii) stress-
induced delay overhead.
In order to accurately evaluate the impact of delay overhead on circuit performance, we
consider the delays of all critical and near-critical paths (i.e., VPs) during the insertion of
s-TSVs. The reason is that the delay increase of a near-critical path could be more than
that of a critical path with the consideration of stress-induced delay overhead. The list
of VPs can be extracted by STA of the circuit with a threshold value either in path slack
or in path number. We solve the above problem using the following ILP formulation.
Let xij be a binary variable defined as follows: xij = 1 if f-TSV fi is mapped to
s-TSV candidate sj , and xij = 0 otherwise. Each f-TSV group Fgk ∈ Gf must satisfy
the following constraint:
∀fi ∈ Fgk :
∣∣SFgk ∣∣∑
j=1
xij = Ngs (5.17)∣∣SFgk ∣∣∑
j=1
|Fgk |∏
i=1
xij
 = Ngs (5.18)
Equation (7.4) implies that for each f-TSV fi ∈ Fgk , the number of mapped s-TSV
candidates should be Ngs, which is a user-defined parameter. Moreover, the candidate
can only be selected from the available candidate set SFgk of group Fgk . Equation (7.5)
guarantees that all the f-TSVs from the same group can be mapped to the same candi-
date(s). Moreover, the products of binary variables in Equation (7.4) can be eliminated
in the linear programming formulation through standard techniques [111].
Next, we state the objective function (OF) of the ILP formulation. The objective at
this stage is to optimize (i.e., minimize) the worst-case delay among all the VPs of the
circuit with the consideration of the delay overhead introduced by s-TSV insertion. The
post-insertion path delay of a VP can be presented as:
D (VPt) = D0 +
∑
∀cs∈VPt
∆D (cs) +
∑
∀fs∈VPt
∆D (fs) (5.19)
where VPt is the tth VP in the set of extracted vulnerable paths VP, and cs and fs
are the logic cells and f-TSVs in VPt, respectively. ∆D (c) is the stress-induced delay
overhead on logic cell c introduced by s-TSV insertion, which can be expressed as:
∆D (c) =
|S|∑
j=1
∆Dstressj (c) ·OR
(
x1j , x2j , . . . , x|F|j
)
(5.20)
here ∆Dstressj (c) is the stress-induced delay overhead of logic cell c when inserting s-TSV
at the jth candidate in S, which can be calculated by Equations (5.2) and (5.1). OR
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refers to logic functions f = OR (α1, α2, . . . , αw), which can be linearized as follows [183]:
f ≤ α1 + α2 + . . .+ αw
f ≥ (α1 + α2 + . . .+ αw) /w
(5.21)
Equation (5.20) implies that the stress-induced delay overhead of each logic cell can be
calculated by accumulating the impact of each inserted s-TSV on it. In addition, the
re-routing delay overhead ∆D (f) for each f-TSV fi ∈ F can be expressed as:
∆D (fi) = max
(
{Dre-routingij xij : sj ∈ Sfi}
)
(5.22)
where Dre-routingij is the additional interconnect delay when signal is re-routed between fi
and sj , which can be calculated using Elmore delay model [161]. Since each f-TSV could
be connected with multiple s-TSVs for effective yield enhancement, we set the worst-
case re-routing delay overhead as optimization objective at this stage. Note that here
only the interconnect optimization between f-TSVs and s-TSVs is considered since the
constraints of delay overhead introduced by “f-TSV-to-f-TSV” signal re-routing have
been taken into account implicitly during global partitioning. First, Equation (5.19)
gives rise to the following constraints:
∀VPt ∈ VP : D (VPt) ≤ slack (VPt) (5.23)
here slack is the slack value of each VP, which is the difference between require time and
arrive time. Equation (7.6) guarantees that all VPs still satisfy the given timing require-
ment with the consideration of re-routing and thermal stress-induced delay overheads.
Second, the objective function OF can be given by:
Minimize OF =
|VP|
max
t=0
{D (VPt)} (5.24)
The above minmax objective can be simply linearized using standard techniques as-
sociated with ILP modeling [161]. Therefore, combining Equations (7.4), (7.5), (7.6)
and (5.24), we obtain an ILP model to minimize the delay overhead, and this model can
be solved by an ILP solver.
5.4 Simulation Results
5.4.1 Simulation setup
We assume four-layer 3D integration scheme as test case in this work. The benchmark
circuits were selected from the ITC’99 benchmark suite [114] and the experiments were
conducted using the TSMC 40-nm library. The detailed information of each benchmark,
including gate count, VP count, and the number of f-TSVs and s-TSV candidates, are
listed in Table 5.1. The experiments were performed on a server with four AMD Opteron
6174 processors and 256GB RAM. The netlist and the layout (in 2D) for each design are
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extracted using Synopsys Design Compiler and Cadence SoC Encounter, respectively.
The UCLA 3D physical design flow “3D-Craft” was utilized to convert the designs to
3D ICs [118]. Based on the 3D placement, the locations of the f-TSVs and s-TSV
candidates can be extracted, which serves as the input data for global partitioning and
detailed s-TSV insertion. For both f-TSVs and s-TSVs, the TSV cell size is 2.47 µm
× 2.47 µm. The ILP solver CPLEX [119] was used to obtain optimal s-TSV allocation
solutions.
Table 5.1: Design Statistics for all benchmarks.
Benchmark # Gates # VPs # f-TSVs # s-TSV candidates
b17 22,003 47 1,563 2,278
b18 67,319 164 4,286 8,517
b19 117,506 111 5,477 11,516
b20 18,817 23 2,093 2,471
b21 20,798 31 2,279 2,481
b22 29,027 79 2,789 3,419
In order to accurately estimate the stress-induced delay overhead, the thermal profile
of the entire design needs to be derived. After creating a top-level Verilog netlist for the
design, post-synthesis simulations were conducted in Modelsim with a testbench con-
taining 106 random input vectors. This way, the switching activity of each net can be
extracted. A more accurate estimation can be achieved by sophisticated approaches such
as the one proposed in [184]. Afterwards, the extracted Switching Activity Interchange
Format (SAIF) file was forwarded to Power Compiler in order to obtain the power con-
sumption of each logic cell. Based on this information and the corresponding layout
file, thermal analysis can be carried out using the 3D HotSpot [149]. According to the
derived thermal profile, the stress-induced delay variation can be calculated using Equa-
tions (5.2) and (5.1). In this work, we assume that the copper annealing temperature
is 200 ◦C [117]. Due to the non-linearity of the sensitivity function in Equation (5.2), it
is stored as a LUT rather than a constant value. During the calculation of delay change,
linear interpolation is used between the stored points in the LUT.
In order to obtain TBs for each f-TSV, STA needs to be performed for each design.
To this end, the SPEF file of each tier was extracted by performing parasitic extraction
after routing. Combined with the extracted parasitics information, the top-level Verilog
file consisting of the interconnections among tiers is fed into STA tool (e.g., Synopsys
Primetime) to obtain the delay of each path. The target clock period CLK is set to:
CLK = (1 + c%)× LPD (5.25)
where Longest Path Delay (LPD) is the longest path delay without considering s-TSV
insertion, and c%×LPD is equal to the sum of TBs for the f-TSVs located on the critical
paths. In this work, we take c%×LPD as a metric for timing budget of f-TSVs. For each
path, we assume that its slack is divided uniformly for each TSV located on it. Among
all the paths, the ones with maximum 9% difference on path delay value relative to the
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critical path are extracted during STA and labeled as VPs. This assumption is consistent
with the previous work suggesting near-critical paths are possible to become critical due
to thermal stress introduced by TSV insertion [100]. In a realistic design, there could
be lots of VPs since the paths are fully balanced. Consequently, it is infeasible to take
all the VPs into account in the ILP formulation. A possible solution to this issue lies
in the selection of only a small set of representative critical paths from the numerous
VPs [109].
5.4.2 Impact of design knobs on spare TSV allocation
There are two user-defined parameters in the proposed technique, namely ∆Dmax and
Ngs. In this section, we investigate their impact on the generated s-TSV allocation
solution, and undertake the trade-off analysis among chip yield, hardware cost and delay
overhead.
Impact of ∆Dmax
∆Dmax is a crucial parameter in the proposed technique. As discussed in Section 5.3.6,
since the location candidates are determined a priori based on the availability of whites-
paces, the varied ∆Dmax can change the size of Sfi for each f-TSV fi, which has a
significant impact on the generated solution. Moreover, in order to guarantee timing
closure, ∆Dmax should be determined under the constraints of timing requirement for
each design. Here we present the impact of ∆Dmax on the hardware cost due to inserted
s-TSVs.
The experiment was performed on benchmark b17. According to Equation (5.16), the
∆Dmax of each f-TSV is highly dependent on CLK (i.e., TB) and Ngs (i.e., ∆DMUX).
Figure 5.5 illustrates the number of “unmergeable” f-TSVs with varied Ngs and TBs.
As shown, with the increased timing budget (i.e., c%), more f-TSVs are recognized as
“mergeable” from “unmergeable” category for all Ngs values, which provide more degree
of freedom for s-TSV allocation. On the other hand, the number of “unmergeable”
f-TSVs is increased with Ngs for a fixed timing budget due to the increased propagation
delay of MUXes, which will be discussed in Section 5.4.2.
Next, we investigate the trade-off between timing performance and hardware cost
in s-TSV allocation. The experiment was performed on benchmark b17 with 1, 563
f-TSVs to achieve the target yield YTSV = 99.8% under the clustered defect distribution,
in which the clustering coefficient α = 2 and the TSV defect probability p was set
to 0.001. For each TSV group, Ngs is set to 1. Table 5.2 illustrates the relationship
between the achieved yield and the total number of inserted s-TSVs. As shown in the
table, with a strict timing requirement (i.e., small c%), the number of the elements
in Sfi for each fi is small. Therefore, it is difficult to satisfy Equation (5.10) during
global partitioning, which results in infeasible solution (e.g., c = 0%, 5%, 15%). As the
requirement is relaxed, more degree of freedom is available for f-TSV partitioning, which
yields an optimized solution in terms of the total number of inserted s-TSVs. However,
the timing performance of the design is degraded. Accordingly, there is a trade-off
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Figure 5.5: The number of unmergeable f-TSVs with varied Ngs and c% for benchmark b17.
between timing performance and hardware cost in s-TSV allocation. Consequently, the
target clock period should be determined carefully.
Table 5.2: Yield achieved and required s-TSV count for b17 with
different timing budgets.
Timing budget (c%) Achieved yield # Inserted s-TSVs
0 NF* NF
5 NF NF
10 NF NF
15 99.80% 567
20 99.80% 491
25 99.80% 421
30 99.80% 375
* NF: No feasible solution found for the target yield
Impact of Ngs
Ngs is another user-defined parameter in the proposed technique. It denotes the number
of inserted s-TSV in each group. In this work, Ngs is the same for every group. In
order to boost the likelihood of successful repair when multiple TSVs are faulty in the
same group, it is beneficial to increase Ngs, but it also leads to higher hardware cost.
Furthermore, according to Equation (5.12), the delay and area overheads introduced by
signal re-routing circuitries (i.e., MUXes) are also increased with higher Ngs. Therefore,
it is important to explore the trade-off analysis between achieved yield and introduced
overheads.
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Here the experiment was performed on benchmark b17 with 1,563 f-TSVs, and Ngs
was varied from 1 to 3 to achieve the same target yield (YTSV = 99.99%). Three options
are given for the TSV defect probability: 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001 [160], and the defects
are assumed to be clustered with α = 2. The timing budget is set to c = 15% relative
to LPD of the design.
Table 5.3 illustrates the detailed allocation solutions in terms of s-TSV and MUX
counts with varied defect probability. As shown, for a lower defect probability (e.g., p =
0.0001), the repair configuration withNgs = 1 is a better option due to its lower hardware
cost. According to Equation (6.5), the hardware cost not only depends on NGf , but also
increases with Ngs. Moreover, due to smaller ∆DMUX, the f-TSV partitioning can be
more feasible under the same timing requirement, which leads to a better optimized
allocation solution in terms of inserted s-TSV count. Therefore, the repair configuration
with lower Ngs is a more efficient solution for low defect probability scenarios.
However, for higher defect probabilities (e.g., p = 0.001 and p = 0.01), the configu-
ration with Ngs = 1 cannot achieve the target yield. Therefore, it is desirable to assign
more s-TSVs for each group in this situation. Moreover, increasing Ngs does not always
result in higher hardware cost. For example, for the case of p = 0.001, the configuration
with Ngs = 3 can guarantee the yield with fewer s-TSVs and MUXes. Although the
area of single 4-to-1 MUX is bigger than that for a 3-to-1 MUX, reducing the number
of s-TSVs can save far more area compared to the area overhead introduced by MUXes.
Therefore, in order to guarantee repairability with as little hardware cost as possible, it
is important to select an appropriate value of Ngs during s-TSV allocation.
Table 5.3: Trade-off analysis between TSV yield and hardware cost for
different values of Ngs.
Defect probability Ngs # Inserted s-TSVs
MUX
# MUXes Type
p = 0.01
1 NF* NF 2-to-1
2 NF NF 3-to-1
3 561 3,687 4-to-1
p = 0.001
1 NF NF 2-to-1
2 278 3,404 3-to-1
3 378 3,504 4-to-1
p = 0.0001
1 95 3,221 2-to-1
2 114 3,240 3-to-1
3 123 3,249 4-to-1
* NF: No feasible solution found for the target yield
5.4.3 Impact of process variation on spare TSV allocation
In order to guarantee the correct operation of a 3D IC, it is necessary to consider process
variation during s-TSV allocation. In this work, we consider the impacts of different
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process corners on the generated s-TSV allocation solution in terms of achieved yield
and inserted s-TSV count.
The experiment was performed on benchmark b17, and Ngs is set to 1 for achieving
the same target yield (YTSV = 99.8%). The defects are assumed to be clustered with
α = 2 and the defect probability is 0.001. Here, three process corners are considered,
including Fast-Fast (FF), Typical-Typical (TT), and Slow-Slow (SS). We assume that
all the circuit elements in the same 3D IC are manufactured at the same process corner,
and the different 3D ICs with varied process corners are designed to achieve the same
target yield. The results are presented in Table 5.4. In order to avoid timing errors with
the consideration of process variation, all corner cases must be considered, which implies
a corresponding increase of clock period. As shown in Table 5.4, the clock period is set
to 2.90 ns for the three cases. However, due to limited timing budget, the SS case cannot
achieve the target TSV yield. On the other hand, compared to the FF case, excessive
s-TSVs are inserted for TT case in order to achieve the same yield value. Consequently,
without considering the impact of process variations, the generated s-TSV allocation
solution could: i) not achieve the claimed TSV yield, and ii) insert excessive s-TSVs for
achieving the target yield.
Table 5.4: Yield achieved and required s-TSV count for b17 with different process corners.
Process corner CLK (ns) LPD (ns) YTSV # Inserted s-TSVs
SS 2.90 2.90 96.74% 1,563
TT 2.90 1.64 99.80% 251
FF 2.90 1.04 99.80% 179
5.4.4 Comparison with prior work
Impact of clustering
In the previous technique [174], TSV repair was performed under the assumption of
uniform defect distribution. However, as discussed in Section 5.1.4, faulty TSVs tend to
be clustered. We next consider different values of the clustering coefficient α to observe
the impact of defect clustering on s-TSV allocation.
This experiment was performed on the b17 benchmark. The parameter Ngs was set
to 1, and the TSV defect probability p was set to 0.001. The timing budget is set
to c = 15% relative to LPD of the design. With different values of α, the proposed
technique was applied for different target yields; the results are shown in Table 5.5. Due
to the inaccurate estimation of TSV defect distribution, the previous technique [174]
(i.e., α = 0) cannot achieve the claimed yield with its generated repair solution under
the realistic clustered defect distribution. For example, to achieve YTSV = 99.8%, the
technique from [174] underestimates the required number of s-TSVs, which results in
solutions that are not feasible.
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Table 5.5: Comparison between the number of inserted s-TSVs for uniform and clustered defect
distributions.
clustering coefficient YTSV = 100% YTSV = 99.8% YTSV = 99.6% YTSV = 99.4%
α = 0 417 316 218 142
α = 1 NF* 449 304 154
α = 2 NF 567 377 216
α = 3 NF NF NF 297
* NF: No feasible solution found for the target yield
Impact of TSV-induced stress
In prior work, only the re-routing delay overhead was considered during s-TSV alloca-
tion [161, 174]. However, TSV-induced stress can also result in significant delay variation,
which was ignored in prior work. Moreover, according to the discussion in Section 5.1.3,
temperature can impact thermal stress-induced delay variation significantly, which was
ignored in [185]. We next investigate the impact of TSV-induced stress on the delay
overhead and also the impact of temperature on stress-induced delay variation.
The evaluation of the proposed technique was performed on all six benchmarks, and
the generated results are compared to stress-unaware solutions, in which only re-routing
delay overhead ∆D (f) is considered as objective function during the optimization of
s-TSV insertion. The target TSV yield YTSV = 99.8% and the defect probability is
0.001 with clustering coefficient α = 2, and Ngs is set to 1. The timing budget is
set to c = 15% relative to LPD of the design. For the thermal-unaware scenario, we
assume a uniform temperature distribution with room temperature (i.e., 25 ◦C) during
the estimation of thermal stress-induced delay overhead.
Table 5.6: Comparison between the stress-unaware delay overhead and stress-aware delay over-
head.
Benchmark LPD (ns)
Delay overhead (ps)
Stress-unaware technique [174] (S-U) Proposed technique
Thermal-aware (T-A) Thermal-unaware (T-U)
b17 1.64 256.96 208.28 197.24
b18 1.93 347.02 242.97 225.81
b19 2.15 438.15 304.99 273.05
b20 1.75 227.57 184.32 172.33
b21 1.45 241.43 197.27 186.44
b22 1.89 291.06 268.71 258.93
∆avg
S-U vs T-A T-U vs T-A
−20.71% (Improvement) −6.41% (Error)
According to the results presented in Table 5.6, we can draw the following conclu-
sions. First, without considering the thermal stress-induced delay overhead, the gener-
ated allocation solution could result in timing errors. For example, the stress-unaware
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allocation solution can increase the LPD for the design b17 by 15.67%, which exceeds
the given timing budget (i.e., c = 15%). Next, the stress-aware technique can reduce
the delay overhead introduced by s-TSV allocation by 20.71% on average. At last, the
thermal-unaware approach underestimates the impact of higher temperature and sig-
nificant temperature variation in 3D IC, which leads to an infeasible solution under a
realistic scenario. The error is 6.41% on average.
5.4.5 Runtime analysis
To obtain the CPU runtime for the proposed framework, the experiment was performed
on the benchmarks b17, b18, b19, and b22. By varying the defect probability, target
yield, clustering coefficient, and Ngs, the average runtime for each benchmark was cal-
culated. This measure consists of two parts: the runtime for global partitioning and the
runtime for detailed s-TSV insertion. As illustrated in Table 5.7, both of these steps can
be finished within tens of seconds, even for the largest designs.
Table 5.7: The runtime of the proposed methodology for all benchmarks.
Benchmark Global partition (s) Detailed insertion (s) Total (s)
b17 13.45 23.12 36.57
b18 24.71 46.78 71.49
b19 67.25 57.19 124.44
b20 14.41 20.45 34.86
b21 14.77 26.89 41.66
b22 15.33 34.88 50.21
5.4.6 Discussion
Since s-TSV allocation is performed after placement, the reparability of the 3D IC and
the quality of the solution in terms of hardware cost and delay overhead are strongly
dependent on the existing whitespace distribution. To ensure that a sufficient amount
whitespace is available during TSV repair, we can reserve it during floorplanning [186].
This can result in a potential over-design in terms of chip area as the exact required
s-TSV count cannot be estimated accurately in the early design stage. However, such
an overhead is inevitable unless an iterative design process is applied to increase the
whitespace incrementally, which leads to a longer time to market and extra design cost.
Moreover, it would be interesting to consider s-TSV insertion in the early stages of design
flow for alleviating routing congestion introduced by s-TSV allocation. By utilizing a
congestion estimator at placement stage [137], the infeasible s-TSV candidates for each
f-TSV group can be screened, and thus the routing problems can be tackled before
detailed insertion.
Using KOZ is a conservative way to prevent any logic gates from being impacted by
TSV-induced thermal stress [101]. KOZ is nothing but a region around each TSV from
which all gates must “keep out” so that they are not influenced by the TSV-induced
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stress to some extent. However, combined with the already large TSV size, KOZ can
significantly reduce the placement area available for logic gates. Even worse, the KOZ
would restrict s-TSV insertion with the given whitespace distribution in a design. This
could lead to increased re-routing delay overhead, which cannot be compensated with
the reduction of thermal stress-induced delay variation.
5.5 Conclusion of Chapter
Three-dimensional chip stacking with TSVs has gained traction in recent years as a
means to continue Moore’s law. However, low yield is one of the key obstacles for
industry adoption of TSV-based 3D ICs. We have presented a s-TSV allocation tech-
nique for reducing the assembly yield loss. The proposed method facilitates to repair
non-uniformly placed functional TSVs under clustered defect distributions. We have pre-
sented the trade-off analysis among chip yield, hardware cost and timing performance,
and demonstrated the proposed technique can ensure high (targeted) yield, which is not
feasible with previous methods.
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6 Electromigration Recovery-aware TSV
Repair for Reliability Improvement
In Chapter 4, we study the EM degradation issues in P/G TSV. However, EM wear-out
mechanism can also impact the lifetime of signal TSVs in 3D ICs. In order to extend
EM-related lifetimes of TSVs, a typical solution is to add s-TSVs in the design to repair
defective f-TSVs at run-time. To this end, various TSV redundancy allocation techniques
and their corresponding repair algorithms have been proposed in the literature [173, 187].
TSV defects induced by EM can be effectively tolerated by in-field reconfigurable repair
solutions. However, the transient recovery effect in EM-induced stress evolution was
ignored completely in all these existing ad hoc methodologies. Here, the “recovery ef-
fect” refers to the EM stress relaxation in the interconnect, which occurs when there
is no/lower/reverse current passing. Consequently, this effect can be considered as a
healing process extending the lifetime of an interconnect as it will take longer time for
the stress to reach to the critical threshold for void nucleation [188, 189]. Such phe-
nomena have been observed in many previous experimental works [190, 191]. According
to these experiments, this healing process possesses positive temperature dependence
and directional property: on the one hand, higher temperatures lead to faster and more
complete recovery of EM stress; on the other hand, this recovery phenomenon is more
visible when the interconnect is stressed by bi-directional current waveforms compared to
unidirectional ones. Therefore, since most of the f-TSVs in 3D ICs experience very high
temperatures and carry bi-directional currents [192], they exhibit significant recovery
effect, which can be leveraged for EM-related lifetime enhancement.
In this chapter, a recovery-aware proactive TSV repair solution is proposed to enhance
the EM-related lifetime reliability of regular f-TSV grids in which TSVs are placed
uniformly. In this repair approach, TSV redundancy is used proactively to allow non-
faulty f-TSVs to be temporarily deactivated and be able to recover from certain EM wear-
out well before failing. To this purpose, the implementation of the proposed methodology
consists of two stages:
• Design-time TSV grouping: After identifying the f-TSVs vulnerable to EM fail-
ures, we partition them into groups and then assign s-TSV(s) to each group with
appropriate placement. This grouping is implemented based on lifetime reliability
as well as signal re-routing constraints.
• Run-time TSV repair: In each group, the logic signals carried by the f-TSVs take
turn being transmitted through the assigned spare(s), which allows all the TSVs
(including the redundant one(s)) to be deactivated on a rotating basis and recover
from EM wear-out.
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Overall, our contributions are summarized as follows:
• In order to reduce the delay and area overheads introduced by the proposed repair
solution, we proposed a set of design-time optimization techniques to determine op-
timal TSV grouping in the post-placement/pre-routing stage. Moreover, a greedy
group-merge algorithm is proposed to further reduce the area overhead and achieve
a better trade-off between lifetime reliability and hardware cost.
• A run-time repair scheme is proposed in this work, consisting of a lightweight
reconfigurable re-routing mechanism and two effective recovery schedules. In par-
ticular, a static scheduling approach is used when the workloads can be estimated
a priori. However, in order to handle a more realistic operation condition with dy-
namic workload changes, a dynamic recovery scheduling approach is also proposed
in this work.
Our simulation results demonstrate that:
• Applied to 3D benchmark designs, our proactive repair approach increases EM-
related lifetime reliability (measured in Mean-Time-to-Failure (MTTF)) of the
f-TSV network by up to 12X compared to the conventional reactive method [173]
with similar overhead.
• The proposed greedy group-merge algorithm can further reduce the area overhead
by up to 15% under the constraints of timing performance, and achieve a better
trade-off between lifetime reliability and hardware cost.
• By considering the workload changes and the status of circuit aging, the proposed
repair approach with dynamic recovery scheduling can achieve a higher MTTF (up
to 4.5X) of the TSV grid compared to the static scheduling.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Preliminaries and related prior work
are presented in Section 6.1. The motivation and basic idea of the proposed proactive
repair approach are presented in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 describe the
methodology in detail. In Section 6.5, we report simulation results. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section 6.6.
6.1 Preliminaries and Related Work
6.1.1 Electromigration recovery effect
Until now, a number of previous works have studied EM issues in 3D ICs, and shows
that TSVs are susceptible to EM wear-out [173, 187]. Once the EM-induced hydrostatic
tensile stress exceeds a critical value, a void would be formed on the line under TSV,
which can increase its resistance, causing path delay fault and eventually open/short
defect [173]. However, this time-varying stress can be reduced when the current density
in the stressing current goes down (or even negative) temporarily, which is the so-called
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“EM recovery effect”. This recovery effect can be quite significant when the interconnect
is stressed by symmetric bi-directional (bipolar) pulse current waveforms. Moreover,
temperature can also affect it, and higher temperatures lead to faster recovery. Due to
the recovery property, it takes longer time for the EM-induced stress to reach the critical
value, and thus results in a longer lifetime of an interconnect [188].
In order to leverage the recovery effect for lifetime reliability improvement at the
system-level, an EM recovery model with “two-step” equivalent DC current was pro-
posed in [193], which can consider transient recovery effect for the EM stress evolution
using existing simple EM models. The generation of the equivalent DC current can be
divided into two steps: First, an arbitrary waveform with time-varying current and tem-
perature stress (as shown in Figure 6.1(a)) is converted to an equivalent square waveform
(red dotted line in Figure 6.1(b)) by matching at both highest peak stress and final stress
in each period, instead of only matching the end point in the simple “equivalent DC”
method (yellow dashed line in Figure 6.1(b)). Afterwards, the generated current is fur-
ther parameterized in terms of current density, duty cycle, temperature and time period
to define the waveform. As shown in Figure 6.2, compared to the conventional equivalent
DC method, the proposed technique in [193] has smaller errors in terms of time-to-failure
estimation. By using this new recovery-aware EM DC current model, lifetime can be
easily computed for a interconnect wire given the stressing current waveforms.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Original input driving current density. (b) Calculated EM DC equivalent current
density with two different methods.
After void formed, the resistance start increase and this period of time is called growth
phase. In the growth phase, we use the average current for simulation since the drift
velocity is proportional to current density [189]. As shown in Figure 6.3, the resistance
change over time of cases with AC current and its average current are very close. So
average current can be applied on the growth phase evaluation.
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6.1.2 Related prior works
A number of s-TSV allocation techniques and their corresponding repair algorithms
have been proposed in the literature [159, 173, 194]. However, all of them only target
at tolerate manufacturing defects instead of run-time failures (e.g., EM wear-out). To
tackle this problem, several in-field repair methodologies were proposed for the post-
manufacturing TSV faults [173, 187].
A typical in-field TSV repair scheme is as follows. First, s-TSVs are allocated in
the design along with a reconfiguration infrastructure that enables signal re-routing.
Afterwards, on-line testing will be triggered periodically or by events. Once a particular
f-TSV is detected to be faulty, it would be replaced by a standby s-TSV through the
reconfigurable routing network. Therefore, such reactive repair allows as many TSV
defects to be tolerated as there are non-faulty s-TSVs. A TSV grid is regarded as being
irreparable until the s-TSV resource is exhausted, and its lifetime reliability improvement
is highly dependent on the number of allocated s-TSVs.
Due to this “detect-and-replace” scheme, the conventional reactive approach has the
following shortcomings:
• For conducting reactive in-field repair, it is imperative to implement an on-chip
sensor network in order to test and diagnose faulty f-TSVs, which results in sig-
nificant hardware cost.
• Ignoring the EM recovery effect, the reactive approach cannot fully utilize the
s-TSV resource, which makes the generated repair solution inefficient.
In this chapter, we propose an alternative, more preferred proactive repair approach to
address these drawbacks by exploiting the recovery property of EM wear-out.
6.2 Motivation and Basic Idea
As opposed to replacing f-TSVs after they become faulty, the proposed proactive ap-
proach allows f-TSVs to recover from EM wear-out before failing. By temporarily deac-
tivating non-faulty f-TSVs, the onset of EM failure can be delayed due to EM recovery
effect, which significantly extends TSV lifetime. Therefore, such proactive repair ap-
proach has the following advantages over a reactive one:
• Since f-TSVs can recover from EM wear-out before they fail, it is unnecessary to
implement the entire on-chip sensor network for TSV defect detection and moni-
toring, which saves the associated hardware cost.
• In the reactive repair approach, the number of tolerated f-TSV failures is limited
by the amount of pre-allocated spares. By contrast, by exploiting the EM recovery
effect, proactive approach can extend the lifetimes of multiple f-TSVs even using
one single spare, taking full advantage of the limited redundancy resources.
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Note that, the conventional reactive repair approach is completely compatible with the
proposed one since s-TSVs can still be used if a real f-TSV failure occurs.
The proposed proactive repair approach is based on two consecutive stages. At design-
time, the identified EM-vulnerable f-TSVs are partitioned into groups according to their
lifetimes, and then s-TSV(s) is (are) subsequently assigned to each group under routing
constraints. The corresponding algorithms will be discussed in Section 5.3.6. After-
wards, the assigned s-TSVs are used proactively, which allows partitioned EM-vulnerable
f-TSVs in each group to be temporarily deactivated according to different scheduling ap-
proaches and recover from EM wear-out before failing. The detailed implementation will
be presented in Section 6.4.
6.3 Design-time TSV Grouping
Due to the clustering effects of TSV faults [173], we may run into the situation that
some faulty f-TSVs lack TSV redundancy while others have excessive one. Although
allocating more s-TSVs can tackle this problem, it also results in significant hardware
cost. Therefore, here we propose to:
• Identify the f-TSVs which are vulnerable to EM wear-out at design-time, and limit
the use of s-TSVs to them only.
• Adopt the “shared s-TSV” technique [157], which partitions the set of EM-
vulnerable f-TSVs into groups and subsequently assign s-TSV(s) to each of them.
Therefore, the “design-time TSV grouping” problem can be consequently divided into
the following sub-problems: i) vulnerable f-TSV identification, ii) f-TSV partitioning,
and iii) s-TSV assignment.
6.3.1 Electromigration-vulnerable functional TSV identification
As a series system, the EM-related lifetime of a TSV grid is dominated by the f-TSVs
which are susceptible to EM failures. Therefore, in order to reduce hardware cost, it
is more efficient to provide TSV redundancy to the f-TSVs having lower EM-related
lifetimes rather than all of them, and here we use the MTTF of a f-TSV to evaluate
its vulnerability. Given a set of representative workloads [195], we can generate the
power/thermal characteristics of each f-TSV, and then estimate its MTTF [193]. Note
that, since we look into large time scales for EM recovery periods in this work (details in
Section 6.4), here a steady-state temperature analysis is sufficient. Then, after comparing
with a user-defined threshold value, the f-TSVs with lower MTTF will be identified as
EM-vulnerable.
For the f-TSVs with zero or very small timing slacks, a TSV fault is not necessarily
a catastrophic open/short defect, but often a timing failure due to EM-induced resis-
tance increase. Therefore, the failure criteria of each TSV (i.e., EM-induced resistance
variation) should be considered during timing analysis at design-time, and needs to be
determined according to different timing slack of each EM-vulnerable f-TSV. In this
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work, a 10% increase from the initial resistance value of the TSV is used as the EM
failure criterion, as in [88, 187].
6.3.2 Functional TSV partitioning
After identifying the EM-vulnerable f-TSVs, the next step is to partition them into
groups for spare sharing. However, in order to obtain an effective repair solution, it
should avoid apportioning the f-TSVs with the lowest MTTF into the same group.
Therefore, this problem can be formulated as follows:
• Input: i) A set of EM-vulnerable f-TSVs F = {fi} in which each f-TSV fi has its
MTTF value LT (fi); ii) the f-TSV number in each partitioned group Ngf .
• Output: A set of groups G = {gj} that partitions F.
• Constraint: F is partitioned into d|F| /Ngfe groups with the most size Ngf .
• Objective:
Minimize : max
∀gj∈G
S (gj) ,
where S (gj) =
∑
∀fi∈gj LT (fi).
Here, the objective can guarantee that the difference of total MTTF value between the
maximal and minimal f-TSV groups is minimized, which leads to a uniform partition of
vulnerable f-TSVs according to their lifetimes. Then, this f-TSV partitioning problem
can be reduced to the Balanced Multi-way Number Partitioning problem [196]. Using
the proposed heuristic in [196], we can solve this problem in O (nlogn) time, where
n = |F|.
6.3.3 Spare TSV assignment
For each partitioned f-TSV group, we need to subsequently assign s-TSV(s) to provide
proactive redundancy, which allows f-TSVs to be temporarily deactivated and recover
from EM wear-out. However, in order to maintain the normal operation of circuit, the
logic signals carried by the f-TSVs should be capable of being re-routed during field-
operation. To this purpose, it is necessary to implement a reconfigurable network for
signal re-routing, which inevitably introduces delay overhead. Therefore, the assigned
s-TSV(s) for each group should be appropriately chosen among a given set in order
to minimize the delay overhead introduced by the in-field repair solution. This issue
becomes more critical for high-speed signals (such as memory bus signals), and thus
should be accounted properly during TSV repair.
The formal problem statement is as follows:
• Input: i) A set of f-TSV groups G = {gj} that partitions F = {fi}; ii) a set of
placed s-TSVs S = {sk}; iii) the assigned s-TSV number Ngs for each group.
• Output: The mapping between G and the set of assigned s-TSVs S∗ ⊆ S.
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• Constraint: The assigned s-TSV number of each group is equal to Ngs.
• Objective: During in-field repair, the total delay overhead of all groups is min-
imized. Here the delay overhead of a group is the maximum overhead of all its
f-TSVs.
Generally, the delay overhead during repair comes from: i) re-routing logic circuitry and
ii) re-routing wire. The first aspect is determined by a given grouping ratio GR = Ngf :
Ngs (details in Section 6.4). Therefore, the objective of this step is to minimize the delay
overhead introduced by re-routing wire, and the additional wire length during re-routing
is used as a metric to evaluate it, as in [161].
gs
Figure 6.4: Min-cost flow problem for s-TSV assignment.
Here we can formulate the s-TSV assignment as a min-cost flow problem. As illus-
trated in Figure 6.4, a network G = (V,E) is constructed, whose node set includes all
the partitioned f-TSV groups {gj}, all the placed s-TSVs {sk}, a pseudo source node S,
and a pseudo sink node T . There are three kinds of edges in the edge set E, where each
edge will be assigned with a (capacity, cost) pair:
• The source node S has supply of Ngs× |G|, and connect to |S| s-TSVs {sk}. Each
edge (S, sk) has capacity 1 and cost 0.
• There are |S| × |G| edges from the placed s-TSVs {sk} to the partitioned groups
{gj}. The capacity of edge (sk, gj) is infinity. Its cost cost (j, k) is the additional
wire length during re-routing when assigning sk to gj . In other words, cost (j, k) =
max∀fi∈gj L (fi, sk), where L (fi, sk) is the Euclidean distance between fi and sk.
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• Every group gj connects to the sink node T , where each edge (gj , T ) has a capacity
of Ngs and a cost of 0.
In this min-cost flow problem, the generated solution indicates the optimal assignment
of each placed s-TSV to the partitioned group, in the sense of the re-routing additional
wire length, and can be solved in polynomial time [197].
6.3.4 Non-uniform TSV grouping
Until now, we assumed that the grouping ratio value GR = Ngf : Ngs of each TSV
group is the same and deterministic. However, in order to fully use the assigned s-TSV,
a non-uniform TSV grouping with varying GR for each group seems to be more efficient
when targeting a given MTTF. To this purpose, here we propose a greedy group-merge
algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 2. Here, the initial f-TSV group G0 can be obtained
by partitioning F with Ngf = 1, and then Ngs spare(s) is(are) assigned to each group
gj ∈ G0 for its MTTF estimation. Note that, since the locations of the assigned spares
are determined during s-TSV assignment, their experienced temperatures cannot be
obtained at this stage, which are the critical factors affecting EM-related TSV lifetime.
In order to guarantee the achieved MTTF of the entire EM-vulnerable f-TSV network
can still satisfy the criteria that MTTFnetwork ≥ MTTFtarget after the subsequent s-TSV
assignment stage, here we assume that all the assigned spares experience the highest
temperature among all the candidates.
Afterwards, the non-uniform TSV group can be determined iteratively. In each it-
eration, the two “available” TSV groups with the highest MTTFs are merged together
which results in the deletion of Ngs spare(s) in the merged group. Note that, here
the MTTF of each group is the average lifetime of all f-TSVs in the same group. The
term “available” means that the timing slack of each merged EM-vulnerable f-TSV fi
(Slack (fi)) should satisfy the constraint
Slack (fi)−∆D (fi) ≥ 0 (6.1)
after merging them together. Here ∆D (fi) is the delay overhead of fi induced by repair
mechanism, which can be introduced by: i) re-routing wire and ii) re-routing logic
circuitry. For the first aspect, since the optimal mapping between f-TSVs and s-TSVs
has already been determined by the proposed s-TSV assignment in Section 6.3.3, here
we only need to make sure to:
• Delete the Ngs spare(s) resulting in more re-routing wire-induced delay overhead
in each iteration;
• Avoid merging groups which are too far from each other.
Regarding the second aspect, due to the increase delay overhead of re-routing logic cir-
cuitry with the group size (discussed in Section 6.4.3), it should be avoided to repartition
too many TSVs into the same group.
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This iteration can be performed until MTTFnetwork decreases to MTTFtarget, and then
all EM-vulnerable f-TSVs are re-partitioned by the generated G′ during group merging,
in which each group has different f-TSV count. Based on this new f-TSV partition, the
proposed s-TSV assignment approach is conducted to obtain a non-uniform TSV group,
which can achieve the targeted MTTF using less s-TSVs.
Algorithm 2 Iterative method for non-uniform TSV grouping
Input: G0, S, MTTFtarget, Ngs, ∆Dmax
Output: G′
1: G′ = ∅;
2: repeat
3: sort G0 based on MTTF in descending order;
4: select the first two available groups in G0;
5: delete the selected groups in G0;
6: merge the selected groups together as g′j ;
7: delete Ngs spare(s) in g
′
j ;
8: re-calculate the MTTF of g′j ;
9: G0 = G0 ∪
{
g
′
j
}
;
10: update MTTFnetwork
11: G′ = G′ ∪
{
g
′
j
}
;
12: until MTTFnetwork ≥ MTTFtarget
13: output G′ ;
6.3.5 Discussion
For generality, all f-TSVs can be divided into three categories according to the signal
transportation direction, i.e., the inbound f-TSV, the outbound f-TSV, and the bi-
directional f-TSV. In this work, we only target to the uni-directional f-TSVs (i.e., the
inbound and outbound ones). Since the opposite direction of current in the bi-directional
f-TSVs can compensate EM degradation to some degree, the uni-directional f-TSVs are
normally more vulnerable to EM stress compared to the bi-directional ones. In addi-
tion, for the f-TSVs with extremely imbalanced bi-directional current, the conventional
redundancy approach proposed in [198] can be used to extend their EM-related lifetimes.
6.4 Run-time TSV Repair
After obtaining the TSV groups, the next step is to extend the EM-related lifetime of
each EM-vulnerable f-TSV during field-operation. In this work, a run-time TSV repair
approach is proposed, consisting of: i) recovery schedule and ii) repair architecture. By
the repair architecture, all non-faulty TSVs in each group, which include the assigned
spare(s), are allowed to be temporarily deactivated and later reactivated according to
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a recovery schedule. This means that the repair architecture provides a configurable
routing using the set of TSVs in each group. Therefore, the signals in each group are
routed with a subset of TSVs, while the rest can recover from EM wear-out well by
exploiting the recovery property. The detailed information is presented in this section.
6.4.1 Recovery schedule
In this work, two recovery scheduling approaches are considered: static scheduling and
dynamic scheduling. If the workload can be estimated a priori or the changes in the
workloads are limited, a static optimization can be utilized for achieving longer TSV
lifetime at run-time. However, in many systems, the workload changes dynamically, and
the set of running workloads might differ from one chip to other. This means that the
amount of EM stress can change over time and from chip to chip. In this case, an on-line
approach is desired to manage EM reliability.
Static scheduling
In the static recovery scheduling, EM recovery can occur according to a pre-defined
order at design-time. In this work, a periodic recovery schedule is used, in which each
TSV is deactivated at regular time intervals, these intervals remain the same over the
lifetime operation of the chip. Consequently, according to the grouping ratio, each
repair cycle can be split into multiple sub-cycles with the same duration T statunit , which is
a user-defined parameter. Generally, for a (Ngf : Ngs) group, the repair cycle of each
TSV is divided into (Ngf +Ngs) sub-cycles, including active time Tactive = NgfT statunit and
recovery time Trecovery = NgsT statunit . In each sub-cycle, Ngs TSV(s) is (are) deactivated for
recovery, while the carried signal(s) (if any) will be re-routed through the non-deactivated
s-TSV(s).
Dynamic scheduling
The limitation of static scheduling is that it has to be designed for worst case workload
over the entire lifetime and all instances of the chip if the running workloads can not be
estimated at design-time. Typically, workload characteristics vary dynamically during
operational lifetime, and from chip to chip, making it hard to predict workload, and
the amount of EM stress, ahead of time. Then a static approach with constant recovery
time in each repair cycle would not produce an optimal recovery schedule, tailored to the
specific characteristics of the current running workload and the associated EM stress. To
overcome this drawback, dynamic management of recovery time is required to achieve
higher TSV lifetime and to reduce the reliability challenges caused by EM degradation.
Intuitively, the recovery time in each repair cycle should be dynamically changed
according to the degree of EM wear-out of each TSV, which is highly dependent on the
running workloads. For a fresh TSV, a larger duration of recovery time in each repair
cycle (i.e., T statunit) is more desirable, and the slower switching between activated and
deactivated modes can reduce the performance degradation introduced by the repair
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mechanism. In contrast, with the increased amount of EM wear-out over time, the
switching between the two modes should be speeded up (i.e., smaller T statunit) in order to
achieve a more complete EM recovery during current reversal [188]. In this work, the
EM-induced resistance increase is used as the wear-out indicator for each TSV, which
can be monitored by the on-chip sensors at run-time [187, 199]. This way, the recovery
time of each TSV is almost never constant, and varies with running workload as well
as with the EM stress build-up of TSV. Since these sensors measure the change in the
TSV resistance due to EM, they act in large time scales [88, 187]. This means that
the update in the recovery schedule happens in very coarse time scales (e.g., weeks to
months). Therefore, the long-term impact of workload stress can be compensated with
this approach.
6.4.2 Repair architecture
In this section, the repair architecture of the proposed run-time TSV repair solution is
presented in detail, consisting of: i) a reconfigurable routing network and ii) a recovery
selector. For both static and dynamic scheduling, a reconfigurable logic circuitry should
be included within each TSV group for signal re-routing. On the other hand, the recovery
selector is specifically designed for different scheduling approaches.
Reconfigurable routing network
In order to leverage the recovery effect for EM reliability improvement, each TSV needs
to be provided with dedicated shut-off time in the field. Therefore, the signal carried
by the deactivated f-TSV should be re-routed to its final destination through another
non-deactivated TSV in the same group for maintaining the normal operation. In this
work, the assigned s-TSV(s) in each group is (are) served as alternative signal path(s)
for the deactivated f-TSV(s), and thus a reconfigurable logic for signal path re-routing
should be included within each group.
In order to realize s-TSV sharing and routing reconfiguration, the proposed redundant
scheme in [198] is implemented in each group. Here, a (4 : 2) TSV group is illustrated in
Figure 7.3 as an example, in which two dedicated s-TSVs are assigned to a partitioned
group consisting of four f-TSVs. As a symmetric scheme, each group needs to be config-
ured both at the receiver and transmitter. To this end, reconfiguration circuitries (i.e.,
MUXes) are added to the two ends of each TSV, and every single input of the group can
be selected and transmitted over the dedicated lines provided by the assigned s-TSVs
when its original f-TSV is deactivated. In this way, all TSVs (including the assigned
s-TSVs) can operate either in active mode or in recovery mode, and transition between
them according to a recovery schedule.
Recovery selector
As shown in Figure 7.3, the selection of deactivated TSVs in each repair sub-cycle is
determined by the control signal of each MUX. In other words, the so-called “recovery
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of the reconfigurable routing network for a (4 : 2) TSV group consisting
of 4 f-TSVs and 2 s-TSVs.
Table 6.1: The static recovery schedule for a (4 : 2) TSV group. Here, A: active mode, R: recovery
mode, fi: f-TSV i, sj: s-TSV j.
TSV Subcycle_1 Subcycle_2 Subcycle_3 Subcycle_4 Subcycle_5 Subcycle_6
f0 A R R A A A
f1 A A R R A A
f2 A A A R R A
f3 A A A A R R
s0 R A A A A R
s1 R R A A A A
Control signals of MUXes
EN0 0 1 1 1 1 0
EN1 0 0 1 1 1 1
Ci0 XX 00 00 01 10 XX
Ci1 XX XX 01 10 11 11
Ci+10 00 01 01 00 00 00
Ci+11 00 00 10 01 00 00
Ci+12 00 00 00 10 01 00
Ci+13 00 00 00 00 10 10
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schedule” in this context is a set of MUX control signals, which can be changed during
field-operation.
The static recovery schedule can be fixed at design-time based on the worst case
workload analysis. For example, for the (4 : 2) group illustrated in Figure 7.3, we list
its corresponding static schedule, as shown in Table 6.1. Here, “EN” is the enable pin
of all the MUXes at receiver. When EN is set to 0, the MUX is disabled, and the
corresponding s-TSV will operate in recovery mode. Otherwise, different f-TSVs will
be deactivated according to the control signals. This way, each TSV is deactivated at
regular time intervals and provided with uniform recovery time. Moreover, since it is
unnecessary to control the MUXes from outside for the static scheduling, the recovery
selector here is nothing but a small Finite-State Machine (FSM), which generates the
control signal for each MUX internally. Since we assume that all TSV groups receive the
same control signals, the FSM can be shared between different groups across the entire
chip for reducing area overhead.
In order to realize a dynamic recovery schedule, a metric for quantifying the amount
of EM stress on a TSV is necessary. As discussed in Section 6.4.1, the EM-induced
resistance increase is used in this work to determine the recovery time of each repair
cycle. Here, the duration of repair sub-cycle for dynamic repair approach T dynunit can be
varied with the EM-induced resistance increase as follows: 1
T dynunit = T statunit ×
[
1 + α (M − 1)
(⌊
∆REMTSV (t)
RFCTSV
⌋
− 12
)]
(6.2)
where RFCTSV is the EM failure criterion of TSV (discussed in Section 6.3.1). In this
work, the entire range of EM-induced TSV resistance increase between 0 and RFCTSV is
divided by M pre-defined threshold values into M − 1 intervals, and the difference of
T dynunit between two neighboring intervals is α×T statunit , where α is a user-defined parameter.
This way, T dynunit can be varied with the EM-induced resistance increase over time (i.e.,
∆REMTSV (t)).
In order to obtain ∆REMTSV (t), the on-chip aging sensor [187, 199] can be equipped
with f-TSV at design-time. However, as a long-term reliability issue, ∆REMTSV (t) becomes
observable only after a long time period (e.g., weeks to months) [88]. In addition,
the resolution of such EM-based sensors [187, 199] is limited, and thus only a pretty
significant change can be detected by them. As a result, the update of recovery schedule
(i.e., the update of T dynunit in each repair cycle) occurs in a large time scale. Since only
EM-vulnerable f-TSVs are targeted in this work, all TSVs would be at the similar stage
of EM-induced resistance evolution during each update. Therefore, it is unnecessary
to monitor each f-TSV for capturing this long-term effect and distinguishing EM stress
differences across the f-TSV grid. In contrast, only one sensor is equipped with the entire
chip in order to monitor the degree of EM degradation on-line. A few more sensors can
be used to avoid variations and improve information accuracy. In addition, for a block-
level 3D design, a “one sensor per block” strategy can be adopted to handle the scenario
1 Here we assume that M is an odd number.
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that the utilization rate of each IP block is significantly different. However, for both of
the two design granularities, the area overhead introduced by dynamic repair approach
is negligibly small due to the limited number of equipped aging sensors.
6.4.3 Overhead analysis
For both the static and dynamic scheduling approaches, the delay and hardware over-
heads introduced by the proposed repair solution are analyzed as follows.
Delay overhead
For both the static and dynamic scheduling, the delay of control signal generation is
negligible (either using small FSM or using off-chip co-processor). Moreover, due to the
fact that TSV latency is very small [200], here delay overhead is mainly determined by
re-routing wire and reconfiguration circuitries (i.e., MUXes). Although the former one
can be minimized by optimal s-TSV assignment based on the given placement of s-TSVs,
the inserted MUXes can introduce more significant delay overhead. For a f-TSV fi in a
(Ngf : Ngs) group, its re-routing logic-induced delay overhead is:
D (fi) = DMUXNgf−to−1 +DMUX(Ngs+1)−to−1 (6.3)
here DMUXN−to−1 is the propagation delay of a N-to-1 MUX, which can be calculated
as:
DMUXN−to−1 = log2 (N)DMUX2-to-1 (6.4)
However, using different logic implementation, the actual value of DMUXN−to−1 can be
reduced. According to Equations (6.3) and (6.4), it is desirable to partition f-TSVs
into smaller groups (i.e., smaller Ngf with respect to the same Ngs) in order to reduce
the overhead. Note that, for those EM-vulnerable f-TSVs on the critical paths, their
timing slacks can be impacted slightly by the added re-routing logic circuitry and its
introduced delay overhead. However, this penalty is unavoidable since the EM-induced
timing failures can be more severe without the proposed repair solution.
Area overhead
The area overhead can be introduced by: i) reconfiguration routing network and ii)
recovery selector. Here we analyze the corresponding overheads for both static and
dynamic scheduling approaches as follows.
• Static scheduling: For static scheduling approach, recovery schedule is generated
by a small FSM internally since it can be fixed at design-time, incurring negligible
area overhead. Therefore, the area overhead is dominated by the assigned s-TSVs
and added MUXes [173] in the reconfiguration routing network. After implement-
ing TSV grouping with GR = Ngf : Ngs, the total area overhead of all groups can
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be represented as: 2
A = Ngs |F| [As/Ngf + (2− 1/Ngf )AMUX2-to-1 ] (6.5)
where As is the area of an s-TSV and AMUX2-to-1 is the area of a 2-to-1 MUX.
Therefore, for a fixed Ngs, it is more preferred to partition f-TSVs into larger
groups (i.e., larger Ngf ) to reduce the area overhead.
• Dynamic scheduling: For dynamic scheduling approach, the same reconfigurable
routing network is used as the static one, and the only difference here is the area
overhead introduced by recovery selector (i.e., the aging sensor equipped with
TSV). However, since only a few sensors are used for the entire chip (at most one
per IP block), the overall overhead is very negligible.
6.5 Numerical Results and Discussions
6.5.1 Experimental setup and implementation flow
For our simulations, six 3D benchmark designs selected from OpenCore benchmark
suite [148] were used, including des_perf-i, cf_rca_16-i, and cf_fft_256_8-i (i = 2, 4).
Here, i is the number of stacked dies in each design. Given the netlist of each design,
Cadence SoC Encounter was used to generate layout file using the Nangate 45 nm
library [115]. Here, f-TSVs were placed regularly across each die with a 10 µm pitch to
form a grid [201], and s-TSVs were placed at the edges of the f-TSV grid with the same
pitch [159]. For both f-TSVs and s-TSVs, the total TSV cell size including the KOZ is
8.4 µm, which corresponds to six standard cell rows [202].
Given a grouping ratio GR = Ngf : Ngs, the proposed TSV grouping technique was
conducted on the generated layout files of each design to obtain TSV groups. Afterwards,
based on a periodic recovery schedule with a user-defined Tunit, the EM model proposed
in [193] can be used to estimate the MTTF of each group considering transient recovery
effect. To this end, the power/thermal characteristics of each TSV in the group need
to be generated. After creating a top-level Verilog netlist for the design, post-synthesis
simulation was performed in Modelsim with a testbench containing 105 random input
vectors. In this way, the switching activity of each f-TSV can be extracted. Moreover,
the generated SAIF file was forwarded to Power Compiler in order to obtain the power
consumption of each cell. Based on this information and layout files, the experienced
temperature of each TSV can be estimated using the 3D Hotspot [149]. In order to obtain
the timing slack of each repair-critical TSV, the SPEF file of each die was extracted by
performing parasitic extraction after routing. In addition, a top-level Verilog file with
the interconnections among dies and a top-level SPEF file with the TSV parasitics were
created. Afterwards, all netlist and parasitic information are fed into timing analysis
tool (e.g., Synopsys Primetime) to obtain timing slack value for each f-TSV.
2 Here we assume that |F| is divisible by Ngf .
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6.5.2 Impact of design knobs on repair solution
There are two user-defined parameters in the proposed approach, namely Tunit and
GR. In this section, we investigate their impact on the generated repair solution, and
undertake the trade-off analysis between reliability improvement and the corresponding
overhead.
Impact of T statunit
T statunit is the duration of each sub-cycle in the repair cycle during in-field repair for a
static approach. A larger T statunit implies longer recovery time of deactivated TSVs in each
repair cycle, but also indicates more EM degradation of the TSVs operating in active
mode. As discussed in Section 6.4.1, T statunit is assumed to be constant over time for a
static recovery scheduling. Here we present the impact of T statunit on the generated static
repair solution in terms of achieved MTTF.
Here the proposed repair solution with static scheduling were conducted on both
des_perf-2 and cf_fft_256_8-2, and the grouping ratio GR = 3 : 1. Figure 6.6 illus-
trates the relationship between the achieved MTTF and T statunit . As shown, for both of
the two benchmarks, a repair solution with short T statunit (e.g., 10−3 s) is incapable of fully
exploiting EM recovery effect, which results in an extremely short lifetime. With the
increased T statunit , the generated repair solution attempts to strike a balance between re-
covery and degradation in each repair cycle, and achieve it at different T statunit for different
benchmarks. However, with the further increase of T statunit , the achieved balance becomes
disturbed as the EM degradation in each repair cycle can no longer be compensated by
recovery effect. As a result, the achieved MTTF becomes lower and saturates finally.
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Figure 6.6: The relationship between the achieved MTTF and T statunit .
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Impact of GR
Grouping ratio GR = Ngf : Ngs denotes the ratio between the number of f-TSVs and
s-TSVs in each group. On the one hand, for a fixed Ngs, the partitioning with less Ngf
leads to better EM recovery in each repair cycle and smaller delay overhead introduced
by re-routing logic circuitry (as discussed in Section 6.4), but also results in higher area
overhead according to Equation (6.5). On the other hand, for the same GR, the different
Ngs can also impact the generated repair solution in terms of MTTF and overhead.
In order to evaluate the impact of GR, the proposed repair solution with static
recovery scheduling was performed on des_perf-2. The duration of each repair sub-cycle
Tunit = 0.1 s. First, for a fixed Ngs = 1, Ngf was varied from 2 to 4, and the achieved
MTTF and the corresponding overhead can be obtained using the proposed approach
with different GR. Afterwards, three different cases with GR = 2 : 1, 4 : 2, 6 : 3 were
considered, in which Ngs was varied from 1 to 3 but GR always equals 2. For all the
cases, we report the achieved MTTF and the overhead in both area and delay. Here
the area overhead is presented in terms of the number of assigned s-TSVs and added
MUXes. Since the re-routing wire-induced delay overhead is highly dependent on the
given placement of s-TSVs, we only focus on the logic-induced delay overhead here, and
report the average value of all the groups.
The results are listed in Table 6.2. Here ∆D is the average delay overhead of all groups
in design introduced by repair solution, and ∆A is the percentage of area introduced
by repair solution with respect to total cell area including f-TSV and logic cells. As
shown, for a fixed Ngs, we can achieve a higher MTTF with smaller re-routing logic-
induced delay overhead by partitioning less Ngf into each group, but also results in
larger area overhead. Note that, here reducing the number of s-TSVs can save far more
area compared to the area overhead introduced by MUXes. Moreover, for the same GR,
assigning more s-TSVs to each group can provide longer recovery time for each repair
cycle, which improves lifetime reliability more significantly. However, the penalty is the
increased area and delay overheads. Therefore, the desirable GR can be determined by
the constraints of timing slacks of repair-critical TSVs (i.e., the target clock period).
Table 6.2: Trade-off analysis between the achieved MTTF and overhead for different grouping
ratio.
Grouping ratio MTTF (yrs) Overhead∆D (ps) ∆A (%)
2:1 11.81 87.717 4.23
3:1 10.92 106.159 2.95
4:1 9.69 116.462 2.24
4:2 12.74 132.260 4.47
6:3 13.67 175.045 5.01
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6.5.3 Benefit of non-uniform TSV grouping
As discussed in Section 6.3.4, for a target MTTF, a repair solution using non-uniform
TSV grouping can achieve a better trade-off between reliability improvement and area
overhead. Therefore, a greedy group-merge algorithm is proposed to divide all EM-
vulnerable f-TSVs into several groups with varying Ngf . In this section, we show the
superiority of the proposed non-uniform grouping approach when targeting the specified
MTTF of f-TSV network.
The experiment was conducted on all six benchmark designs as follows. First, the
proposed TSV repair solution with static recovery schedule and uniform TSV grouping
was performed. Here GR = 2 : 1 and Tunit = 0.1 s. Second, the proposed greedy group-
merge algorithm was performed under the timing constraints of EM-vulnerable f-TSVs
until the target MTTF (MTTFtarget) is achieved. Here MTTFtarget is a user-defined
parameter, which can be set according to different application requirements.
The simulation results are presented in Table 6.3. Here ∆D is the delay overhead
introduced by repair solution with respect to critical path delay (CPD), and ∆A is the
percentage of area introduced by repair solution with respect to total cell area including
f-TSV and logic cells. Compared to the repair solution with uniform TSV grouping, the
non-uniform solution can achieve the same MTTFtarget (which is less than the optimized
one of the uniform solution), but introduce less area overhead. According to our simula-
tion results, the improvement can be achieved by 15.19% in average. The penalty here is
the increased delay overhead, which comes from: i) increased re-routing signal path and
ii) the more complicated fan-out structure of the MUX circuitry. However, compared
to the CPD of each design, this delay overhead introduced by repair solution is very
limited. In addition, since the specified timing slack of each f-TSV is considered during
non-uniform TSV grouping, the timing correctness can still be guaranteed with the in-
creased delay overhead. Therefore, a better trade-off between timing performance and
area overhead can be achieved by the proposed approach for the area-critical systems.
6.5.4 Comparison with conventional reactive repair approach
We compare our proposed proactive repair approach with the conventional reactive
one [173], and the results in terms of achieved MTTF are listed in Table 6.4. Here
|F| is the number of EM-vulnerable f-TSVs in each design, and ∆A is the percentage of
area introduced by repair solution with respect to total cell area including f-TSV and
logic cells. In order to perform a fair comparison, the same power/thermal profiles and
recovery-aware EM model are used during TSV lifetime estimation. The only difference
between the two schemes is that T statunit = 0 for the reactive approach. As shown, the
proposed approach with static recovery scheduling can increase MTTF of the TSV grid
by up to 12X relative to the reactive method. Moreover, the number of EM-vulnerable
f-TSVs |F| and the area overhead rate ∆A (in terms of percentage of area introduced by
s-TSVs and MUXes with respect to total chip area) are also listed in the table. Accord-
ing to our results, the area overhead introduced by the proposed repair solution is pretty
small, which can be negligible for a large design. Note that, since here we assume that
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Table 6.4: Comparison between the proposed proactive approach and the conventional reactive
approach [173].
Benchmark |F| Grouping ratio ∆A (%) MTTFachieved (yrs) Improvement (X)Proactive Reactive [173]
des_perf-2 55
2:1 4.23 11.81 1.62 7.29
3:1 2.95 10.92 0.98 11.14
4:1 2.24 9.69 0.87 11.14
cf_rca_16-2 87
2:1 1.84 9.71 3.51 2.78
3:1 1.25 9.14 3.32 2.75
4:1 0.97 8.93 2.94 3.04
cf_fft_256_8-2 235
2:1 2.23 8.51 2.21 3.85
3:1 1.53 8.13 2.04 3.99
4:1 1.18 7.78 1.78 4.37
des_perf-4 183
2:1 6.24 9.55 1.23 7.76
3:1 4.26 9.01 0.81 11.12
4:1 3.30 8.65 0.71 12.18
cf_rca_16-4 218
2:1 3.38 8.93 3.03 2.95
3:1 2.33 8.21 2.89 2.84
4:1 1.80 7.99 2.72 2.94
cf_fft_256_8-4 314
2:1 2.44 8.01 2.11 3.80
3:1 1.68 7.75 1.57 4.94
4:1 1.30 7.03 1.42 4.95
Average 5.77
the same reconfiguration network is used in both proactive and reactive approaches, the
proposed technique does not increase delay and area overheads compared to the baseline,
but can achieve a higher MTTF.
6.5.5 Comparison between static and dynamic repair approaches
Until now, we assumed that the executed workloads can be estimated a priori or the
changes in the workloads are limited over time, and thus a static proactive repair ap-
proach with a fixed recovery interval is appropriate in this context. However, in many
systems, the workload characteristics vary dynamically in the field, and the set of ex-
ecuted workloads might differ from chip to chip. Therefore, the EM stress build-up of
each TSV should be taken into account during recovery scheduling in order to achieve a
longer EM-related lifetime, and a dynamic repair approach with varied recovery time is
proposed in Section 6.4.1.
In order to evaluate the superiority of the proposed dynamic approach compared
to the static one, the experiments were conducted on each benchmark with different
GR = Ngf : Ngs as follows. For each design, two sets of running workloads are considered
(i.e., “normal” and “heavy” workloads), respectively. Here, the “normal” workload is
the same with the one used in Section 6.5.4, in which the current density of each f-TSV
is extracted from a testbench containing 105 random input vectors (as discussed in
Section 6.5.1). On the other hand, a “heavy” workload is used to simulate a more
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Table 6.5: Comparison between the proposed static and dynamic proactive repair approaches.
Benchmark Grouping ratio MTTFachieved (yrs) Improvement (X)normal+static heavy+static heavy+dynamic
des_perf-2
2:1 11.81 4.15 17.85 4.30
3:1 10.92 3.97 14.49 3.65
4:1 9.69 3.42 11.21 3.28
cf_rca_16-2
2:1 9.71 4.03 9.56 2.37
3:1 9.14 3.82 8.77 2.30
4:1 8.93 3.07 8.14 2.65
cf_fft_256_8-2
2:1 8.51 3.81 8.82 2.31
3:1 8.13 3.06 8.21 2.68
4:1 7.78 2.87 8.04 2.80
des_perf-4
2:1 9.55 3.25 14.45 4.45
3:1 9.01 3.03 12.86 4.24
4:1 8.65 2.85 10.31 3.62
cf_rca_16-4
2:1 8.93 2.94 8.89 3.02
3:1 8.21 2.77 8.16 2.95
4:1 7.99 2.41 8.02 3.33
cf_fft_256_8-4
2:1 8.01 2.45 8.11 3.31
3:1 7.75 2.21 7.94 3.59
4:1 7.03 2.04 7.41 3.63
Average 3.25
aggressive application scenario, in which the current density of each TSV equals to twice
the corresponding value in the “normal” case. Afterwards, three sets of results in terms
of the achieved MTTF were extracted and reported in Table 6.5.
First, the static repair approach was applied for different benchmarks with the “nor-
mal” running workloads (i.e., “normal+static” case in Table 6.5). Next, considering
the “heavy” workload for each benchmark, the static and dynamic repair approaches
were used, respectively, and the achieved MTTF values are listed in the forth and fifth
columns of Table 6.5 (i.e., “heavy+static” and “heavy+dynamic” cases). According to
the results listed in Table 6.5, the achieved MTTF of the “heavy+static” case is signifi-
cantly reduced compared to the one of the “normal+static” case for each benchmark due
to the increased current density and temperature in the “heavy” workloads. This means
that under heavy utilization, the static approach may not be able to fully compensate
the EM degradation. However, compared to the static repair approach, the dynamic one
with varied T dynunit (i.e., the “heavy+dynamic” case) can achieve a higher MTTF, and the
improvement can be up to 4.45X according to our simulation results. In this work, T dynunit
of each repair cycle can be obtained by Equation (6.2), in which M = 11 and α = 0.1.
6.5.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we limit our scope only to the signal TSVs. However, as an integral
part of PDNs in 3D ICs, P/G TSVs are more susceptible to EM degradation compared
to signal TSVs as they experience large amount of unidirectional currents. In [203], a
repair solution has been proposed to enhance the EM-related lifetime reliability of P/G
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TSV networks by leveraging EM recovery effect.
In this work, we assume that each EM-vulnerable f-TSV and its assigned s-TSV
belong to different interconnect trees. Here, the “interconnect tree” is the elemental EM
reliability unit, which is a multi-branch interconnect segment consisting of a continuously
connected, highly conductive metal lines terminated by diffusion barriers and located
within the single level of metallization [204]. However, in the opposite scenario, in which
multiple TSVs within the same metal layer are connected, there is a complex correlation
between voiding times in the multi-void case due to the interplay between growth kinetics
of voids and current redistribution among the TSVs [205]. This more general scenario
will be considered as part of future work.
6.6 Conclusion of Chapter
In this chapter, we have proposed a proactive repair approach to combat EM in TSVs by
taking use of the EM recovery effect. Applied to 3D benchmark designs, our proactive
approach improves the lifetime reliability of TSVs susceptible to EM failure by approxi-
mately 12X over the conventional reactive one with less area overhead, even using simple
recovery scheduling. Moreover, a dynamic recovery approach with negligible overhead
has been proposed to further improve TSV lifetime reliability for a more realistic oper-
ation condition.
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7 Cost-efficient Multicast Testing for
Interposer-based 3D ICs
In view of increasing wire delay and higher interconnect power consumption, TSVs-
based 3D ICs appear to be a promising solution to overcome bottleneck in conventional
CMOS scaling. However, volume production and commercial exploitation of 3D ICs are
not feasible before pressing concerns about heat dissipation and test cost are adequately
addressed. At present, interposer-based 3D ICs (also known as 2.5D ICs) are being
advocated as a precursor to 3D ICs [2, 206].
A cross-sectional view of a typical 2.5D IC is presented in Figure 7.1. Instead of
vertically stacked dies as in 3D ICs, multiple dies are placed side by side on a silicon
interposer [207, 208]. An interposer is a passive device that allows dies to be mounted
on it using micro-bumps. Inside the interposer, there are two types of interconnects:
the RDL and TSVs. The RDL is a structure of multiple metal layers that provides
horizontal D2D interconnects. TSVs, which are connected to C4 bumps, are used for
vertical die-to-package interconnects.
 
 
 
 
 
        TSV 
                                RDL 
 
Die 1 
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 Micro-
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of an interposer-based 3D IC.
Since the size of a micro-bump is small (10 µm in diameter and 40 µm in pitch [209]), a
larger number of input and output ports are available for dies in a 2.5D IC. However, the
majority of these I/O ports are connected to other dies through horizontal interconnects
inside the interposer. The external I/O ports, which are connected to TSVs, are much
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fewer in number than the total number of package pins available for the same die in a
traditional 2D IC [208]. As a result, the number of test pins available for testing a die
in a 2.5D IC is much smaller than that in a 2D package [210].
Based on a design in volume production from an industry collaborator [211, 212], we
consider the following example to motivate the test-access challenges in 2.5D integration.
Suppose that we have two dies, in which Die I is packaged as a 2D IC consisting of a
total of 1, 087 I/O port and Die II is integrated in a 2.5D IC with similar functionality
and size as Die I. Since Die II is mounted on the interposer, it has a new I/O interface
containing a total of 7, 055 I/O ports. However, the vast majority of these ports are
connected to other dies on the interposer (e.g., 6, 576 out of 7, 055 I/O ports in our
example), and thus only 479 I/O ports are connected to external I/Os through TSVs,
which is much less than the number of package pins available in Die I. In that case, even
if all these external I/O ports are available as dedicated test pins, Die II cannot be fully
tested with such limited I/O count. This phenomenon can also be observed in another
realistic example that has been transitioned to the marketplace—the AMD Fiji chip. In
this chip, there are 186k micro-bumps but only 25k C4 bumps [213].
Therefore, with such a limited number of external pins in 2.5D ICs, it is not possible
to assign as many dedicated test pins to a die as in 2D ICs. As a result, it is a major
challenge to utilize an external tester to apply test patterns generated by an ATPG tool.
BIST is therefore a potential solution for testing dies in 2.5D ICs due to the reduced
requirement of test pins. A BIST architecture for 2.5D ICs has been presented in [214].
However, the BIST architecture in [214] suffers from two key limitations:
• Since the interposer is a passive device, it cannot support any active logic. There-
fore, the BIST architecture and the associated BIST controller must be integrated
within each die, and no sharing of the BIST hardware is possible. As a consequence,
the area overhead of BIST for a 2.5D IC can potentially be several times larger
than that for a corresponding 2D IC. Such increased area overhead is undesirable
since it leads to an increase in die area.
• The number of test patterns generated by the BIST architecture of [214] is ten times
more than that generated by ATPG. Therefore, an increase in test-application
time is inevitable, even with faster in-system and at-speed testing in BIST. In
addition, the BIST architecture for die testing in [214] is based on a simple linear-
feedback shift-register (LFSR), which cannot target random-pattern-undetectable
faults. Consequently, the fault coverage achieved in [214] is unlikely to match the
fault coverage provided by ATPG patterns, yet the pattern count is ten times
higher. Moreover, the faster test clock in the BIST architecture results in a higher
test power consumption, which is also a significant challenge in 2.5D IC testing.
To overcome the above limitations, it is necessary to develop a new methodology for die
testing in 2.5D ICs with reduced test cost in terms of test-application time and hardware
overhead, but with high fault coverage and less power consumption.
The optimization of test-application time and power consumption has been explored
in the context of core-based SoC testing. Given a set of tests for each core and a set
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of test resources (e.g., Test Access Mechanisms (TAMs)), a test plan can be determined
for the application of the tests to the SoC in order to reduce test-application time and
power consumption in test mode. Several solutions have been proposed for core-based
SoC testing, e.g., [215–224]. Based on TAMs and IEEE Std 1500 core test wrappers,
“modular testing” provides a low-cost solution to the SoC test-access problem; a large
number of I/O and scan terminals for the embedded cores can be accessed from a few
chip pins. However, such techniques are not applicable to 2.5D ICs due to an order
of magnitude increase in test challenges and complexity. As explained above, external
I/O ports that are connected to TSVs for a SoC die mounted on the interposer are
much fewer in count than the total number package pins available for the same SoC
in a 2D IC. Therefore, without dedicated testing solutions, post-bond die testing in
a 2.5D IC could become an arduous undertaking using the new I/O interface with a
reduced number of test pins. To overcome this bottleneck, a post-bond test and DfT
strategy for 2.5D ICs was proposed in [225] and further improved in [226], in which the
overall test time is minimized under the constraints of the limited available test pins by
a parallel TAM optimization approach. However, here the power consumption during
2.5D testing was ignored. Since the dies in 2.5D ICs can provide increased functionality
and higher performance [227], the power consumption during testing has also grown
dramatically with technology scaling and the relentless increase in design size [228].
Ignoring the test power may result in high IR-drop which may invalidate test [229]. Even
worse, heat dissipation during testing in 2.5D ICs becomes much more challenging than
conventional 2D ICs as multiple dies generate heat simultaneously but use a common
package to dissipate heat [230]. Therefore, test-power issues in 2.5D ICs are far more
critical compared to core-based SoCs testing, and existing solution on power-constrained
SoC test scheduling are not scalable for 2.5D IC testing.
In this chapter, we propose an efficient multicast test architecture that targets post-
bonding die testing in 2.5D ICs. Its main idea is to apply the same test patterns to
carefully selected (multiple) dies when they can effectively achieve high fault coverage
for these dies within a given test-power budget. In this way, the number of required test
pins can be significantly reduced; die testing of 2.5D ICs can therefore be accomplished
using ATPG patterns, but with a limited number of test pins. To this end, we propose
an efficient test architecture that can enable the application of the same test patterns
to multiple dies simultaneously with negligible area overhead. We also present a test-
scheduling and optimization technique for identifying groups of dies for multicast, in
order to reduce test-application time while satisfying constraints on the power budget
and fault coverage.
Our simulation results demonstrate that compared to the BIST technique proposed
in [214], the proposed technique reduces test-application time by up to 53.4% for bench-
mark designs with negligible area overhead. By performing optimal test-scheduling,
we achieve even higher fault coverage compared to [214], and the full coverage can be
realized using top-off test patterns in addition to multicast test sessions. In addition,
compared to the conventional scan-based 2.5D test approach [225], the proposed tech-
nique can more effectively reduce test-application under a realistic scenario with limited
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test power budget.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Related prior work is presented in
Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, we further highlight the motivation for this work with a
simple example. Section 7.3 and Section 7.4 present the proposed test architecture and
test scheduling techniques, respectively. In Section 7.5, we report simulation results.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.6.
7.1 Related Prior Work
Interest in 2.5D IC testing has surged in recent years, and several methods have been
proposed for die testing in 2.5D ICs [212, 225, 226, 231–235]. In [225], a post-bond test
and DfT strategy for 2.5D ICs was proposed, in which functional interconnects in the
interposer are re-used as a parallel TAM such that the overall test length of the dies is
minimized. Furthermore, the approach was extended in [226] with the concept of multi-
visit TAMs, i.e., each parallel TAM allows the same die to be visited multiple times.
However, the power consumption during testing was not taken into account in both
these methods. In [234], a programmable method for shift-clock stagger assignment was
proposed to reduce power supply noise during SoC die testing in 2.5D ICs. Two neigh-
boring cores that share the same power rail do not toggle simultaneously during scan
shift. In order to accomplish testing with a small number of test pins, [212] proposed an
ExTest scheduling strategy to implement interconnect testing between cores inside a SoC
die on the interposer. Using this technique, testing can be accomplished while satisfying
the practical constraint that the number of required test pins cannot exceed the number
of available pins at the chip level. However, both these methods focus on die-level testing
in 2.5D ICs, and they target only a single die. In [235], an industry implementation was
introduced targeting at HBM test challenges, in which various solutions were proposed
for tests of base dies, dynamic stress testing, TSV testing, Known-Good Stacked Die
speed tests, I/O test and characterization, and 2.5D SiP tests. However, the optimiza-
tions of test application time and test power consumption were ignored. In conclusion,
no method has thus far been proposed to consider 2.5D ICs testing at the system level,
in which all dies are tested in the shortest possible time under the given constraints of
test power consumption.
Our primary objective is to reduce test-application time for a 2.5D IC with multiple
dies mounted on an interposer. As many as four dies on a passive interposer for a
2.5D IC have been reported from industry [207, 209]; the stacking of larger number of
dies on the interposer has also been discussed in industry [236, 237]. For such designs, if
dies on the interposer are tested serially, the test-application time can be unacceptably
high. In order to reduce it, one potential solution is to test all (or several) dies on the
interposer concurrently.
Parallel or concurrent testing has been proposed before for SoCs by leveraging Au-
tomatic Test Equipment (ATE) capabilities [238]. One form of concurrent testing is the
broadcast scan technique [239], in which a single tester channel is fed to multiple in-
ternal scan chains. However, this scheme and other test techniques based on broadcast
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scan require a special ATPG methodology to ensure high fault coverage. To overcome
this limitation, [223] proposes a method of sharing test patterns for multiple cores with
the assumption that each core has only one scan chain. After finding the best posi-
tion to merge the test patterns of each core into the test patterns of the core with the
longest scan chain, a scan-chain-disable generator is used to retrieve the original test
patterns for each core from the shared test patterns. This method requires a complex
scan chain-disable generator, which results in high area overhead. [224] proposed an
enhanced technique, which is applicable to cores with multiple scan chains and does
not require a complicated on-chip decoder. Moreover, test scheduling was proposed to
reduce test-application time further under the constraint of TAM width.
Traditional test solutions for core-based SoC testing are ineffective for 2.5D IC testing,
as the scale of challenges and complexities (test power, test pin limitations, test time)
are an order of magnitude more. Although the broadcast method of [224] is effective
for core-based SoC (i.e., a single die in 2.5D IC) testing, it is not applicable to 2.5D IC
testing. The lack of effectiveness can be attributed to the two aspects: i) the limited
availability of test pins in 2.5D ICs, and ii) the limited power budget for 2.5D IC testing.
Generally, two types of testing are involved when the dies in a 2.5D IC are tested: InTest
and ExTest [212]. Here InTest refers to the testing of the internal logic of all of the cores
in each die, while ExTest refers to the testing of the interconnects between different
cores. Therefore, both test should be carried out for an effective 2.5D IC testing. As
a core-based SoC, the hierarchy of a single die is cores ⊂ SoC and testing targets both
the cores and the interconnects among cores. When the similar solutions for core-based
SoCs are applied to a 2.5D IC, the entire chip can be viewed as the “SoC” and dies on
the interposer are viewed as “cores”. In this scenario, interposer interconnects can be
tested as the “interconnects” among the cores in the SoC (i.e., ExTest for core-based
SoC), and the dies have to be tested as the “cores” in the SoC (i.e., InTest for core-based
SoC). However, since our objective of testing in this work is to target the cores inside
each die, the hierarchy here is cores ⊂ SoC die ⊂ 2.5D IC, which is one level deeper. As
a result, a “two-fold” InTest has to be applied in order to test the internal logic of all of
the cores in each die on the interposer. Due to the limited test-pin count in 2.5D ICs, the
total number of available test pins can support the testing of only one SoC die using the
traditional broadcast method. Therefore, in order to realize the “two-fold” InTest, dies
in a 2.5D IC have to be tested serially, resulting in extremely high test-application time.
Moreover, since all cores are tested concurrently in broadcast testing [240], the power
consumption in test mode would be unacceptable if the traditional broadcast method
was used for 2.5D ICs.
7.2 Motivation for Proposed Work
In this section, we first use a simple example to show why traditional core-based SoC
testing methods are ineffective for 2.5D ICs, and then highlight the motivation for this
work. As shown in Figure 7.2(a), three dies in a 2.5D IC are under test, namely Die
1, Die 2, and Die 3. Suppose that each die can support 20 scan chains and includes
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Figure 7.2: (a) Illustration for the motivational example. (b) Hierarchy in 2.5D IC testing:
cores ⊂ SoC die ⊂ 2.5D IC.
3 cores. Each core has a full-scan test architecture with multiple scan chains. In this
scenario, the traditional broadcast method can be applied separately (i.e., the dies are
tested serially) to each individual die in the 2.5D IC because each die itself is an SoC
design. In other words, the total number of I/O ports (i.e., micro-bumps) in each die can
individually support the test of all its cores concurrently. Let us assume that the test-
application time for each SoC is 10 arb. unit 1 using the broadcast method. Moreover,
let us assume that the power consumption of each core during test mode is 20 arb. unit,
and the power budgets for the SoC die and the 2.5D IC are 70 arb. unit and 100 arb.
unit, respectively.
In this case, since the given power budget for each SoC die can be satisfied (i.e., 3×20
≤ 70), the traditional broadcast method can be carried out for each die in which all
the cores are tested concurrently. However, this broadcast method cannot be applied in
parallel to all dies in the 2.5D IC, as shown in Figure 7.2(b). The reasons are as follows:
• First, the number of external I/O ports (i.e., C4 bumps) for a 2.5D IC is much
fewer in count than the total number of I/O ports (i.e., micro-bumps) for all dies
in the 2.5D IC. For instance, the AMD Fiji chip contains 186k micro-bumps but
only 25k C4 bumps [213]. In this case, the available test pins cannot support
the concurrent test of the SoC dies using the traditional broadcast method. For
instance, in the example 2.5D IC shown in Figure 7.2, three dies are under test
1 “arb. unit” is the abbreviation for “arbitrary unit”.
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and each die has 20 scan chains. In order to test the dies in parallel, a total
of 60 test pins would be required; however, we assume that there are only 30
test pins available on C4 bumps. If all of the cores are enabled for testing at
the same time, although the test-application time can be reduced (10 arb. unit
here), the number of required test pins will exceed the number of available test pins.
Therefore, broadcast testing cannot be carried out as desired. In this situation, one
solution is to test the dies serially, whereby each die can be tested by conventional
broadcast method. However, the test-application time would increase significantly.
For instance, according to our previous assumption, the total test-application time
for the three dies will be 30 arb. unit. When more dies are placed on the interposer,
the resulting increase in the test-application time would be unacceptable.
• Second, since the number of cores in a 2.5D IC is equal to the sum of the number of
cores in each SoC die in the 2.5D IC, its power budget can be easily exceeded if all
dies are tested concurrently using the traditional broadcast method. For instance,
using the same assumption as above, if all of the cores are tested concurrently in
the 2.5D IC, the total power consumption during test mode is 180 arb. unit (i.e.,
3× 3× 20), which has exceeded the given power budget for the 2.5D IC (i.e., 100
arb. unit). Therefore, broadcast testing cannot be carried out as desired due to
the limited power budget in 2.5D IC testing.
In order to re-use the conventional broadcast approach for core-based SoC testing
in 2.5D ICs, the aforementioned two bottlenecks must be overcome. Therefore, the
motivation of this work is to propose a more desirable multicast approach for this scenario
to handle the trade-off among test-application time, the limited number of available test
pins, and the power budget for 2.5D IC testing. Not all dies can be tested in parallel due
to the limited test power budget; rather, the dies are scheduled in different test sessions
and dies in the same session are tested concurrently. The number and the length of test
sessions determine the total test time, and the grouping of the dies into same test session
is done based on fault coverage requirements.
In [224], a similar constraint has been considered during the scheduling of broadcast
tests in core-based SoCs; it takes into account the limited number of TAM channels.
In this scenario, cores are scheduled in different sessions and those in the same session
are tested concurrently. However, there are three key differences between our method
and [224]:
• Broadcast testing results in the simultaneous toggling of a large number of flip-
flops. The increased switching activity leads to higher power consumption in test
mode. Power consumption during testing is important since excessive heat dissi-
pation can damage the circuit under test [241, 242]. Therefore, special care must
be taken to ensure that the power rating of the circuit is not exceeded during
test application. However, the test-scheduling method in [224] is power-unaware,
i.e., it ignores the power-consumption limit. In the proposed technique, the power
consumption limit for the 2.5D IC is considered during multicast testing.
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• In [223] and [224], the precomputed test patterns from core vendors are merged into
shared test patterns, which are then broadcast to all the core under test. However,
complex hardware is needed to implement the proposed test scheme (either a scan-
chain-disable generator for the SoC [223] or a modulo counter for each core [224]),
which results in high hardware overhead. The proposed technique uses a simpler
design, which results in lower hardware overhead.
• Since the shared test patterns was constructed by merging the precomputed test
patterns of all the cores in an SoC from core vendors, the broadcast methods
in [223] and [224] do not require fault simulation to verify the fault coverage.
However, due to the different test hierarchy in 2.5D ICs, such core-level merging
for shared test pattern construction is impractical. In this scenario, the same
test patterns should be applied to the dies tested concurrently. However, since
the functionalities of different dies on the interposer can be different, the loss of
fault coverage for some dies is inevitable during multicast testing. Therefore, it
is important to take the potential loss of fault coverage into account, and ensure
high fault coverage after multicast testing.
In summary, the proposed multicast test scheme overcomes the limitations of conven-
tional, broadcast-based testing and it is designed to satisfy the following requirements:
• Simple and efficient hardware to implement the proposed test method.
• A test-scheduling strategy that considers power consumption and fault coverage.
7.3 Proposed Test Architecture
7.3.1 Requirement and design
In this subsection, we introduce the new test architecture for multicast testing in
2.5D ICs. The so-called “multicast testing” implies that the same test set (i.e., the
multicast test set) are applied to a subset of dies at a time. Here, the test set is a set of
test patterns which can be generated from ATPG or provided by vendors. In the multi-
cast mode, a group of dies is under test, and their scan chains are enabled to apply the
multicast test set. For the other dies not in the multicast group, their scan chains must
be disabled so that test set cannot be applied to them. Therefore, the test-application
procedure for each die consists of two phases: Test instructions must be first broadcast
to each die to activate/deactivate the corresponding test enable signals. Following this
step, the multicast test set is applied to these dies whose test enables have been activated.
These two phases form one test session, and the complete test application for a 2.5D IC
consists of multiple test sessions, which ensure that all dies are adequately tested. Note
that multicast testing is a general test solution that also includes two special cases: i)
serial testing, whereby only one die is tested at a time; ii) broadcast testing, in which
all dies are tested simultaneously.
In order to implement the multicast method, two challenges must be addressed during
test-architecture design:
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• As a passive device, the interposer in 2.5D IC cannot support any active logic.
Therefore, the logic implementation of the test architecture has to be realized
without any active-logic interposer support.
• The test architecture must include a per-die test enable, which controls whether
each die receives the multicast test set to apply it to its internal scan chains or
discards it.
To address the above two issues, we propose: i) a “fan-out” structure in the interposer
to share the tests from the common test pins between different dies; ii) a multicast-
compatible die-level DfT architecture, which requires a multicast-enhanced die wrapper
around each die.
Interposer
Die wrapper
Common test pins
Die 3Die 1 Die 2
C4 bump
Die wrapperDie wrapper
Figure 7.3: Generic test architecture for multicast testing.
The proposed test architecture is illustrated in Figure 7.3. The given k dies (here
k = 3) are stacked on a silicon interposer and the common test pins are available at the
bottom of the interposer through C4 bumps. Each test pin is connected to a fan-out
structure so that the tests from one test pin can be applied simultaneously to different
dies. For the control of the multicast test architecture, we reuse the IEEE Std. 1149.1
with a slight enhancement, instead of defining an ad hoc test control mechanism.
It is well recognized that IEEE Std. 1149.1 standardizes a test wrapper for chips on
a PCB [243]. Since dies in a 2.5D IC can be considered similar to chips on a PCB, the
IEEE 1149.1 chip wrapper consequently can be used and enhanced to form a die-level
wrapper for 2.5D ICs. Figure 7.4(a) presents a conceptual view of a conventional IEEE
1149.1-compliant wrapper. As shown, IEEE 1149.1 wrapper has a two-bit (or optional
three-bit) control port, which consists of signals TCK, TMS, and optionally TRSTN∗. These
control signals can configure a 16-state FSM named Test Access Port (TAP) Controller
in a mode in which it is ready to receive instructions. Subsequently, the instructions
are scanned into the Instruction Register (IR) via the TDI-TDO interface. Then, the chip
is brought into the desired test modes via the control signals and test data is scanned
in and out again via the TDI-TDO interface. The selected test data register (e.g., a
bypass register, a Boundary-Scan Register, or a chip-internal scan chain) depends on
the instruction. Note that a single shift register is always selected.
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Figure 7.4: IEEE 1149.1 wrapper: (a) conventional and (b) multicast-enhanced.
However, the conventional IEEE 1149.1 wrapper offers only a serial mechanism. Since
it lacks a higher-bandwidth parallel TAM, it is not applicable to our scenario in which
test data must be loaded into the internal chains in parallel. Therefore, based on the
conventional IEEE 1149.1 wrapper, we propose our multicast-enhanced die-level wrap-
per, as shown in Figure 7.4(b). This proposed DfT structure differs from the IEEE Std.
1149.1 in the following ways:
• In order to support efficient high-volume testing of the die’s internal circuitry, a
parallel test port of user-defined width n is provisioned in the proposed wrapper.
Here the inputs and outputs of this port are referred to as TPI and TPO, respectively.
• In order to apply a test set on a die or discard it, each internal scan chain within a
die wrapper is equipped with a transmission gate. In this way, when the die is under
test, the associated transmission gates are enabled. Otherwise, the transmission
gates are disabled so that no test patterns are applied to the die. Note that,
although a multiplexer can also be used for this purpose, the transmission gate
avoids the unnecessary delay overhead for effective test application time reduction,
and introduces less area overhead compared to a multiplexer.
Here the added transmission gates are used to switch between test modes. All
the transmission gates within the same die wrapper share the same control signal
MULTICAST_ enable: when MULTICAST_enable is 1, all transmission gates are enabled,
which are then used for applying the multicast test set. In order to implement the pro-
posed test method with the TAP controller in IEEE Std. 1149.1, one private instruction
needs to be inserted, in addition to the public instructions in IEEE Std. 1149.1, such as
BYPASS, IDCODE, and EXTEST. We refer to this instruction as MULTICASTTEST.
As shown in Figure 7.5, MULTICAST_enable is generated from the decoder, which stores
the operational code (opcode) for all instructions, including the newly defined instruction
MULTICASTTEST. When the opcode from the IR matches MULTICASTTEST instruc-
tion, the decoder sets MULTICAST_enable to 1. Otherwise, it sets MULTICAST_enable
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Figure 7.5: Block diagram of the proposed test architecture.
to 0. Note that since this multicast-enhanced die-level wrapper is backward compatible
with the conventional IEEE 1149.1 wrapper, conventional testing is not impacted by the
proposed multicast test architecture when a die used for a 2.5D IC is reused for other
purposes.
We recognize that test access for 3D ICs is currently being standardized through the
proposed IEEE P1838 standard [244]. While some aspects of P1838 can be utilized for
the proposed test-access architecture, multicast testing of the dies on an interposer does
not require test-data transportation vertically up-and-down a 3D stack. Hence we have
adopted a simpler test-access architecture based on the IEEE Std. 1149.1.
Note that in this work, without loss of generality, we assume that all dies on the
interposer are tested using the same number of internal scan chains. If dies have dif-
ferent scan chain counts, we can implement the proposed method in two ways. In one
implementation, we take the maximum number of scan chains for the dies as the number
of test channels from the ATE to the dies through the interposer. For dies with fewer
scan chains, not all the test chains will be utilized. In the second implementation, the
number of tester channels equals the minimum number of scan chains over all the die.
The die wrapper is then used to map the smaller number of tester channels to a larger
number of scan chains within the die.
The overall optimization and test procedures can therefore be described as follows:
• Perform test scheduling to divide the set of dies in the 2.5D IC into several test
sessions.
• Load instructions into the IRs of the different dies.
• After the first test session is completed, load instructions for the dies so that
transmission gates for all dies in the next session are enabled.
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• Continue this procedure until all test sessions are completed.
7.3.2 Overhead analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the overhead introduced by the new test architecture for
multicast testing in 2.5D ICs, which includes: i) timing overhead introduced by the new
defined instruction, and ii) area overhead introduced by the proposed test architecture.
Although a wait time is introduced for loading the new instruction, the delivery of this
instruction does not take a significant amount of time. The loading of the instruction
is accomplished in one IR cycle. In an IR cycle, the controller goes through “Select
IR_Scan” (1 cycle), “Capture_IR” (1 cycle), “Shift_IR” (32 cycles), “Exit_IR” (1
cycle) and the “Update_IR” (1 cycle). Since the length of the instruction is 32 bits,
the controller stays in the “Shift_IR” state for 32 cycles to shift in the instruction
code. Therefore, the total number of clock cycles used to load one instruction is 36
(i.e., 1 + 1 + 32 + 1 + 1). However, since internal scan chains in a die usually contain
hundreds or thousands of scan cells, the total number of clock cycles used to shift in
one test pattern can be of the order of hundreds or thousands of cycles. Therefore, the
time taken for applying the control data to all the dies is negligibly small, especially in
comparison to the volume of multicast test data.
For example, consider a 2.5D IC design crafted using the Opencores benchmarks 2
as dies on the interposer. Three dies are stacked on the interposer: Des_perf, Ethernet,
and Rs_dec. The length of the largest internal scan chain in each die is 441, 557,
and 361, respectively. Assume that all the three dies are placed in the same test session.
Therefore, the same test set is applied to all of them, and the number of the test patterns
in the multicast test set is 3, 549. Since the instruction can only be loaded serially via
the 1-bit TDI-TDO interface, the time taken for applying the control data is 108 cycles
(i.e., 36× 3, here 3 is the number of dies). However, the time for applying the multicast
test set is determined by the die with the largest internal scan (here it is Ethernet),
which is equal to 1, 976, 793 cycles (i.e., 557× 3, 549). Therefore, the timing overhead of
applying the control data is only 0.0055%, which is negligible.
The area overhead of the proposed test architecture comes from: i) the added trans-
mission gates within a die wrapper; ii) the fan-out interconnect structure in the inter-
poser. According to our simulation results, the area of each transmission gate is only
2.023 µm2. Therefore, the area overhead of the multicast-enhanced die wrapper (in µm2)
is equal to 2.023×Nscan_chains compared to the conventional IEEE 1149.1 wrapper. Here
Nscan_chains is the number of internal scan chains in each die. In this work, we assume
that Nscan_chains is the same for each die, which is equal to 20. Then the area overhead
of additional transmission gates for each die is 40.46 µm2. Considering the Ethernet die
whose area is 94, 835 µm2, the transmission gate area overhead is only 0.043%, which is
negligibly small.
In order to realize the fan-out interconnect structure in the interposer, additional
TSVs and metal interconnects in RDL are required. The number of the additional
2 http://opencores.org
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TSVs, which is the same as the number of common test pins, is equal to 2×Nscan_chains.
Since the common test pins have to provide the channels for both shifting in test pat-
terns and shifting out test responses, their number should be the twice of Nscan_chains.
Using the same assumption as above, the number of additional TSVs is 40. Assuming
that in the realistic scenario, the interposer contains approximately 1, 500 functional
TSVs [245], the TSV overhead amounts to only 2.67% in terms of the number of TSVs.
Moreover, since the density of functional TSVs in the interposer is low to moderate (due
to the limited number of dies on the interposer), the additional TSVs can potentially be
accommodated in unused areas of the interposer. Hence they will not increase the area
of the interposer, and the TSV overhead can be neglected. For the metal interconnects
in the RDL, we assume that they are 45 nm in width, 45 nm in pitch and 100 nm in
thickness, which reflect the state-of-the-art interposer technology [246]. In addition, each
interconnect is assumed to be 1, 700 µm in length according to the information from our
industry collaborator. Therefore, each interconnect would take up 1.53×10−4 mm2 (i.e.,
(45 + 45)× 10−6 × 1.7). Assume that three dies are stacked on the interposer and each
die is equipped with 20 scan chains. Then the total additional area introduced by the
wires in the RDL would be 1.84×10−2 mm2. Note that since the total interposer area is
more than 20 mm2 [246], the additional interconnects only take up less than 0.1% of the
total interposer area. As a result, the area overhead of the additional wires in RDL can
be neglected. In addition, since the number of additional TSVs and metal interconnects
is limited, the testing of interposer itself will not be impacted by the fan-out intercon-
nect structure introduced by the multicast testing architecture. For the sake of clarity,
a summary of the above overhead analysis is listed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Summary of timing and area overheads analysis
Time for loading test data (# cycles) Time for loading control data (# cycles) Overhead (%)
1,976,793 108 0.0055
Benchmark: an artificial 2.5D design crafted using Des_perf, Ethernet, and Rs_dec
Area of die (µm2) Area of transmission gates (µm2) Overhead (%)
94,835 40.4 0.043
Benchmark: Ethernet
No. of functional TSVs No. of additional TSVs Overhead (%)
≈ 1, 500 40 ≈ 2.67
Area of interposer (mm2) Area of additional wires (mm2) Overhead (%)
≥ 20 1.84×10−2 ≤ 0.1%
7.4 Test-scheduling Method
In this section, we present the optimization framework for test scheduling based on the
proposed multicast testing procedure and architecture.
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7.4.1 Problem statement
Test scheduling in this chapter refers to the problem of determining start times for each
scheduled test session and the mapping of dies to test sessions such that the total test-
application time is minimized. Throughout this chapter, the term test length will be
used as a measure of the time required to perform the corresponding test. We present an
ILP model for solving the test-scheduling problem under power consumption and fault
coverage constraints. The formal problem statement is as follows:
• Input: i) A 2.5D IC under test consisting of a set of SoC dies; ii) a set of multicast
test-set candidates; iii) the power budget of each test session during multicast
testing; iv) the minimum fault coverage requirement for each die.
• Output: The set of scheduled test sessions based on the grouping of dies in the
2.5D IC under test.
• Constraints: i) Power constraints: the power consumption for the 2.5D IC dur-
ing each test session cannot exceed the given power budget; ii) fault coverage
constraints: for each die, the achieved fault coverage after multicast testing should
not be less than its minimum fault coverage requirement.
• Objective: Minimize the sum of the test-application time of all the scheduled test
sessions.
Before presenting the ILP formulation in detail, we introduce our notation and clarify
the assumptions made for test scheduling.
7.4.2 Notation and assumption
Notation
We use the following symbols to facilitate the discussion.
• D: the set of SoC dies in the 2.5D IC under test, where |D| = ND;
• di: an SoC die (di ∈ D);
• Fdi : the target fault coverage of di after multicast testing;
• C: a set of multicast test-set candidates, where |C| = NC ;
• cj : a multicast test-set candidate (cj ∈ C);
• tij : a test-tuple that describes the application of cj to di with the associated test
length, power consumption, and fault coverage corresponding to this application;
• Ltij : the test length of the test set cj in tij ;
• Ptij : the power consumption of tij (i.e., the power consumption associated with
the application of cj to di);
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• Ftij : the fault coverage of tij (i.e., the fault coverage provided by the application
of cj to di);
• T: the set of the test-tuples, in which each element corresponds to the application
of each test-set candidate in C to each SoC die in D. Thus |T| = ND ×NC ;
• S: a set of test sessions;
• sj : a test session belonging to S (i.e., sj ∈ S), in which all die(s) grouped into this
test session is (are) applied the same test set cj ;
• Lsj : the test length of sj , which is equal to the largest test length among all dies
in this test session;
• Psj : the sum of the power consumption of all dies grouped in sj ;
• xij : a binary variable indicating whether die di is tested in test session sj : xij = 1
when di is tested in sj , and xij = 0 otherwise;
• Pmax: the given power budget limit for each test session during multicast testing;
• F imin: the given minimum fault coverage requirement for die di after multicast
testing.
We illustrate the above terminology with a simple example. Consider four dies that
are stacked on an interposer forming a set of dies D, namely d1, d2, d3 and d4. In
addition, there is a set of test-set candidates C for multicast testing, which consists of
five candidates, namely c1, c2, c3, c4 and c5. By applying each candidate in C to each
die belonging to D, we can obtain the Cartesian product of the test sets, and describe
it by a set of test-tuples T, whose size is 20 (i.e., 4×5). For example, the test-tuple
t12 ∈ T can be used to describe the application of c2 to d1 with the associated Lt12 ,
Pt12 , and Ft12 . After test scheduling, several die(s) is (are) grouped into the same test
session. For instance, d1 and d3 are grouped into s2, which implies that d1 and d3 will
be tested concurrently using the same test-set candidate c2. In this case, Ls2 and Ps2
are determined by the associated power consumption and test length of the test tuples
t12 and t32. Note that Ps2 equals the sum of Pt12 and Pt32 . If we assume Lt12 = 10 and
Lt32 = 15, then Ls2 = Lt32 = 15.
Assumptions
We make the following two assumptions in order to simplify the optimization problem:
• Each die is tested only once during multicast testing, which means that each die
can only be scheduled in exactly one test session. In a more general scenario, a
die can be tested in multiple test sessions with different test sets, which will be
considered as part of future work.
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• All the dies in the 2.5D IC under test subject to the same minimum fault coverage
requirement. In other words, F imin = Fmin for all dies di in the 2.5D IC under test,
where Fmin is the given common minimum fault coverage requirement for all dies.
This assumption does not in any way limit the applicability of our solution. The
general case as stated in the problem statement can be handled by including a
separate fault coverage constraint for each die.
7.4.3 Integer linear programming formulation
In this subsection, we describe the ILP model for minimizing test-application time un-
der power and fault coverage constraints. Although ILP models are computationally
intractable and often not feasible for large problem instances, with a limited number of
dies per interposer (for instance, if we consider up to eight dies as a practical scenario),
the problem instance here is small enough to be amenable for ILP.
As described in Section 7.4.2, tij is a tuple to describe the application of test-set
candidate cj to the SoC die di with the associated test length Ltij of cj , the power
consumption Ptij during the application, and the fault coverage Ftij provided for di. In
this case, tij is a 5-tuple:
tij =
(
di, cj , Ptij , Ltij , Ftij
)
(7.1)
The parameters Ptij and Ftij are obtained by power estimation and fault simulation,
respectively, and Ltij can be computed as in [247]:
Ltij = (1 + ff (di))×N (cj) + ff (di) (7.2)
where ff (di) is the length of the longest scan chain in di, and N (cj) is the number of
test patterns in test-set candidate cj .
Under the first assumption in Section 7.4.2, the aim of test scheduling is to partition
the set of dies in the 2.5D IC under test into different test sessions. According to the
definition of test session introduced in Section 7.3, the die(s) targeted by the same
multicast test-set candidate belong to the same test session, whereby they can be tested
concurrently. Let xij be a binary variable defined as follows: xij = 1 when die di is
tested in test session sj , and xij = 0 otherwise. The length of a test session sj can be
expressed as:
Lsj = max
{
Lt1j · x1j , ..., Ltij · xij , ..., LtNDj · xNDj
}
(7.3)
Equation (7.3) implies that the test length of a test session equals the maximum test
length of all the dies scheduled in this test session.
Each test session sj must satisfy the following constraints:
∀sj ∈ S : Psj =
ND∑
i=1
Ptij · xij
≤ Pmax
(7.4)
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Constraint (7.4) implies that for each test session sj ∈ S, the power consumption during
it cannot exceed the limited power budget Pmax.
Moreover, each die in the 2.5D IC under test di must satisfy the following constraints:
∀di ∈ D : Fdi =
NC∑
j=1
Ftij · xij
≥ Fmin
(7.5)
ND∑
i=1
xij = 1, j = {1, 2, ..., NC} (7.6)
The set of constraints given by (7.5) indicates that for each die di ∈ D, the fault coverage
achieved after multicast testing should be not less than the fault coverage limit Fmin.
The constraints (7.6) ensure that each die is tested only once during multicast testing.
Next, we state the objective function of the ILP formulation. The total test length
over all test sessions, i.e., ∑NCj=1 Lsj is given by:
NC∑
j=1
max
{
Lt1j · x1j , ..., Ltij · xij , ..., LtNDj · xNDj
}
(7.7)
where Ltij is the test length corresponding to tij . Equation (7.7) gives rise to the
following objective function:
Minimize :
NC∑
j=1
Lsj (7.8)
The above minmax objective can be simply linearized using the following standard tech-
nique associated with ILP modeling:
yj ≥ Ltij ·xij , 1 ≤ i ≤ ND, 1 ≤ j ≤ NC
Minimize :
NC∑
j=1
yj
(7.9)
Therefore, combining Equations (7.4), (7.5), (7.6) and (7.8), we obtain an ILP model
to minimize the total test length of all scheduled test sessions, and this model can be
solved by an ILP solver. The output of the model indicates: i) which die(s) is (are)
scheduled in the same test session and tested concurrently; ii) which multicast test-set
candidate is applied to each scheduled test session.
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7.5 Simulation Results
7.5.1 Simulation setup
We considered two 2.5D IC designs with different numbers of dies (i.e., 5-die and 8-die
cases), which are crafted using the Opencores benchmarks 3 as dies on the interposer.
In addition, in order to demonstrate the scalability as well as the applicability of the
proposed approach, another larger 2.5D design is also considered (i.e., 4-die case), which
consists of four processor-level designs: Aes 4, Leon2 5., Leon3mp 5, and Netcard 5.
Details about each design are listed in Table 7.2. We assume that each die has 20 scan
chains. The proposed test architecture was synthesized using the 45 nm Synopsys TSMC
standard-cell library and Synopsys Design Compiler. Table 7.3 lists the design data for
all the benchmarks.
Table 7.2: Design Information for three benchmarks
Die name 4-die case 5-die case 8-die case
Des_perf # # !
Ethernet # ! !
Rs_dec # ! !
Vga_lcd # ! !
Xge_max # ! !
Fp_mul # ! !
Pci_bridge32 # # !
Usb_func # # !
Aes ! # #
Leon2 ! # #
Leon3mp ! # #
Netcard ! # #
!: contained in benchmark
#: non-contained in benchmark
The generated ATPG test set for each benchmark formed the set of multicast test-set
candidates. The power consumption was estimated using the Cadence RTL Compiler,
and the fault coverage for stuck-at faults was obtained by fault simulation using Mentor
Graphics Fastscan. Therefore, for an n-die 2.5D IC, we generated an n×n test-tuple
LUT. Based on this LUT, we formulated the ILP model for solving the test-scheduling
problem under constraints on power consumption and fault coverage. The ILP solver
CPLEX 6 was used to obtain optimal test schedules, and the simulations were performed
on a server with four AMD Opteron 6174 processors and 256 GB RAM.
3 http://opencores.org.
4 128-bits advanced encryption standard pipelined cipher, obtained from Opencores.
5 Obtained from Cobham Gaisler AB, http://www.gaisler.com/.
6 https://www.ibm.com/bs-en/marketplace/ibm-ilog-cplex#product-header-top
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Table 7.3: Design Data for Benchmarks Derived by Commercial Tools
Die name # Gate No. Pattern Length of scan-chain Fault coverage
Des_perf 98,341 318 441 100%
Ethernet 46,771 3,549 557 99.96%
Rs_dec 44,800 3,061 361 100%
Vga_lcd 124,031 5,347 890 100%
Xge_max 80,833 2,884 709 99.97%
Fp_mul 39,259 953 271 99.9%
Pci_bridge32 16,816 1,078 165 99.99%
Usb_func 12,808 1,397 89 99.98%
Aes 260,541 3,420 539 99.97%
Leon2 590,242 51,749 7,253 99.78%
Leon3mp 299,308 29,017 5,027 99.78%
Netcard 335,586 47,495 4,823 89.58%
7.5.2 Impact of design knobs on test schedule
There are two user-defined parameters in the proposed technique, namely Pmax and
Fmin. As expected, both impact the test schedule significantly. In this subsection, we
investigate their impact on the generated test schedule, and undertake the trade-off
analysis among test-application time, power budget, and testing quality.
Impact of Fmin
Fmin is a crucial parameter in the proposed technique. It specifies the lower bound on
the single stuck-at fault coverage that must be achieved for each die. During multicast
testing, since the same test patterns are applied to all dies with different functionalities
in the same test session, the loss of fault coverage is inevitable. In order to guarantee
the high test quality after multicast testing, it is desired to apply appropriate test-set
candidate for each scheduled test session.
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Figure 7.6: The relationship between fault coverage and test-application time with varying power
constraints.
Figure 7.6 illustrates the relationship between the test-application time (in terms of
the number of cycles) and Fmin as Pmax is varied. For each value of Pmax, test scheduling
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was performed to achieve different Fmin (varied from 95% to 99%). As shown in this
figure, for both benchmarks, the test time is lower when a lower minimum fault coverage
is set as a constraint for a fixed value of Pmax. When multicast testing targets lower
fault coverage, the test scheduling has more flexibility in satisfying the constraints. For
instance, for the 8-die case, our simulation results show that there are six tests for die
Fp_mul satisfying the constraints when Fmin = 97% and Pmax = 30, 000 µW. However,
for a fixed Pmax, number of feasible tests is reduced to one when Fmin is increased to
99%. Therefore, as the fault coverage constraint is relaxed, more degrees of freedom are
available for test scheduling, which leads to solutions with lower test times.
Impact of Pmax
The power budget Pmax is another user-defined parameter in the proposed technique.
A higher power budget indicates that more dies can be tested concurrently in each test
session, and the test-application time can be reduced significantly. However, an increase
in power dissipation during testing will increase the circuit temperature, which results
in chip damage, reduced reliability and yield loss. Therefore, it is important to explore
the trade-off between test-application time and the power budget.
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Figure 7.7: The relationship between the power budget and test-application time as Fmin is var-
ied.
Figure 7.7 illustrates the relationship between test-application time (in terms of the
number of cycles) and Pmax as Fmin is varied. To achieve each Fmin, the proposed
test scheduling was performed under different power constraints Pmax (varied from
30, 000 µW to 70, 000 µW). As shown, for both the 5-die and 8-die cases, with a re-
laxed power constraint (i.e., high Pmax), more dies can be tested concurrently due to the
higher power budget. Therefore, the number of scheduled test sessions is reduced, which
leads to lower test time. Accordingly, there is a trade-off between test-application time
and test power budget in multicast test scheduling. The test time can be reduced with
a relaxed power constraint, but it results in higher power dissipation during multicast
test.
Note that, such test time reduction is more significant when Fmin is relatively low (e.g.,
Fmin = 95%). For a higher fault coverage limit, the number of the tests which satisfy
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constraints becomes less, as mentioned in Section 7.5.2. Due to the limited solution
space, there is less room for further test time improvement using test scheduling. For
instance, in order to achieve Fmin = 99%, the test-application time of the 8-die case
(in terms of the number of cycles) is 10, 445, 866 for all scenarios with different power
budgets. However, if we reduce the power budget Pmax to 20, 000 µW, there is no feasible
solution for test scheduling, which means that the dies cannot be tested concurrently. As
a result, Fmin plays a more important role in test scheduling for test-time optimization.
However, Pmax is the decisive factor for multicast testing, since it primarily determines
which dies in the 2.5D IC can be test concurrently.
7.5.3 Comparison with prior work: BIST-based approach
We compare our results with the corresponding results reported for the BIST method
in [214].
Comparison in terms of hardware overhead
In the previous technique [214], the BIST architecture and the associated BIST controller
must be implemented within each individual die, and BIST cannot be shared between
dies. As a result, the hardware overhead introduced by the BIST architecture for the
entire 2.5D IC is considerable. According to the synthesis results shown in [214], the
BIST area overhead for each die is 4, 077.91 µm2 7. However, as mentioned in Section 7.3,
the only hardware overhead of the proposed architecture is N transmission gates for
each die, where N is the number of scan chains per die. For each transmission gate, the
area overhead is only 2.023 µm2 according to our synthesis results. Therefore, the area
overhead of the proposed multicast architecture for each die is 40.46 µm2 for N = 20
and grows to only 404.6 µm2 for N = 200, which can be neglected compared to [214].
Comparison in terms of test-application time
To achieve the similar fault coverage, the number of test patterns generated by the BIST
architecture is significantly more than those generated by ATPG. Therefore, the increase
of test-application time is inevitable even with a faster test clock in BIST architecture.
Here we compared our proposed technique to the BIST technique proposed in [214] in
terms of test-application time.
Two experiments were performed on both the 5-die and 8-die cases with a fixed power
budget of 30, 000 µW to target the fault coverage limit Fmin = 98%. Table 7.4 lists the
achieved fault coverage by the BIST technique and proposed technique, respectively.
According to the results in Table 7.4, we can achieve higher fault coverage for both
benchmarks using the proposed technique except Des_perf in the 8-die case. Moreover,
compared to the BIST technique proposed in [214], the proposed technique can reduce
the total test application time by 50.1% and 53.4%, respectively. We assume here that
the test clock in the baseline BIST architecture is the same as the one used in the
7 This overhead is also estimated using 45 nm Synopsys TSMC standard cell library.
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proposed method for evaluating the test-application time. Generally, Logic Built-in Self-
Test (LBIST) can be operated in multiple frequency domains for different objectives of
testing [248]. Moreover, the shift clock frequency in a test-per-scan BIST solution is
limited. As explained in [214], an LBIST architecture can operate at slow and fast
frequencies to detect stuck-at and transition delay faults, respectively. Therefore, for
targeting the stuck-at faults, the test patterns in LBIST have to be applied in system,
and the LBIST architecture is operated at the same frequency as one used with the
ATE. Therefore, the LBIST frequency is the same as the scan frequency, assumed
in our evaluation. In addition, although the BIST architecture can reduce the test-
application time further by a faster test clock, the power consumption during testing is
increased [249]. In this case, the power consumption constraints are likely to be violated.
Table 7.4: Fault coverage achieved and test-application time for the benchmarks using [214] and
the proposed technique, when the test clock frequency is assumed to be 50 MHz.
5-die case
[214] Proposed technique
Die name Fault coverage
Ethernet 99.96% 99.96%
Rs_dec 98% 98.02%
Vga_lcd 98% 100%
Xge_max 98% 99.97%
Fp_mul 98% 99.9%
Test-application time (s) 0.3621 0.1808
8-die case
[214] Proposed technique
Die name Fault coverage
Des_perf 100% 99.7%
Ethernet 99.96% 99.96%
Rs_dec 98% 98.02%
Vga_lcd 98% 100%
Xge_max 98% 99.97%
Fp_mul 98% 99.9%
Pci_bridge32 96% 99.99%
Usb_func 96% 99.98%
Test-application time (s) 0.4011 0.1868
7.5.4 Comparison with prior work: scan-based approach
In this subsection, we compare our results with the corresponding results reported for the
scan-based method in [225]. In [225], a post-bond test and DfT strategy was proposed,
which tries to identify an “as-wide-as-possible” set of functional interconnects in the
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interposer that can be re-used as parallel TAM to the various dies. Three types of
parallel TAM configurations are identified:
• Distribution architecture, in which each die has its own private TAM;
• Daisychain architecture, in which all dies are concatenated by one TAM;
• Hybrid architecture, which is a generalization of distribution and daisychain ar-
chitectures.
In addition, a search algorithm is proposed in order to identify an optimized TAM
configuration that attempts to minimize the overall test length of a 2.5D IC. However,
compared to the proposed multi-cast approach in this chapter, there are two major
shortcomings of [225], which can be summarized as:
• The external I/Os of the interposer have to be shared by multiple TAMs in parallel
in [225], leading to much smaller width of each TAM compared to the multi-cast
approach in which the entire I/Os is used by a single TAM. As a result, although
all dies can be tested concurrently, the reduction of the overall test length of the
dies is still very limited.
• The power consumption during testing is not taken into account in [225]. Conse-
quently, the generated TAM configuration can result in excessive power dissipation
during scan testing when all dies are tested concurrently.
Here we compared our proposed technique to the scan-based approach proposed
in [225] in terms of achieved fault coverage, test power consumption, and test-application
time. Since TAM width is the only objective during TAM configuration optimization
in [225], we assume that there is only a single Daisychain TAM in the 2.5D IC achieving
the widest width (which equals to the number of entire I/Os) in the generated TAM
configuration for the method in [225]. A Daisychain TAM can support both sequential
and parallel test schedules, in which one die is tested at a time in the sequential test
schedule and all dies are tested simultaneously with their scan chains concatenated in
the parallel case. However, for both schedules, the overall test length is approximately
the sum of the test lengths of the individual dies [225].
The experiment was performed on the 4-die case, and Table 7.5 lists the achieved
fault coverage, power budget per session, and total test-application time by using the
proposed technique and the method in [225], respectively. Since the dedicated ATPG
test patterns can be applied for each die in the 2.5D IC, the approach proposed in [225]
can achieve slightly higher fault coverage for some dies (e.g., Aes and Leon3mp in the
4-die case). However, since the overall test length of the Daisychain TAM is the sum of
the test length of each die, the test-application time of the proposed technique in [225]
is increased by 24% compared to the proposed approach. In addition, the method
in [225] requires higher test power budget per session in order to support the parallel
test schedule, which is around twice the value of the proposed approach.
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Table 7.5: Fault coverage achieved, required test power budget, and test-application time for the
benchmarks using the conventional test approach proposed in [225] and the proposed
technique, when the test clock frequency is assumed to be 50 MHz.
4-die case
[225] Proposed technique
Die name Fault coverage
Aes 99.97% 99.83%
Leon2 99.78% 99.78%
Leon3mp 99.78% 91.99%
Netcard 89.58% 89.58%
Test-application time (s) 15.0453 12.0903
Test Power budget (mW) 275.19 143.46
7.5.5 Runtime analysis
To evaluate the CPU runtime for the proposed test-scheduling method, the experiments
were performed on the 8-die test case with varying value of Pmax and Fmin. As illustrated
in Table 7.6, all the ILP optimizations can be finished within a few seconds, which
indicates the effectiveness of the proposed optimization approach.
Table 7.6: Runtime of the proposed technique with varying constraints of power and fault cov-
erage (unit: second)
Pmax
Fmin 95% 96% 97% 98% 99%
30000 µW 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
40000 µW 0.01 1.48 0.03 2.83 1.37
50000 µW 1.42 0.09 1.39 0.02 0.01
60000 µW 0.04 1.41 0.01 0.01 0.01
70000 µW 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
7.5.6 Discussion
Delay fault testing
In this work, we have targeted only stuck-at faults during multicast testing. In order
to handle delay faults (i.e., path-delay and transition faults), at-speed scan testing is
needed. In this scenario, test patterns need to launch a transition from a scan cell or
primary input and capture the transition at a scan cell or primary output. Therefore,
the key to performing such at-speed testing is to generate a pair of rated clock pulses
for the launch and capture events. However, this would be complicated for a 2.5D IC
design since it involves multiple clocks operating at different frequencies for different
dies. In other words, even if the scan shift clock frequencies are the same for all dies,
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the capture cycle happens at rated speed, which could be different for different dies.
This can cause synchronization issues when the same test is multicasted to multiple
dies. Therefore, in order to enable at-speed testing, the 2.5D chip should be designed
with an embedded programmable Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) that generates sequences of
multiple on-chip clock pulses for at-speed testing, as in [250]. Programmability can be
achieved using a register-controlled clock-gating circuit that controls the PLL outputs.
In addition, in order to synchronize testing multiple dies in parallel, which have their own
and different clock frequencies, each die is equipped with First-in-First-out buffers at its
test pins [251]. This way, the multicasted test patterns, which arrive simultaneously, can
be consumed at different rates according to the dedicated test clock of each die. Using
this approach, the proposed multicast test architecture can be extended for delay fault
testing in 2.5D ICs.
Compression/Decompression
An important consideration for the proposed multicast testing solution is that some dies
mounted on the interposer can potentially use test compression methods in order to
reduce test data volume. In this case, the multicast compressed test set targeted one die
would achieve very little coverage when applied to other dies in the 2.5D ICs, and the
improvement of test-application time introduced by multicast testing would be limited.
However, for each die used in a 2.5D design, not all embedded cores are equipped with
compression hardware [252, 253]. In addition, due to hardware overhead concerns and
the need for diagnosability, some dies may not use compression hardware at all. This
situation is common in 2.5D IC because of the heterogeneity of the dies. Therefore,
when at least one die in the 2.5D IC is not equipped with compression hardware, the
compression hardware has to be disabled for the rest of the dies in broadcast mode. As
a result, the cores that are equipped with compression hardware are always designed
with features to bypass the compressed test mode [252, 253]; uncompressed test sets
are still needed for these cores. On the other hand, for the cores that are not equipped
with compression hardware, only uncompressed test sets can be used. Therefore, the
proposed multicast test method is generic, which can be applied to any die used in
realistic 2.5D ICs.
Moreover, in the scenarios that the compressed test sets can be applied to different
targeted dies, the proposed approach can still utilized to reduce test-application time.
Due to the limited test-power budget, only a subset of dies can be tested concurrently
in each session. Therefore, all the dedicated compressed test sets can be loaded serially
for the dies that are supposed to be tested simultaneously. Next, the loaded test sets
can be decompressed internally and applied individually at the same time. This way,
the test-application time for a session is determined by the longest one of all the dies
scheduled in this session. In addition, due to the reduced test data volume in each
compressed test set, it take fewer test cycles for loading the test patterns serially than
decompressing and applying them. Therefore, the proposed approach can still reduce
the test-application time significantly under the given requirement of test power.
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Overlapped and non-overlapped testing
In the proposed ILP formulation, we assume that each die in the 2.5D IC under test
is tested only once during multicast testing (as shown in Equation (7.6)). However, to
achieve higher fault coverage, we can also consider an “overlapped” multicast testing,
in which each die can be tested multiple times with different test sets. In this case,
the achieved fault coverages of dies can be increased progressively with each scheduled
test session. Moreover, since the test length of each test session is determined by the
maximum test length of all the dies inside it, such “overlapped” testing can potentially
take the same test-application time as the proposed “non-overlapped” testing in which
all dies can be tested only once. The penalty of “overlapped” multicast testing is that
the power consumption during each test session is likely to increase. This more general
scenario will be considered as part of future work.
Compensation for fault coverage loss
Due to the limited number of multicast test-pattern candidates, it is possible that the
fault coverage achieved for a die through multicast will be less than the mandated
requirement. In this situation, we can increase the fault coverage by applying top-off
test patterns to specific cores in a serial manner, which is compatible with the proposed
multicast architecture (as mentioned in Section 7.3). Since the loss in fault coverage
due to multicast testing is extremely small (as shown in Table 7.4), we can use top-off
patterns to achieve full fault coverage for the dies at negligible additional cost.
Compatibility with testing of heterogeneous 2.5D integration
2.5D IC provides a platform to integrate disparate technologies (such as CMOS, memory,
sensors, optical interconnects, etc.) on the same interposer, and thus enables heteroge-
neous integration, in which the mounted dies are almost necessarily not the same size
(i.e., the gate counts of different dies have different orders of magnitude). In that case,
the proposed test approach in this work is still effective. Suppose that we have three
dies mounted on the same interposer as a 2.5D IC, namely Die i, Die ii, and Die iii.
Given a power budget M for each test session, the generated test schedule is as follows:
Die i and Die ii are tested concurrently in session A, and Die iii is tested individually in
session B. Next, let us assume that a significantly larger die Die iv is also mounted on the
interposer. In order to realize a feasible test schedule, the power budget of each session
has to be increased to N (N > M); this power budget is clearly dominated by Die iv.
Consequently, Die i, Die ii, and Die iii can be tested concurrently in the same session
under the increased test power budget. In order words, the number of test session could
be the same, while the overall test length would be dominated by the larger die.
Limitation of proposed approach
Compared to BIST-based test approach, test access using full scan and boundary scan
alone requires the use of ATE, which increases the test cost of the proposed approach
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and is associated with the tester limitation issues. In addition, it would be challenging
to probe the mounted dies in a 2.5D IC because of high density and I/O ports of small
dimensions.
7.6 Conclusion of Chapter
The testing of interposer-based 2.5D ICs is an important practical problem today. We
have presented a new multicast test architecture that allows multiple dies to be tested
concurrently, and described a test scheduling and optimization strategy to determine
groups of dies to be tested concurrently and to minimize the overall test-application
time. We have presented simulation results to evaluate this technique for two test cases
of 5 and 8 dies on an interposer. Detailed test-scheduling results have also been described
to highlight the effectiveness of the optimization technique in reducing test time under
constraints on test power budget and the fault coverage.
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8 Conclusions
3D ICs, including TSV-based, interposer-based, and monolithic-based schemes, have
long been anticipated as the major emerging alternative to classical manufacturing pro-
cess scaling. Even in the absence of continued device dimensional shrinking, 3D in-
tegration technology still has the potential to dramatically enhance chip performance,
functionality, and device packing density. Furthermore, the coming wave of devices driv-
ing in the Internet of Things (IoT) era will require a sophisticated integration with a
wide range of functionality, which cannot be economically addressed exclusively with
single-die solution. Due to its heterogeneous feature, 3D ICs could become the only
candidate that can properly satisfy these requirements. As a result, this technology has
drawn a lot of attention from both academia and industry in recent years.
However, the commercial acceptance of 3D ICs still behind the expectation currently,
mainly due to new design challenges caused by novel vertical integration. As one of
the key enabling technologies in 3D ICs, TSVs can provide vertical signal and power
paths between stacked tiers, yet post great threats on the yield, reliability, testability of
3D ICs, which can be summarized as follows:
• Power integrity: Smaller footprint combined with multiple tiers in a 3D IC
imply severe power integrity issues. This can be further exacerbated by the limited
number of available TSV for P/G net routing and EM-induced resistance increase
in P/G TSVs, which makes reliable PDN design in 3D ICs highly challenging.
• TSV reliability and yield: Various latent TSV defects are introduced by the
disruptive manufacturing process involved in TSV fabrication. These defects can
be aggravated by the coupling effect between electrical, mechanical, and thermal
conditions during in-field operations, which lead to yield loss and reliability degra-
dation, respectively.
• Test access: Test access is a major challenge in 3D testing. Since the vertical
stacking in 3D ICs introduces a new level of design hierarchy in addition to that in
conventional SoCs, new test architectures and approaches are required to provide
test access to each tier in a stack. However, the limitations on the number of TSVs
and the availability of I/Os only on the tier with the C4 pads give rise to important
test-access constraints.
This thesis set out to tackle the aforementioned design and/or test challenges in
3D ICs, and proposes a set of reliability-aware and testability-driven design and opti-
mization techniques for enabling reliable 3D IC designs and enhancing physical design
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quality. In this chapter, A brief summary of the main contributions this thesis has de-
veloped is presented in Section 8.1, and the future directions arising from this Ph.D.
work is discussed in Section 8.2.
8.1 Summary of Contributions
First, a holistic CAD platform for P/G TSV planning has been developed to address
the need for reliable PDN design in 3D ICs from the perspectives of power and signal
integrities, which can be integrated seamlessly within commercial Electronic Design Au-
tomation (EDA) development flows. The objective is to handle the trade-off between
physical design qualities and hardware design cost by minimizing the inserted TSV
(and/or local via) count under the constraints of required design metrics (such as power
supply noise and target EM-related lifetime). For TSVs fabricated with different via-
first/via-middle/via-last technologies, various optimization approaches are proposed. In
Chapter 3, a non-regular P/G TSV planning methodology has been proposed to mini-
mize static power supply noise during power delivery in 3D ICs. The co-optimization of
TSV sizing and placement can be finalized in just one step instead of the iterative process
in conventional techniques, which reduce computation time significantly. Furthermore,
the impact of TSV-induced thermal-mechanical stress on 3D PDN robustness is taken
into account during P/G TSV planning. In Chapter 4, a routing-aware P/G TSV plan-
ning approach is explored, particularly for TSVs fabricated with via-first technology. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work considering design routability problems
during 3D PDN design. Besides the reduction of placed TSV count, the local vias inside
each P/G TSV can also be well-managed to handle the trade-off between routability and
reliability of the design.
Second, a comprehensive framework for signal TSV repair has been developed for
yield enhancement and reliability improvement in 3D ICs. In general, signal TSVs in
3D ICs suffer from manufacturing defect and latent defects, which can result in yield loss
and reliability degradation, respectively. In order to overcome these challenges, a con-
ventional approach is to insert spare elements at design-time and repair faulty f-TSVs
in the field. However, due to the huge TSV size and its complicated manufacturing
process, the number of inserted s-TSVs should be well-managed. To this end, various
spare allocation and TSV repair approaches has been proposed in this thesis. In Chap-
ter 5, a novel s-TSV allocation technique is investigated for improving the assembly
yield in TSV fabrication process, which is composed of a light-weight TSV redundancy
architecture and two effective repair algorithms. By considering the trade-off between
chip yield, hardware cost, and timing performance, this proposed approach can improve
chip yield under a more realistic operation scenario. Based on this proposed platform,
another TSV repair methodology is proposed to combat EM degradation in TSVs by
taking use of its inherent recovery effect. In this approach, TSV redundancy is used
proactively, in which non-faulty f-TSVs are allowed to be temporarily deactivated and
recover from certain EM wear-out well before failing. This way, the lifetimes of multiple
f-TSVs can be extended even using one single spare, taking full advantage of the limited
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TSV redundancy resources compared to the conventional reactive manners.
Third, a novel test architecture has been proposed for interposer-based 3D ICs to re-
duce test-application time and the power consumption during test under the constraints
of limited test access. In order to make 3D ICs commercially viable, specified test and
DfT solutions are required to address the new challenges for 3D testing. In particular, as
3D stacking introduces a new level of design hierarchy in addition to that in conventional
SoCs, new test architectures are needed to provide test access to each die in the stack. In
Chapter 7, a multicast test architecture has been proposed for interposer-based 3D ICs
(i.e., 2.5D ICs), which targets die testing at post-bonding stage. By applying the same
test patterns to carefully selected multiple dies simultaneously with a given test-power
budget, the number of required test pins can be significantly reduced. The selection of
dies is finalized using a proposed test-scheduling optimization technique.
In conclusion, a set of reliability-aware and testability-driven techniques in the as-
pects of automating the physical-design process for 3D ICs have been proposed in this
dissertation. This process becomes increasingly difficult and demanding compared to
well-engineered design automation for their 2D counterparts. On the one hand, classic
challenges in 2D ICs such as thermal management, power delivery and placement &
routing become more complex in such a scenario. On the other hand, novel 3D-specific
design challenges such as the synchronized arrangement of different types of TSVs have
undergone similar progress recently. Although more and more sophisticated EDA so-
lutions are being proposed, the design automation for 3D ICs is not yet fully solved.
Therefore, the proposed solutions and developed frameworks in this dissertation can act
as important building blocks for 3D ICs and push them toward mainstream acceptance
in the near future.
8.2 Future Work
The research presented in this thesis seems to have raised more questions that it has
answered. There are several lines of research arising from this work which should be
pursued, and the 3D integration technology can be further explored in many aspects,
such as IoT and neuromorphic engineering.
8.2.1 Leverage 3D integration for internet of things
Although 3D integration has long been anticipated as the major emerging alternative to
conventional process down-scaling, the coming wave of devices driving the IoT era will
mandate a new set of integration requirements that only 3D ICs can properly satisfy.
Most IoT applications require to integrate a variety of functionalities (such as digital,
analog, memory, RF modules, MEMS, sensors, and energy harvesters, etc.), which can-
not be economically addressed exclusively with single-die solutions. To this end, 3D
integration technology can address all this need due to its heterogeneous integration ca-
pability. Most industry analysts are anticipating that 3D IC eventually will become the
best long-term solution to satisfy increasing requirements in size, power, performance,
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and diverse range of IP content in IoT era.
The primary design challenges of an IoT network is security and privacy. As a tremen-
dous number of devices are connected together, an attacker can invade the IoT network
through some low-end vulnerable components, which lack security protection as isolated
devices previously. Among various threats challenging the security of IoT, the root of
trust starts from hardware security. On the other hand, 3D integration technology in-
troduces unique and unexplored challenges on managing hardware security, which are
necessary to be identified and mitigated for 3D-based IoT security improvement.
8.2.2 Leverage 3D integration for neuromorphic engineering
Neuromorphic engineering, also known as neuromorphic computing, has emerged in
recent years as a complementary architecture to von Neumann architecture. The term
“neuromorphic computing” was coined in the late 1980s by Carver Mead [254]. Initially,
Mead referred to VLSI containing electronic analog components that mimicked biological
neural systems as “neuromorphic” systems. However, in recent times, this term has been
used to describe analog, digital, mixed-mode analog/digital VLSI, and software systems
that implement models of neural system for perception, motor control, or multi-sensory
integration.
Nowadays, the mainstream of neuromorphic hardware design and implementation are
based on conventional 2D integration. However, as the neural systems are highly com-
plex, the connectivity densities and massively parallel processed circuital systems are
required to engage in highly demanding computational task, which cannot be fulfilled
by 2D integration. Instead, 3D integration technology can offer a promising solution to
satisfy the aforementioned requirements, which is contemporaneously compatible with
current fabrication processes. Actually, 3D integration has been leveraged in neuromor-
phic computing systems even from the early days of neuromorphic research, especially
for pattern recognition and object recognition tasks [255, 256]. In more recent applica-
tions, 3D integration has been utilized to stack multiple neuromorphic chips together by
using TSVs [257, 258] or micro-bumps [259]. However, the limited number of vertical
interconnects achieved by these technologies prevent from the utilization for ultra-dense
wires. To this end, 3D MIC seems like an appropriate candidate for neuromorphic com-
puting, yet its implementation has not been demonstrated. Moreover, heat dissipation
could be a critical design issue for such 3D MIC-based neuromorphic systems, which
need to be mitigated in the future.
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